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Abstract

Systems in engineering are becoming ever more complex and intercon-
nected, due to advancing technology with cheaper sensors and increased con-
nectivity. For example in process industry, sensors that monitor the operation
of the plant can be connected through wireless connections and used for mon-
itoring and control. In this thesis, we study the problem of identifying one
module, i.e., one transfer function from one internal variable to another, in the
dynamic network. We investigate how accurate models will be obtained using
different gathered measurements. Model errors are assumed to originate from
random disturbances that affect the dynamic network. The variance of the
model errors are analyzed using the classical assumption that a large amount
of data is available. By using a geometric approach, the (co-)variance of the
model errors can be analyzed in a way that brings forward how input signal
properties, noise variance, noise correlation structure and model structure
affect the asymptotic model errors. Several different network structures are
analyzed in order to investigate how different signals can reduce the asymp-
totic model errors in dynamic networks.

For SISO systems we develop reparametrization formulas for the asymp-
totic variance of the model errors of functions of the estimated system pa-
rameters. In particular, we demonstrate that one can use the experimental
conditions to make the asymptotic variance independent of model order and
model structure in some cases. These expressions are used to derive simple
model structure independent upper bounds of the asymptotic covariance for
commonly estimated quantities such as system zeros and impulse response
coefficients.

The variance of the first of a set of estimated modules connected in a
cascade structure is analyzed. The main contribution is the characterization
of the variance of the frequency function estimate of a module with a zero
close to the unit circle. It is shown that a variance reduction of the first
estimated module is possible, compared to only using the first measurement in
the estimation. The variance reduction is concentrated around the frequency
of the unit-circle-zero.

For a parallel cascade structure and a multi sensor structure, upper bounds
on the asymptotic covariance of the parameter estimates are derived when the
model order of the system of interest was fixed, while the model order of every
other module is large.

The effect of the noise correlation structure is examined for single input
multiple output (SIMO) systems. For the case of temporally white, but possi-
bly spatially correlated additive noise, we develop a formula for the asymptotic
covariance of the frequency response function estimates and a formula for the
asymptotic covariance of the model parameters. It is shown that when parts
of of the noise can be linearly estimated from measurements of other blocks
with less estimated parameters, the variance decreases. The effect of the in-
put spectrum is shown to have a less significant effect than expected. We
determine the optimal correlation structure for the noise, for the case when
one block has one parameter less than the other blocks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Systems in engineering are becoming ever more complex and interconnected, due to
advancing technology with cheaper sensors and increased connectivity. For example
in process industry, sensors that monitor the operation of the plant can be connected
through wireless connections and used for monitoring and control. Other examples
are to be found in various engineering disciplines, e.g., power systems, telecommu-
nication systems, process manufacturing and distributed control systems. Accurate
models are of course essential to analyze and control these systems. Furthermore,
these networks of modules are not necessarily static in structure, as new users, ac-
tuators and sensors might join to the network after commissioning. When a module
is added to the network, there is possibly some unknown dynamics in the network
that needs to be identified. However, we should not have to identify the whole
network all over. We thus need to incorporate the network structure in our models
so that we do not have to throw away all we know about a system when only a
minor part has changed. This is not the only benefit from taking a network per-
spective, we can also retain some of the physical interpretation in the model of the
system and improve the accuracy of the models. In this chapter we will provide a
few high level examples of dynamic networks, give a literature review concerning
identification in dynamic networks and outline the contribution of this thesis.

1.1 Motivating examples of dynamic networks

In this section, as a motivation, we provide a few examples where it is natural to
model the system as a dynamic network.

Water distribution system

The first example of a dynamic network is taken from water supply systems. The
water supply system is a network of components that together provide water to
consumers (which may be residential, industrial, commercial or governmental insti-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tutions). We consider pressure control of the pipe network, which transfers water
from the set of supply nodes, e.g., water purification facilities or water storage facil-
ities, to the consumers. The goal of the pressure control is to have enough pressure
in each node of the network to supply sufficient amount of water to consumers in the
network. At the same time, water is a scarce resource in many parts of the world,
and too high pressure increases the risk of pipes breaking and increases the amount
of leaking water. Furthermore, considerable amount of energy can be saved with
efficient pressure control. Thus, proper management of the pressure in the network
is needed for safe and effective operation. The system can be modeled as a set of
pipes, storage tanks, consumer nodes and supply nodes. The pipes transport the
water between different nodes in the network. We can describe the dynamics of a
tank in the network as

V̇i =
∑
j∈Ni

qij

qij =
(
pi − pj
Rij

)1/a
,

where V is the volume in the tank located in node i, qij is the flow in the pipe
between nodes i and j, pi is the pressure at node i, Ni is the set of neighbors of
node i, a is the flow exponent and Rij is the resistance coefficient. If the pressure
can be controlled in a node i, we consider the pressure pi a control input, otherwise
it is modeled as determined by the pressure at neighboring nodes.

Flotation plant
The second example of a dynamic network is concentration of ore, using froth
flotation. Froth flotation is a process that is used to separate hydrophobic from
hydrophilic materials and is common in processing industries. In the flotation
plant, the objective is to separate the valuable mineral from ore, while minimizing
the amount of undesired minerals in the extracted concentrate. At the same time,
as much of the mineral as possible should be harvested. Thus, the residual tailings
should mainly be composed of finely ground waste rock. In a flotation cell, froth
flotation is done by adding certain chemical reagents to render the desired mineral
hydrophobic, so air bubbles then lift the mineral. The resulting froth layer is
then skimmed to produce the concentrate. Normally a flotation process consists of
several flotation cells connected in cascade together with cyclones, mills, and mixing
tanks as seen in the schematics of a typical plant in Figure 1.1. The plant can be
described as a network composed of interconnected systems with simple dynamics.

Steam pressure control

Industrial power plants are often equipped with several parallel boilers with con-
trolled and close to constant loads. Together they produce steam at high pressure
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a floatation plant with several cascades of flotation cells.
(Image courtesy of ABB).

that will be used in the plant. However, steam is consumed at intermediate and low
pressure in one intermediate pressure (IP) header and one low pressure (LP) header
respectively, with rapid and large variations in consumption (Majanne, 2005). In
the middle a set of back pressure turbines feed the IP header and LP header ap-
propriate amounts of steam respectively. In order to control the pressure in the IP
header and LP header, it is necessary to accurately control the pressure in the high
pressure (HP) header as well. The boilers should, for energy effectiveness, operate
at close to constant loads. Therefore, an accumulator tank is used to handle the
rapid fluctuations in load. When the demand for steam is low, the accumulator
tank may store steam, as long as its internal pressure is less than the pressure in
the IP header. When demand is high, the steam tank may discharge steam into the
LP header as long as the steam tanks internal pressure is higher than the pressure
in the LP header. The plant can be modeled as in Figure 1.2, where neither the
demand nor the feedback structure of the control system has been modeled.

1.2 Identification of dynamic networks

The main point of the previous section was to show that there are many examples
of processes which we may model as an interconnection of simpler systems in a
dynamic network. We will call such a simple system a module. From the system
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fuel
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Figure 1.2: Steam pressure control model.

identification literature, there seem to be two separate tasks related to the network:
identify the structure of the network and identify the modules that make up the
network. The first task is referred to as topology detection and is only briefly
mentioned in this chapter. In the second line of research the structure of the
interconnections are assumed to be known, and this is the setting for this work.

Topology detection
Topology detection is very much an active research topic with a rich literature. The
topic is intrinsically linked with the notion of causality, since a transfer function
in the network structure determines that there exists a causal link between the
variable on the input side and the variable at the output side. The topic dates
back to at least Granger (1969); Wiener (1956), with early contributions by Caines
and Chan (1975); Granger (1980); and Anderson and Gevers (1982). Some more
recent contributions that consider dynamic networks are given in Bottegal and
Picci (2014); Hayden et al. (2014a); Marques et al. (2013); Materassi and Salapaka
(2012); Materassi et al. (2011); Sanandaji et al. (2012); and Hayden et al. (2014b)

Identification in dynamic networks
Identification in dynamic networks is fundamentally different from unstructured
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) identification for several reasons. Firstly,
we may only wish to model a module or a subset of modules within the dynamic
network. Using methods tailored for this task imposes less restrictions on the
excitation and modeling and we gain flexibility in which signals we need to measure,
see e.g., Van den Hof et al. (2013). Secondly, as discussed in Hägg et al. (2011),
a considerable variance reduction is possible if we incorporate previous knowledge
about the modules. We may also have known feedback structures in the dynamic
network, i.e., some of the modules may be known. Lastly, by explicitly taking
the network structure into account, we preserve the physical interpretation of the
modules. However, if the sampling is not done fast enough the physical structure
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might be lost in the modeling. This is because we measure the signals in the
network only at a certain rate and assume that the signals change much more
slowly, so that they can be approximated to be constant between measurements.
This point is further discussed in Section 2.1.

Can we apply MIMO methods?

In the prediction error method (PEM) it is possible to incorporate previous struc-
tural knowledge. However, PEM requires solving a non-convex optimization prob-
lem and thus there is a risk of getting stuck in a local minimum. For other classical
methods such as the subspace method it is not straightforward how to impose a
certain structure. One result, considering OE models and autoregressive moving
average with exogenous input (ARMAX) models, is found in Lyzell et al. (2009).
Another approach is to identify a full MIMO model and then use H∞ model reduc-
tion techniques to make the reduced order model conform to the interconnection
structure (Sturk et al., 2011, 2012; Wahlberg and Sandberg, 2008). In Sandberg et
al. (2014), it was shown that for cascaded systems the approximation error could
be bounded by the weighted Hankel singular values. This low order model can then
be used as initialization for PEM. However, for large networks the computational
complexity grows prohibitively large, and other methods are needed.

Identification of the whole network

For very large networks there is a line of research that tries to identify the whole
network when the interconnection structure is known. To do so, assumptions are
often made on the network, either that it is composed of identical modules or that
modules are from spatially distributed systems where the modules are only con-
nected to a few neighbors. This structure is motivated by practical applications
were partial differential equations have been discretized, for example heat conduc-
tion or flexible structures. Since the objective is to identify large networks, the
focus is on algorithms that scale well with the number of modules, which renders
traditional methods out of the question since they scale badly with the number of
modules. A key feature in the considered problem formulation is that the sensor
noise is local in nature and does not propagate in the network, i.e., there is in gen-
eral neither feedback nor unmeasured disturbances present. The assumption that
the modules are identical is made in Massioni and Verhaegen (2008, 2009). In Ali et
al. (2011a,b, 2009, 2011c), more complex noise structures, parameter varying mod-
ules, as well as the closed loop case are considered. Using a special type of matrices,
called Sequentially Semi-separable matrices, a linear scaling in time complexity is
achieved (Torres et al., 2014; van Wingerden and Torres, 2012). Any matrix can
be written in this form; however, if the order of the Sequentially Semi-separable
matrices grows large, the nice scaling in the number of modules is lost. Under the
assumption that the systems only interact with spatially close neighbors, Haber
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and Verhaegen (2012, 2014) propose a distributed algorithm to efficiently estimate
all modules.

Identification of a module

The main interest in this work is to identify a module or a set of modules in the
network. Recently, this topic has gained popularity, see e.g., Chiuso and Pillonetto
(2012); Dankers et al. (2013a, 2014b, 2013b); Gunes et al. (2014); Van den Hof
et al. (2013). Also in this case the interconnection structure is assumed known.
To estimate a transfer function in the network, a large number of methods have
been proposed. Some have been shown to give consistent estimates (Dankers et al.,
2013a,b), provided that a certain subset of signals is included in the identification
process. In these methods, the user has the freedom to include additional signals.
However, little is known about how these signals should be chosen, and how large
the potential is for variance reduction. In Van den Hof et al. (2013), under the
assumption that there is no measurement noise, the direct method and joint input-
output method (Ljung, 1999) are generalized and conditions are given under which
the methods give consistent estimates. The conditions are that the noise signals
are mutually uncorrelated and uncorrelated with the reference signals. The spectral
density of the measured internal variables should be positive definite (persistence
of excitation) and both the model set for the modules and noise models have to
be flexible enough to capture the true system. The two-stage method and the
instrumental variable (IV) method (Ljung, 1999) are also generalized in Van den
Hof et al. (2013). However, in contrast, these methods rely more on the external
reference signals. The persistence of excitation condition in this case concern the
spectral density of the measured internal variables projected onto the reference
signals. The condition is that the spectral density of the projected internal variables
needs to be positive definite. The benefit is that it is not necessary to include noise
models. Some flexibility in how to choose the set of signals to use in the predictor
is introduced for the direct method in Dankers et al. (2013b) and for the two-stage
method in Dankers et al. (2013a). Conditions are given on the set of signals in
order to achieve consistency. Sensor noise is added to the framework in Dankers et
al. (2014b) and three generalizations of the basic closed-loop instrumental variable
(BCLIV) method of Gilson and Van den Hof (2005) are presented. However, an
assumption is made that sensor noise does not propagate to the other internal
variables in the network, i.e., the noise term enters after the signal is fed back.
Hence there is an assumption that excludes physical systems were feedback is used
on measured signals. The analysis of the accuracy of the presented methods is far
less developed than the consistency analysis. Before discussing what has been done
in is this regard, we will pause for a moment and consider how one can analyze
the accuracy of a model. We will come back to this issue towards the end of this
section.
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1.3 Model accuracy

Depending on which method we use, we have to include some measurements and
inputs to achieve consistent models. However, consistency is not the whole story.
In order for us to trust a model that our identification algorithm gives us, we need
some kind of guarantee that the model lies sufficiently close to the true module. To
analyze the accuracy, mainly two approaches are possible, namely, either the error
sources are regarded as stochastic or they are regarded as deterministic. Consid-
ering the errors as stochastic leads to confidence regions of the model error (see,
Goodwin and Payne (1977); Ljung (1999); Söderström and Stoica (1989)). In the
deterministic case, hard bounds on the model error can be given in the frequency
domain or in the time domain (see e.g., Milanese and Novara (2011); Milanese and
Vicino (1991); Ninness and Goodwin (1995); Wahlberg and Ljung (1992)).

Confidence ellipsoids
This thesis takes the classical stochastic approach where we describe the accuracy of
the estimated parameters θ̂ as confidence ellipsoids around the true system parame-
ters θo. This is motivated by that, under reasonable assumptions (see Ljung (1999)
for details), as the number of measurements N grows large, the random variable√
N(θ̂−θ◦) converges in distribution to a Gaussian random variable with zero mean

and covariance matrix P . For finite data, the covariance matrix is approximated as

Cov (θ̂ − θ◦) ≈ 1
N
P. (1.1)

In some cases, we may not be interested in the model parameters themselves, but
in some system theoretic property J , e.g., the frequency response function or the
system poles. Assuming sufficient smoothness of J (with respect to the parameters
θ) and bounded moments of sufficiently high order of the noise, it follows that

√
N(J(θ̂N )− J(θo)) ∈ AsN (0,AsCov J(θ̂N )), (1.2)

where, using Gauss’ approximation formula (also known as the delta method (Casella
and Berger, 2002)) (Ljung, 1999), it can be shown that AsCovJ(θ̂N ) in (1.2) is given
by

AsCov J(θ̂N ) = J ′(θ◦)PJ ′(θ◦). (1.3)

Motivation of asymptotic results
The asymptotic variance is based on an assumption that the amount of input-output
data available tends to infinity. The assumption is that for large enough N , (1.2)
provides a reasonable approximation. In Garatti et al. (2004), some answers on
when this is a reasonable assumption are given. Non-ellipsoidal confidence regions
are considered in Bombois et al. (2009), which seem to give better approximations
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for small N , but are still based on a large number of samples. An interesting ap-
proach for non-asymptotic confidence regions has been developed in Campi and
Weyer (2005, 2010); Csáji et al. (2012a,b); Kolumbán et al. (2015). From this ap-
proach, promising methods based on hypothesis testing are emerging, which provide
non-asymptotic confidence regions under mild assumptions on the noise distribution
(Csáji et al., 2012a,b; Kolumbán et al., 2015). In Csáji et al. (2012a,b), the noise
terms are assumed independent and symmetrically distributed around zero, and in
Kolumbán et al. (2015) it is shown that the symmetry requirement may be replaced
by exchangeability. The non-asymptotic case is also considered in (Douma, 2006;
Hjalmarsson and Ninness, 2006).

Parameter accuracy

The covariance matrix P in (1.3) has a long history of study. Early on, it was
realized that some scalar measures of the covariance matrix P , e.g., the determinant
of P and weighted trace Tr (WP ), grow with the model order, see for example Box
and Jenkins (1976); Gustavsson et al. (1977). Some more recent results can be
found in (Aguero and Goodwin, 2006; Agüero and Goodwin, 2007; Bombois et al.,
2005; Forssell and Ljung, 1999). In these contributions it is analyzed under which
settings open loop or closed loop identification is optimal, e.g., it is shown that
under input constraints open loop identification is preferred (Aguero and Goodwin,
2006), while under output power constraints, typically closed loop is better (Aguero
and Goodwin, 2006).

Frequency function estimate

Assuming that S ∈ M, the classical open loop variance approximation

AsCovG(ejω, θ̂N ) ≈ n

N

Φv(ω)
Φu(ω) (1.4)

was derived in Ljung (1985). The expression tells us that the variance of the
estimated frequency response function Ĝ evaluated at the frequency ω, depends
on the noise spectrum to signal spectrum ratio at that frequency. The variance
increases linearly with the model order n. The result (1.4) is only valid when both n
and N go to infinity. For finite model order, the expression can be quite misleading.
Refinements of (1.4) can be found in Hildebrand and Gevers (2004); Hjalmarsson
and Ninness (2006); Ninness and Hjalmarsson (2004); Wahlberg et al. (2012); Xie
and Ljung (2001, 2004). Variance expressions that are exact for finite model order
are derived for some model structures in Hjalmarsson and Ninness (2006); Ninness
and Hjalmarsson (2004); Xie and Ljung (2001, 2004) and expressions for spectral
estimates of AR Models are presented in Xie and Ljung (2004). For closed loop
identification, variance expressions that are exact for finite model order are derived
in Ninness and Hjalmarsson (2005a,b). It is also known that the variance of the
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frequency response function satisfies a waterbed effect, similar to the Bode integral
(Rojas et al., 2009).

Geometric approach
The geometric approach, the main analysis tool used in this thesis, was developed
in Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson (2011), where the asymptotic variance of a smooth
function of the model parameters, is expressed as an orthogonal projection onto
the subspace spanned by the predictor error gradient (see also Mårtensson (2007)).
The importance of this subspace, and the geometric properties of prediction er-
ror estimates were first recognized in a series of papers (Ninness and Hjalmarsson,
2004, 2005a,b). The geometric analysis has since been applied to analyze a series of
settings: In Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson (2009) the variance of identified poles and
zeros are quantified and it is shown that non minimum phase zeroes and unstable
poles can be estimated with finite variance, even when the model order tends to
infinity; in Hjalmarsson et al. (2011) the difference in variance between the error-
in-variables setting compared to when the input noise is zero is studied; when the
minimum variance controller is the optimal experiment for closed loop identification
is addressed in Mårtensson et al. (2011); some results on optimal and robust exper-
iment design are presented in Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson (2011). The geometric
approach has also been applied to MISO systems (Ramazi et al., 2014).

MIMO results
There are far less results that consider the variance of MIMO system estimates.
The paper Agüero et al. (2012) shows that the variance of the parameter estimates
satisfies a waterbed effect. For fixed denominator models, it is not possible to
simultaneously minimize both the bias error and the variance error at a particular
frequency (Ninness and Gómez, 1996). In Bazanella et al. (2010), it is established
that it is not necessary to excite all inputs in closed loop control of MIMO systems,
provided the controller is sufficiently complex and the noise sufficiently exciting. It
is however preferable to excite all inputs at the same time in MIMO identification
(Mišković et al., 2008).

Accuracy in identification of a module
There are but a few results that try to quantify the variance of different meth-
ods when a module in a network is estimated. In general, the available results are
restricted to special cases of networks, in order to be able to say something meaning-
ful. Cascaded modules are such a special case considered in Wahlberg et al. (2009).
The main result is that measurements downstream do not improve the variance of
the estimate of the first module, if the modules are identical and have the same
parametrization. Cascaded modules are also considered in Chapter 4. In Hägg et
al. (2011), a generalization of cascade modules is considered. Here, the effect of
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sensor placement, input spectrum, and common dynamics is considered. The same
structure is considered in Chapter 5, where high order models are used for some
of the modules. In a MISO system setting, the paper Gevers et al. (2006) studies
which parameters are identified with decreased variance when an input signal is
added (the added input is considered to be zero to start with). For MISO systems,
it is shown in Ramazi et al. (2014) that the estimation accuracy decreases when
inputs are correlated, and it is shown how this effect depends on the correlation
structure and the model structure. The above contributions all consider a direct
approach. A technique to reduce the variance of a two stage method is presented
in Gunes et al. (2014). The two step method first tries to obtain estimates of the
inputs to the module of interest, and in a second step the module of interest is
estimated (Van den Hof et al., 2013). The main idea in Gunes et al. (2014), is
to simultaneously minimize the prediction error of the two steps in the two step
method. This leads to a variance reduction compared to the two stage method,
however, it is not clear how large the reduction will be.

Problem formulation

As seen from the literature review, rapid progress is made when it comes to devel-
oping new methods for identification of modules in dynamic networks. However, a
thorough analysis of the accuracy of the proposed methods is often lacking. Similar
to the expression (1.4), the contribution of different system properties (e.g., model
structures, model order), interconnection properties (feedback connections, cas-
cades, parallel branches) and signal properties (noise covariance, input spectra,
noise spectra), should be as clearly distinguishable as possible. Ideally, given a
dynamic network and a set of signals to include in the estimation, we would like
to provide a variance quantification that gives insight into how system properties,
interconnection properties and signal properties influence the asymptotic variance.
With this information, we could understand several important questions regard-
ing identification in dynamic networks, such as, what would be the effect on the
variance of an estimated module if:

• another output of the network is measured,

• a disturbance is measured and included in the predictor,

• the model order of a module is increased,

• the power spectrum of a reference signal is changed.

To show that interesting phenomena appear in the dynamic network setting, let us
introduce the following one-input-two-output example.
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G1 Σ

e1(t) y1(t)

u(t)

G2 Σ

e2(t) y2(t)

Figure 1.3: Two parallel modules with the same input.

Example 1.3.1. Consider the model visualized in Figure 1.3, where the system
dynamics is captured in the following equations:

y1(t) = θ1,1u(t− 1) + e1(t),
y2(t) = θ2,2u(t− 2) + e2(t),

where the input u(t) is white noise and we consider two different types of noise
(uncorrelated with the input). In the first case, the noise is perfectly correlated. Let
us for simplicity assume that e1(t) = e2(t). For the second case, e1(t) and e2(t)
are independent. It turns out that in the first case we can perfectly recover θ1,1 and
θ2,2, while, in the second case we do not improve the accuracy of the estimate of
θ1,1 by also using the measurement y2(t). The reason for this difference is that, in
the first case, we can construct the noise free equation

y1(t)− y2(t) = θ1,1u(t− 1)− θ2,2u(t− 2)

and we can perfectly recover θ1,1 and θ2,2, while in the second case the noise signals
do not cancel. We will hint that also the model structure plays an important role in
determining the benefit of the second sensor. To this end, we consider a third case,
where again e1(t) = e2(t). But this time, the model structure is slightly different:

y1(t) = θ1,1u(t− 1) + e1(t),
y2(t) = θ2,1u(t− 1) + e1(t).

In this case, we can construct the noise free equation

y1(t)− y2(t) = (θ1,1 − θ2,2)u(t− 1).

The fundamental difference is that now only the difference (θ1,1 − θ2,1) can be per-
fectly recovered, but not the parameters θ1,1 and θ2,1 themselves, but they can be
identified from y1(t) and y2(t) separately. A similar consideration is made in Ljung
et al. (2011), where SIMO cascade systems are considered.
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1.4 Contribution and outline

This section gives an outline of the chapters contained in the thesis and the corre-
sponding publications. The results developed in this thesis rely on the geometric
approach, and the results reported in Chapter 3 owe a lot to the work of my co-
authors.

Chapter 2 – Background

A background is given on system identification and prediction error identification.
The chapter also contains properties of Hilbert spaces, orthogonal functions and
some results from the geometric approach to variance analysis.

Chapter 3 – SISO models

In this chapter, expressions for the asymptotic (co)variance of system properties
are derived for causal single input single output linear time invariant systems. It
can be considered the minimal example of a dynamic network and will serve as
a springboard for subsequent chapters, which consider other network structures.
A connection is established to results on frequency response function estimation.
Variance expressions and bounds are provided for common system properties such
as impulse response coefficients and non-minimum phase zeros. As an illustration
of the insights the expressions provide, they are used to derive conditions on the
input spectrum which makes the asymptotic variance of non-minimum phase zero
estimates independent of the model order and model structure. This chapter also
serves as a review of the variance analysis provided by the geometric approach
for variance analysis. Indeed, most of the results in this chapter can be found in
Mårtensson (2007). The chapter is based on the publication:

J. Mårtensson, N. Everitt, and H. Hjalmarsson. 2015. Variance analysis in SISO
linear systems identification. Automatica. Submitted

Chapter 4 – Cascade models

Cascaded modules are considered in this chapter. We quantify the accuracy im-
provement from additional sensors when estimating the first of a set of modules
connected in a cascade structure. We present results on how the zeros of the first
module affect the accuracy of the corresponding model. The results are illustrated
on finite impulse response (FIR) systems. The chapter is based on the publication:

N. Everitt, C.R. Rojas, and H. Hjalmarsson. 2013. A geometric approach to
variance analysis of cascaded systems. In Proceedings of the 52nd IEEE Con-
ference on Decision and Control
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Chapter 5 – Generalized parallel cascade models
Two types of generalized cascaded modules are considered in this chapter. The first
structure may represent a system where several actuators with unknown dynamics
are used to excite a system. Upper and lower bounds are provided for the variance
of the estimated plant dynamics. The second structure may represent a sensor
network where additional sensors are used to increase the accuracy of the estimated
plant dynamics. Again, upper and lower bounds are provided for the variance of
the estimated plant dynamics. The chapter is based on the publication:

N. Everitt, C.R. Rojas, and H. Hjalmarsson. 2014. Variance results for parallel
cascade serial systems. In Proceedings of the 18th IFAC World Congress

Chapter 6 – SIMO models with spatially correlated noise
In this chapter the effect of the noise correlation structure is examined in SIMO
models. It is shown how the estimation accuracy depends on the correlation struc-
ture of the noise, model structure and model order. A formula for the asymptotic
covariance of the frequency response function estimates and the model parameters
is developed for the case of temporally white, but possibly spatially correlated ad-
ditive noise. It is shown that when parts of the noise can be linearly estimated
from measurements of other blocks with less estimated parameters, the variance
decreases. The expressions reveal how the order of the different blocks and the
correlation of the noise affects the variance of one block. In particular, it is shown
that the variance of the block of interest levels off when the number of estimated
parameters in another block reaches the number of estimated parameters of the
block of interest. We show that the effect of the input spectrum is less significant
effect than expected. The optimal correlation structure for the noise is determined
for the case when one block has one parameter less than the other blocks. The
chapter is based on the publication:

N. Everitt, G. Bottegal, C.R. Rojas, and H. Hjalmarsson. 2015. Variance analysis
of linear SIMO models with spatially correlated noise. Automatica. Submitted

Chapter 7 – Conclusions
In the final chapter, we draw some conclusions and outline directions for future
work.

Author’s Contributions
The contributions of the thesis are principally the results of the author’s own work,
in collaboration with the respective coauthors. The order of the authors reflect their
contributions in the mentioned papers. As mentioned above, most of the results in
the single input single output (SISO) chapter can be found in Mårtensson (2007).





Chapter 2

Background

This thesis concerns the accuracy of models identified from system identification
experiments. The objective of this chapter is to provide a theoretical background
for the results presented in this thesis. The system identification method considered
is prediction error identification. The geometric analysis that is instrumental in this
thesis is based on Hilbert space theory and a brief background is provided in the
second part of this chapter.

2.1 System identification

System identification concerns building mathematical models from observed data
from the system. The mathematical model should provide a good approximation of
the behavior of the system relevant to the intended use of the model, e.g. simulation,
prediction or control. We consider linear time invariant (LTI) dynamic systems with
m inputs collected in a column vector uc(t) and p outputs collected in a column
vector yc(t) (the subscript c denotes continuous time, which we will drop when we
move to discrete time). The output of the system can be described by the relation

yc(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞

g(t− τ)uc(τ)dτ

where g(t) is the impulse response. We collect measurements of the output of
the system at equidistant samples with sample time Ts. We thus have samples
y(t) = y(kTs), k = 1, . . . , according to

y(t) = y(kTs) =
∫ ∞
−∞

g(kTs − τ)u(τ)dτ. (2.1)

We assume that we also have access to the control signal at these samples, i.e., uk =
u(kTs). The inter sample behavior of the input signal is assumed to satisfy a zero
order hold (ZOH) assumption. Under this assumption the signal u is assumed to

15
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be constant in between sample instances, i.e.

u(t) = u(kTs), (k − 1)Ts ≤ t ≤ kTs. (2.2)

For convenience, we let t enumerate the sampling instances. Under the ZOH as-
sumption, the output samples y(t) given by (2.1) can be written as

y(t) =
∞∑
l=1

glu(l)(t− l), t = 0, 1, . . . (2.3)

where

gl =
∫ lTS

(l−1)Ts
g(τ)dτ.

Introducing the time shift operator q, defined by

qy(t) = y(t+ 1),

(2.3) can be written as

y(t) = Go(q)u(t),

where Go(q) is the transfer function Go(q) =
∑∞
l=1 glq

−l. However, in practice, we
cannot measure the output of the system exactly. There are always measurement
noise and disturbances acting on the system. These are modeled as a zero mean
white noise signal e(t) with variance Λ, filtered through an inversely stable filter
Ho(q), so that our basic description of a (discrete) linear system is

y(t) = Go(q)u(t) +Ho(q)e(t). (2.4)

Prediction error identification
We model the system (2.4) as

y(t) = G(q, θ)u(t) +H(q, θ)e(t), (2.5)

where G(q, θ) and H(q, θ) are rational functions which are parametrized with the
parameter vector θ ∈ Rn. Thus, (2.5) describes a set of models. For a given θ,
(2.5) can be used to predict the future output of the system given past samples of
the output and input. The mean square optimal one-step ahead predictor is the
conditional expectation, denoted by ŷ(t|t− 1, θ) and is given by

ŷ(t|t− 1, θ) = H−1(q, θ)G(q, θ)u(t) +
(
I −H−1(q, θ)

)
y(t). (2.6)

The prediction error is

ε(t, θ) = y(t)− ŷ(t|t− 1, θ). (2.7)
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The objective is to find the model within the set of models that most accurately
describes the system. In PEM, the most accurate model is the one that minimizes
a cost function VN (θ) based on the prediction errors of the observed inputs and
outputs. The cost function is a sum of some scalar norm l of the prediction error,
i.e.

VN (θ) = 1
N

N∑
t=1

l (ε(t, θ)) . (2.8)

In this work, a quadratic norm will be used with the noise variance as weighting
matrix Λ−1, i.e.

l (ε(t, θ)) = 1
2ε

T(t, θ)Λ−1ε(t, θ). (2.9)

This norm uses the (usually) unknown noise (co)-variance. However, this covariance
can be estimated from the data. Since we are interested in the asymptotic properties
of the estimates θ̂, it is interesting to note that minimizing the cost function

det
[

1
N

N∑
t=1

ε(t, θ)ε(t, θ)T

]
(2.10)

gives the same asymptotic covariance matrix as minimizing (2.8) with the norm
(2.9) based on the true noise covariance.

Statistical properties of the estimates
We assume that the model is in the model set, i.e., there exists a θo such that
Go(q) = G(q, θo) and Ho(q) = H(q, θo). Under mild regularity conditions (see
Ljung (1999) for details), as N goes to infinity, the parameter error

√
N(θ̂N − θo)

converges in distribution to the normal distribution with zero mean and covariance
matrix AsCov θ̂N , which we conveniently denote by

√
N(θ̂N − θo) ∈ AsN (0,AsCov θ̂N ). (2.11)

where

AsCov θ̂N := [E
[
ψ(t, θo)Λ−1ψT(t, θo)

]
]−1,

ψ(t, θo) := d
dθ ε(t, θ)

∣∣∣
θ=θo

. (2.12)

In following chapters we will express (2.12) as

AsCov θ̂N = 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1
, (2.13)

where Ψ will depend on the problem at hand. Often, we are not interested in the
covariance of the parameters themselves, but in some “system theoretic” quantity.
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w1
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Figure 2.1: An example of a dynamic network. The internal variables {wk} are
described by the dynamics (2.16), where {rk} is the set of reference signals. The
set of measurements {yk} are described by (2.18), where {ek} is the measurement
noise.

Let J : Rn → C1×q be a differentiable function of θ such that J(θo) is the quantity
of interest. Assuming sufficient smoothness of J (with respect to θ), bounded noise
moments of sufficiently high order, and using (2.11), it follows that

√
N(J(θ̂N )− J(θo)) ∈ AsN (0,AsCov J(θ̂N )). (2.14)

where, using Gauss’ approximation formula (or the delta method (Casella and
Berger, 2002)) (Ljung, 1999) and (2.11), it can be shown that1

AsCov J(θ̂N ) := lim
N→∞

N · E
[
(J(θ̂N − J(θo))∗(J(θ̂N − J(θo))

]
= J ′(θo)∗ 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1

J ′(θo), (2.15)

where J ′(θo) ∈ Cn×q is the gradient of J with respect to θ.

Dynamic networks
In this thesis we will work with networks of dynamic systems. We will spend
some time in this section to formalize the different quantities in the network and
the network structures we consider. Consider as an example the dynamic network
given in Figure 2.1. In the network we have a set of internal variables {wk} which
encode the states of the network. Their dynamics can be described by

w = Gw + r. (2.16)
1This definition is slightly non-standard in that the second term is usually conjugated. For

the standard definition, all results in the thesis have to be transposed.
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The example network of Figure 2.1 is described by

w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8


=



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G21 0 0 0 G25 0 0 0

0 G32 0 0 0 G36 0 0
0 0 G43 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 G56 0 0
0 0 G63 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 G74 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 G85 0 0 0





w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8


+



r1
r2
r3
0
r5
0
0
0


.

We could also consider adding process noise v so that the system would be described
by

w = Gw + r + v. (2.17)

However, this case is not considered in this thesis. The internal variables are mea-
sured with additive white noise e, i.e.,

y = w + e = (I −G)−1r + e, (2.18)

where the inverse (I−G)−1 is assumed to exist. In the example only {w4, w6, w7, w8}
are measured so that

y4
y6
y7
y8

 =


w4
w6
w7
w8

+


e4
e6
e7
e8

 = Gcl


r1
r2
r3
r5

+


e4
e6
e7
e8

 ,
for some Gcl that depends on the dynamics of the modules in G. In the sub-
sequent chapters we will consider examples without feedback loops where Gcl is
easily parameterized by the individual modules in G. The input {r(t)} is a zero
mean process with finite moments of all orders and power spectrum Φr(ω). The
noise {e(t)} is a zero mean temporally white noise process, but may be correlated
in the spatial domain:

E [e(t)] = 0
E
[
e(t)e(s)T] = δt−sΛ, (2.19)

where Σ > 0 is a positive definite matrix.

Zero order hold assumption
As discussed above, any modeling effort should take into account the intended use
of the model. The assumption in this work is that we have access to one or several
discrete control signals and samples of the outputs. In general, we would like to
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be able to model networks of continuous time systems. Each of the modules are
modeled under the ZOH assumption. The inter sample behavior of signals in the
network will however not (in general) satisfy this assumption. For this to hold at
least approximately, all systems need to have low pass behavior and we need to
sample at a high rate. Thus, in general, discrete time models of the modules will
not be good approximations of their continuous time counterparts. The models will
still be able to predict the sampled input output behavior of the modules, but the
accuracy of a particular model is intrinsically linked to the other modules in the
network. Even the network structure may be different from the continuous time
network (Dankers et al., 2014a). If the network changes, the model will change
too. As discussed in Pintelon and Schoukens (2012, Chapter 13), if the objective
is to accurately model the module it would be preferred to take another route
using a band limited (BL) assumption on the signal and continuous time models.
If the goal of the identification is continuous time models, the IV based method
of Dankers et al. (2014a) can be used. A signal u(t) with power spectrum Φ(ω)
is considered BL if Φ(ω) = 0 for all ω > ωmax for some ωmax. If the physical
interpretation of the parameters is not the main concern, then the sensor could
be equipped with anti aliasing filters (to realize a BL setup), which would violate
the ZOH assumption. However, discrete time models would accurately capture
the dynamics of the modules, even though the dynamics of the anti-aliasing filters
would be part of the models. From a control perspective, this is not that bad. If we
are only interested in accurately modeling the behavior of the system up to some
frequency, and we sample fast, the error will be small. For a further discussion on
these issue we refer to Pintelon and Schoukens (2012, Chapter 13).

2.2 Hilbert space fundamentals

Much of the results derived in this thesis has its foundation on Hilbert space theory.
In this section we introduce some notation and review a few fundamental results
from this theory.

Inner product

We will treat vector valued complex functions as row vectors, and the inner product
of two such functions f(z), g(z) : C→ C1×m is defined as

〈f, g〉 := 1
2π

∫ π

−π
f(eiω)g∗(eiω) dω (2.20)

where g∗ denotes the complex conjugate transpose of g. In case f, g are matrix
valued functions we keep the same notation whenever the matrix dimensions are
compatible.
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The spaces L2 and H2

We denote by ‖f‖ the L2-norm of f : C→ Cn×m and it is given by

‖f‖=
√

Tr 〈f, f〉 (2.21)

where Tr denotes the trace operator. The vector space that consists of all functions
with finite L2-norm is denoted Ln×m2 . We call a function f an L2-function if f ∈ L2.
The subspace of all L2-functions that are analytic on the unit disc is denoted by
H2.

Orthonormal functions
We call two functions f, g orthogonal if 〈f, g〉 = 0; if f, g are matrix valued, they
are considered orthogonal if every entry of the resulting matrix is zero. A set of
functions {Bk}nk=1 is said to be orthonormal if they are mutually orthogonal with
unit L2-norm. Sometimes we will introduce a positive definite weighting W > 0,
such that

〈f, g〉W = 〈fW, g〉

and

‖f‖W =
√
Tr 〈fW, f〉.

Subspaces
For an L2-function Ψ ∈ Ln×m2 , we denote by SΨ ⊂ Lm2 the r-dimensional subspace
spanned by the rows of Ψ , r ≤ n. An orthonormal basis of SΨ consists of a set of
r, orthonormal functions that span SΨ , r also correspond to the dimension of the
subspace SΨ . Given an L2-function Ψ ∈ Ln×m2 , it is straightforward to construct
an orthonormal basis of SΨ as a linear combination of the rows of Ψ , e.g., by using
the Gram-Schmidt method.

Takenaka-Malmquist functions
In some cases it is possible to derive explicit expressions for the basis functions Bk.
A well known case (Ninness and Gustafsson, 1997) is when

Span
{
Γn
A(q)

}
= Span

{
q−1

A(q) ,
q−2

A(q) , . . . ,
q−n

A(q)

}
(2.22)

where A(q) =
∏na
k=1(1−ξkq−1), |ξk| < 1 for some set of specified poles {ξ1, . . . , ξna}

and where n ≥ na. Then, it holds (Ninness and Gustafsson, 1997) that

Span
{
Γn
A(q)

}
= Span {B1, . . . ,Bn}
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where {Bk} are the Takenaka-Malmquist functions given by

Bk(q):=
√

1− |ξk|2
q − ξk

φk−1(q), k = 1, . . . , n

φk(q):=
k∏
i=1

1− ξiq
q − ξi

, φ0(q) := 1 (2.23)

and with ξk = 0 for k = na + 1, . . . , n. In Ninness and Hjalmarsson (2004) it is
shown that the structure (2.22) holds for common model structures such as Output-
Error and Box-Jenkins provided the input spectrum has no zeros and sufficiently
many numerator coefficients are estimated. Notice that the system zeros do not
affect the basis functions above.

Orthogonal projections
We denote the orthogonal projection of f onto the space SΨ by PSΨ{f}, i.e., PSΨ{f}
is the unique solution to

min
g∈SΨ

‖g − f‖.

Given an orthonormal basis {Bk}rk=1 of SΨ , the projection is readily calculated as

PSΨ{f} =
r∑

k=1
〈f,Bk〉 Bk. (2.24)

It can alternatively be expressed as

PSΨ{f} = 〈f, Ψ〉 〈Ψ, Ψ〉Ψ. (2.25)

2.3 Geometric tools for variance analysis

Many results in this thesis are based on the following results from Hjalmarsson and
Mårtensson (2011), restated here for completeness.

Lemma 2.3.1. (Lemma II.3 in Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson (2011)) Suppose
that J : Rn → C1×q is differentiable and let the asymptotic covariance matrix
AsCovJ(θ̂N ) be defined by (2.15) where Ψ ∈ Ln×m2 . Suppose that γ ∈ Lq×m2 is such
that

J ′(θo) = 〈Ψ, γ〉 , (2.26)

then

AsCov J(θ̂N ) = 〈γ, Ψ〉 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1 〈Ψ, γ〉
= 〈PSΨ{γ},PSΨ{γ}〉 . (2.27)
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Finally it holds that

AsCov J(θ̂N ) =
r∑

k=1
〈γ,Bk〉 〈Bk, γ〉 , (2.28)

where SΨ is the subspace of Lm2 spanned by the rows of Ψ , and {Bk}rk=1 is any
orthonormal basis for this space.

Proof. Taking the inner product of (2.25) with itself, (2.27) follows. Similarly,
(2.28) follows from taking the inner product of (2.24) with itself.

Since there are many functions γ for which (2.26) holds, there is a large degree
of freedom in the choice of γ. In Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson (2011, Lemma II.8)
it is shown that all solutions γ ∈ Lp×m2 to the equation J ′(θo) = 〈Ψ, γ〉 are given by

γ = J ′(θo)∗〈Ψ, Ψ〉†Ψ + s⊥, (2.29)

where s⊥ is any Lp×m2 -function orthogonal to SΨ . We will explore this degree of
freedom in the next lemma, where a re-parametrization of J(θ) is used to find an
expression for a γ that fulfills the condition (2.29).

Lemma 2.3.2. (Lemma II.9 in Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson (2011)) Let J , Ψ ,
and SΨ be as in Lemma 2.3.1 and suppose that J ′(θo) = Ψ(zo)L for some z0 ∈ C
and L ∈ Cm×q. Let {Bk}rk=1, r ≤ n, be an orthonormal basis for SΨ . Then

AsCov J(θ̂N ) = L∗
r∑

k=1
B∗k(zo)Bk(zo) L. (2.30)

Proof. Let Γ = [BT
1 , . . . ,BT

r ]T. Then there exists a full (column) rank T ∈ Cn×r
such that Ψ = TΓ . Inserting this in (2.27) and some straightforward algebra gives
the result.

The next lemma will be useful to derive upper bounds for (2.15).

Lemma 2.3.3. (Lemma II.6 in Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson (2011)) Let X and
Y be two closed subspaces of Lm2 such that X ⊆ Y ⊆ Lm2 and let γ ∈ Lq×m2 . It holds
that

〈PY{γ},PY{γ}〉 − 〈PX{γ},PX{γ}〉 = 〈PY	X{γ},PY	X{γ}〉 . (2.31)

Proof. By definition it follows that X +Y = X ⊕ (Y 	X ) and since X ⊆ Y we have
X + Y = Y. Thus, PY{γ} = PX{γ} + PY	X{γ} and by taking the inner product
of each side of the equation with itself, the result (2.31) follows.

Upper bounds for (2.27) can now be constructed by taking X = Ψ and Y = Lm2
for example. It is immediate from (2.31) that

〈PY{γ},PY{γ}〉 − 〈PX{γ},PX{γ}〉 ≥ 0.

Lemma 2.3.3 will prove useful when deriving upper bounds for dynamics networks
in Chapter 5.





Chapter 3

SISO models

In this chapter we consider SISO LTI systems. This chapter serves as a review of the
variance analysis provided by the geometric approach for variance analysis for the
case of SISO LTI systems. Indeed, most of the results in this chapter can be found in
Mårtensson (2007). Expressions for the asymptotic (co)variance of system proper-
ties are derived. These expressions delineate the impacts of model structure, model
order, true system dynamics, and experimental conditions. A connection to results
on frequency function estimation is established. Also, simple model structure inde-
pendent upper bounds are established. Explicit variance expressions and bounds
are provided for common system properties such as impulse response coefficients
and non-minimum phase zeros. As an illustration of the insights the expressions
provide, they are used to derive conditions on the input spectrum which makes
the asymptotic variance of non-minimum phase zero estimates independent of the
model order and model structure.

More precisely, the contributions of this chapter are:

i) Section 3.1: Re-parametrization formulae. We provide formulae for re-expressing
(2.15) when the quantity of interest is parameterized in other parameters
than those used in the system identification. These expressions are useful
when comparing different model parametrizations in terms of the asymptotic
variance they yield for the estimate of a specific system property.

ii) Sections 3.1:A general characterization of (2.15) for SISO LTI systems. Here
we provide general formulas, and bounds, for (2.15), valid for different exper-
imental conditions and model parametrizations.

iii) Section 3.3: Expressions for the asymptotic variance for some properties of
SISO LTI systems. We provide expressions and upper bounds for the asymp-
totic variance of estimated frequency functions, impulse response coefficients,
L2-gains and NMP-zeros.

25
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et

Ho(q)
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R(q) Σ
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Go(q) Σ

vt
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−K(q)

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of SISO LTI system with output feedback

iv) Model structure independent upper bounds for (2.15). At present there are
surprisingly few rules of thumbs available regarding model quality in system
identification; the expression (1.4) for the variance of the frequency function
estimate and some similar variance expressions for pole/zero estimates, are
sole exceptions. Thus determining suitable experiment length and excitation
in order to achieve a certain accuracy of, for example, an impulse response
coefficient or an estimate of the L2 gain of the system, requires extensive
calculations based on (2.15). A spin-off of our new expression for (2.15) is
that it is easy to provide simple model structure independent upper bounds
for (2.15). We hope this to be of value to practitioners.

3.1 Problem formulation

In this section we present the system and model assumptions, and provide the
reparametrization formulae that can be used to characterize the variance of specific
system properties.

System and model assumptions

Throughout the chapter we will assume that the true system is given by a causal
finite dimensional SISO LTI system Go(q) as depicted in Figure 3.1, where ut and
yt represent the measured input and output, respectively, and where et and wt are
zero mean white noise sequences with variances λo and 1, respectively. The causal
finite dimensional LTI filter R represents a stable minimum phase spectral factor
of the reference signal rt, and Ho is an inversely stable finite dimensional LTI filter
that is normalized to be monic, i.e., limz→∞Ho(z) = 1. The system Go includes
at least one unit time delay, so that the feedback loop is well defined, and we also
assume the entire system to be internally stabilized by the causal finite dimensional
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LTI controller K. Furthermore, we will assume that neither Go nor K have poles
on the unit circle. The system is said to be operating in open loop when K = 0.
Next, we introduce a quite general family of model structures that will be covered.

The system is modeled by

yt = T (q, θ)χt, χt = [ut, et]T, (3.1)

where T (q, θ) = [G(q, θ), H(q, θ)] is a causal finite dimensional LTI model of the
system and the noise dynamics, parameterized by the vector θ ∈ Rn. The noise
model may also be independently parameterized by a separate vector η, in which
case we write H(q, η). This distinction is only used when it has important impli-
cations, and for the general treatment we can consider the noise model H(q, θ).

The model parametrization is such that the true system is in the model set, that
is, there is a, not necessarily unique, parameter θo such that

Go(q) = G(q, θo), Ho(q) = H(q, θo).

The model T (z, θ) is continuously differentiable with respect to θ in a neighborhood
of θo. The type of model described above includes all standard black-box model
structures such as ARMAX, output error and Box-Jenkins.

Now, introduce the spectral factor of the signal-to-noise ratio

Rsnr(z) = Rχ(z)R−1
v (z),

where Rv =
√
λoHo is a minimum phase spectral factor of the noise spectrum Φv

and where Rχ is a stable spectral factor of the spectrum Φχ of χ, i.e.

Rχ :=
[
SoR −KSoHo

0 1

] [
1 0
0
√
λo

]
, (3.2)

where So(q) = 1/(1 + K(q)Go(q)) is the closed loop sensitivity function. It is
straightforward to show that the predictor gradient, normalized by

√
λo, is given

by

Ψ(z) = T ′(z, θo)Rsnr(z), (3.3)

where T ′(z, θ) =
[
∂G(z,θ)
∂θ

∂H(z,θ)
∂θ

]
.

We will assume that the model parametrization is such that Ψ is stable. The
stability assumption on the closed loop system and the assumptions on Go and K
imply that Rsnr(z) and its inverse are real rational functions without poles on the
unit circle and hence are L2×2

2 functions, as well as bounded on the unit circle.
Our main assumption is that prediction error identification results in an asymp-

totic covariance AsCov J(θ̂N ) of the quantity of interest J given by (2.15). We
refer to Ljung (1999) for exact conditions and to Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson
(2011, Section I) for a discussion of the case when θo is non-unique and 〈Ψ, Ψ〉
singular.
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3.2 Asymptotic covariance of LTI system properties

In this section we will derive an expression for the asymptotic covariance (2.15) of
the estimate J(θ̂N ) of an arbitrary differentiable quantity J : Rn → C1×p when
Ψ in (2.15) is given by (3.3). While this can be done on a case by case basis for
different model structures using Lemma 2.3.1, we will instead use (a generalization
of) impulse response coefficients as an intermediate parametrization in order to
obtain an expression that is valid regardless of the model structure.

Take {Gk(z)}∞k=1 and {Hk(z)}∞k=1 to be two sequences of orthonormal L2-functions
and for k = 1, 2, . . . define the orthonormal functions

T2k−1(z) = [Gk(z) 0], T2k(z) = [0 Hk(z)]. (3.4)

With τ = [τ1 τ2 · · · ], any transfer function T = [G H] satisfying the assumptions
in Section 3.1 can be represented by

T (z) = [G(z) H(z)] =
∞∑
k=1

τk Tk(z) (3.5)

on the unit circle for suitable choices of {Gk(z)}∞k=1 and {Hk(z)}∞k=1. We will
assume that the sum on the right hand side of (3.5) has a region of convergence
that includes the unit circle. For an asymptotically stable system G(z) we can
for example use the impulse response representation G(z) =

∑∞
k=1 gkz

−k (cf. the
single-sided z-transform). If

∑∞
k=1 |gk| <∞, the sum converges uniformly to G(z)

on the unit circle. A more general representation is via the Takenaka-Malmquist
functions, see (2.23) in Section 2.2, for which the convergence is uniform on the
unit circle if

∑∞
k=1(1− |ξk|) =∞ for the set of pre-specified poles {ξk}. It is worth

noticing that also unstable G(z) can be represented by (3.5) on the unit circle, for
example by a Laurent series expansion (cf. the double-sided z-transform). Since
G(z) is analytic on an annulus around the unit circle we can always find a series∑∞
k=−∞ akz

−k that converges uniformly to G(z) on the unit circle. Note that
also the Takenaka-Malmquist basis functions, which form a basis for H2, can be
extended to a basis for L2 by appending a function Ak(z) := 1

zBk(1/z) for each basis
function Bk(z). For general orthonormal L2-sequences {Gk(z)}∞k=1 and {Hk(z)}∞k=1,
it is only required that the sum in (3.5) converges in L2 mean, since the expression
is always used within the inner product brackets 〈·, ·〉. This type of convergence
will be assumed whenever the representation (3.5) is used.

The original model (3.1), which is parameterized by the vector θ, can also be
expressed through the parametrization (3.5):

T (z, θ) =
∞∑
k=1

τk(θ)Tk(z) (3.6)

or

G(z, θ) =
∞∑
k=1

gk(θ)Gk(z), H(z, θ) =
∞∑
k=1

hk(θ)Hk(z),
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where gk = τ2k−1, hk = τ2k. We will denote by τo the model parameters corre-
sponding to θo, i.e., τo = τ(θo).

We will first establish some properties of the maps τk : Rn → C, k = 1, . . ..

Lemma 3.2.1. Under the assumptions in Section 3.1, τk(θ), k = 1, . . . are differ-
entiable at θo and

T ′(z, θo) =
∞∑
k=1

τ ′k(θo)Tk(z) ∈ Ln×2
2 . (3.7)

Proof. By assumption, the elements of T (z, θ) are finite dimensional real rational
functions with no poles on the unit circle, i.e., they can be written asBi(z, θ)/Ai(z, θ),
i = 1, 2 for some polynomials Bi and Ai with real coefficients where Ai(z, θo),
i = 1, 2, does not have any roots on the unit circle. Thus T (z, θo) belongs to L2

2
and hence τk can be expressed through the inverse transformation

τk(θo) = 〈T (z, θo), Tk(z)〉. (3.8)

By assumption T (z, θ) is continuously differentiable with respect to θ in a neigh-
borhood of θo and hence the right hand side of (3.8) is differentiable at θo under
the integral sign (Rudin, 1976, Theorem 9.42). Thus

τ ′k(θo) = 〈T ′(z, θo), Tk(z)〉, k = 1, . . . . (3.9)

Now the elements of T ′(z, θo) are given by

B′i(z, θo)
Ai(z, θo)

− Bi(z, θo)A′i(z, θo)
A2
i (z, θo)

, i = 1, 2

and T ′(z, θo) ∈ Ln×2
2 since by assumption Ai(z, θo), i = 1, 2 does not have any

roots on the unit circle. Therefore, (3.7) follows from the inverse transformation of
(3.9). We remark that {Tk} does not have to be complete. It is only required that
T (z) is representable in this orthonormal system.

Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose that Jτ (τo) ∈ Cp is estimated by J(θ̂N ) = Jτ (τ(θ̂N )).
Assume that

i) The system and model assumptions in Section 3.1 hold.

ii) The partial derivatives of Jτ with respect to τk, k = 1, . . . , nτ exist at θo and
satisfy

∇Jτ (z) :=
nτ∑
k=1

(
∂Jτ (τo)
∂τk

)∗
Tk(z) ∈ Lp×m2 . (3.10)
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iii) The following chain rule applies:

J ′(θo) =
nτ∑
k=1

τ ′k(θo)∂Jτ (τ(θo))
∂τk

. (3.11)

Then
AsCov J(θ̂N ) = 〈PSΨ {γ} ,PSΨ {γ}〉 (3.12)

holds with
γ = ∇JτR−∗snr (3.13)

When J is scalar, (3.12) becomes

AsVar J(θ̂N ) =
∥∥PSΨ

{
∇Jτ R−∗snr

}∥∥2
. (3.14)

Proof. All that has to be proven is that (2.26) holds with γ as in (3.13), i.e.,
〈Ψ(z), γ(z)〉 = J ′(θo). First notice that, from 3.3,

〈Ψ,∇JτR−∗〉 = 〈ΨR−1,∇Jτ 〉 = 〈T ′(z, θo),∇Jτ 〉.
Due to Lemma 3.2.1, (3.10) and the orthonormality of {Tk} it follows that

〈Ψ,∇JτR−∗〉 =
nτ∑
k=1

τ ′k(θo) ∂Jτ (τ(θo))
∂τk

,

which, according to assumption (3.11), equals J ′(θo).

Some simplifications of (3.14) are given in the following corollary. For those
results we introduce the notation ∇Jτ (z) =:

[
∇Jgτ (z) ∇Jhτ (z)

]
.

Corollary 3.2.1 (Simplifications of (3.14)). When the property J does not depend
on the noise model H, the asymptotic variance of J(θ̂N ) is given by

AsVar J(θ̂N ) =
∥∥∥PSΨ

{
∇Jgτ

[√
λ0H

∗
o

S∗oR
∗ 0

]}∥∥∥2
, (3.15)

where, as before, SΨ denotes the row span of Ψ . When K = 0 the asymptotic
variance of J(θ̂N ) is given by

AsVar J(θ̂N ) =
∥∥∥PSΨ

{[
∇Jgτ

√
λ0H

∗
o

R∗ ∇JhτH∗o
]}∥∥∥2

, (3.16)

where in this case SΨ is the row span of[
G′(z, θo)R(z)√

λoHo(z)
,
H ′(z, θo)
Ho(z)

]
.

When K = 0, and the model G(z, θ) with the noise model H(z, η) are independently
parameterized, the asymptotic variance of J(θ̂N , η̂N ) is given by

AsVar J(θ̂N , η̂N ) =
∥∥∥PSΨG

{
∇Jgτ

√
λ0H

∗
o

R∗

}∥∥∥2
+
∥∥∥PSΨH

{
∇JhτH∗o

}∥∥∥2
, (3.17)

where SΨG is the row span of ΨG = R(z)G′(z, θo)/Ho(z) and SΨH is the row span
of ΨH = H ′(z, ηo)/Ho(z).
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Upper bounds
One advantage with the new expression (3.12) for the asymptotic covariance (2.15)
is that it is easy to provide simple, model structure independent, bounds for (2.15).
These bounds are obtained by replacing the projection onto SΨ with projections
onto the spaces H2

2 or L2
2. Below, when we are projecting onto L2

2, i.e., when the
projection is removed, the bounds derived are typically conservative even as the
model order increases since SΨ ⊆ Hm2 regardless of the model order and model
structure, while the function that is projected, ∇Jτ R−∗snr, typically has a term that
belongs to the complement of Hm2 .

Theorem 3.2.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 be fulfilled. An upper bound
of the asymptotic covariance of J(θ̂N ) is then given by

AsCov J(θ̂N ) ≤ 〈∇JτΦvΦ−1
χ ,∇Jτ 〉. (3.18)

When J is scalar we get

AsVar J(θ̂N ) ≤ ‖∇Jτ‖2
ΦvΦ

−1
χ
. (3.19)

Proof. By removing the projection in (3.12) of Theorem 3.2.1 we get an upper
bound, cf. Lemma II.6 in Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson (2011).

Some simplifications of (3.19) are given next.

Corollary 3.2.2 (Simplifications of (3.19)). When the property J does not depend
on the noise model H, the upper bound (3.19) is given by

AsVar J(θ̂N ) ≤ ‖∇Jgτ ‖
2
Φv/Φru

, (3.20)

where Φru is the part of the input spectrum that is due to rt.
When the system is identified in open loop, the upper bound (3.19) is given by

AsVar J(θ̂N ) ≤ ‖∇Jgτ ‖
2
Φv/Φu

+
∥∥∇Jhτ ∥∥2

Φv/λ0
. (3.21)

We remark that the bounds in Theorem 3.2.2 typically (but not always) depend
on the true underlying system through ∇Jτ and R−1

snr(z).
Notice that the upper bounds above are valid for any model structure, which

also means that they apply to any model order.
It is obvious that the inverse of the signal to noise ratio, i.e., ΦvΦ−1

χ , plays an
important role for the variance. For clarity we write out the expression (3.19) in
integral form

AsVar J(θ̂N ) ≤ 1
2π

∫ π

−π
∇Jτ (ejω)Φv(e

jω)
Φχ(ejω)∇J

∗
τ (ejω) dω.

The function ∇Jτ is weighted by the inverse of the signal to noise ratio. Thus,
ΦvΦ

−1
χ must be small in the directions where ∇Jτ is large in order to produce an

accurate estimate of J .
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Curse of Complexity

In this section we will compare the results based on Theorem 3.2.1 with the asymp-
totic covariance expressions implied by the results in Ljung (1985) that are asymp-
totic in model order.

Using the orthonormality of {Tk} in the representation (3.5) gives that τl =
〈T, Tl〉 and hence (with τ̃k := τk(θ̂N ) − τok , T̃ (z) := T (z, θ̂N ) − To(z) and with m
being the model order)

lim
m→∞

1
m

E [τ̃∗k τ̃l] = lim
m→∞

1
m

E
[〈
Tk(z), T̃ (z)

〉〈
T̃ (ζ), Tl(ζ)

〉]
= lim
m→∞

1
m

E
[〈〈
Tk(z), T̃ ∗(ζ)T̃ (z)

〉
, Tl(ζ)

〉]
=
〈〈
Tk(z), lim

m→∞

1
m

E
[
T̃ ∗(ζ)T̃ (z)

]〉
, Tl(ζ)

〉
, (3.22)

assuming that the limit operation and the integration commute. If we now use the
asymptotic result

lim
m→∞

1
m

AsCov T (ejω, θ̂N ) = Φv(ejω)Φ−1
χ (ejω) (3.23)

derived in Ljung (1985) and another result from Ljung (1985), namely that fre-
quency function estimates at different frequencies become uncorrelated as the model
order m→∞, (3.22) collapses to zero, which in turn suggests that for any J of the
type described in Theorem 3.2.1

lim
m→∞

1
m

AsCov J(θ̂N ) = 0. (3.24)

We have thus obtained, by direct application of the model order asymptotic re-
sults in Ljung (1985) that the asymptotic variance is of the order o(m). Note
that AsCov T (ejω, θ̂N ) grows unbounded with m as in (3.23), which seems to con-
tradict (3.24), but T (ejω) does not belong to the allowed class of functions J in
Theorem 3.2.1. This situation will be addressed later in Section 3.3.

The result (3.24) is considerably weaker than the upper bound (3.18) derived in
this chapter. Thus we have shown that, when the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 hold,
the upper bounds derived in this chapter are significantly more accurate expressions
for the asymptotic covariance than the asymptotic covariance expressions implied
by the results in Ljung (1985).

In order to go from the results in Ljung (1985) and arrive at something similar
to (3.18) in Theorem 3.2.2 we must remove the scaling factor 1/m and interpret
(3.23) as

lim
m→∞

E
[
T̃ ∗(ξ)T̃ (z)

]
= Φv(z)Φ−1

χ (z)δ(z − ξ), (3.25)
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with δ(x) being the Dirac delta. Note that Ljung (1985) does not give support for
this interpretation. Removing the factor 1/m in (3.22) and then using (3.25) yields

lim
m→∞

E [τ̃∗k τ̃l] =
〈〈
Tk(z), Φv(z)Φ−1

χ (z)δ(z − ξ)
〉
, Tl(ζ)

〉
=
〈
Tk, TlΦvΦ−1

χ

〉
and with J , Jτ and ∇Jτ as in Theorem 3.2.1 we get

lim
m→∞

AsCov J(θ̂N ) =
〈
∇JτΦvΦ−1

ξ ,∇Jτ
〉
,

which is the same as the upper bound (3.18).
The fact that the scaling factor 1/m is not present is especially important as

it shows that certain properties, even of highly complex systems, are not subject
to what is known as the “curse of complexity”, i.e., there are system properties
that can be accurately identified using full order models also when the system is
highly complex. In Section 3.3 we will see some examples of such properties. For
more details on this important topic we refer the reader to Hjalmarsson (2005);
Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson (2009); Rojas et al. (2008, 2010).

Interpretation of Theorem 3.2.1
The result in Theorem 3.2.1 is basically applicable whenever the predictor gradient
is given by (3.3) and thus very general. The expression (3.12) is an exact represen-
tation of the asymptotic variance (2.15) which is valid for a wide range of LTI model
structures, including commonly used structures such as ARMAX, output-error and
Box-Jenkins, and it can be used for both open loop and closed loop identification.
Furthermore it expresses the variance of any property of the estimated model, pro-
vided this property can be expressed as a differentiable function of the (impulse
response) coefficients τk satisfying the conditions in the theorem.

Recall the covariance expression (3.12)

AsCov J(θ̂N ) =
〈
PSΨ

{
∇JτR−∗snr

}
,PSΨ

{
∇JτR−∗snr

}〉
and the expression (3.3) for the prediction error gradient

Ψ(z) = T ′(z, θo)Rsnr(z).

There is a certain decoupling between the property of interest J , the experimental
conditions Φv(ejω)Φ−T

χ (ejω) and model structure T (z, θ) in the expression (3.12).
The property of interest enters the expression only through the function ∇Jτ

which describes the sensitivity of the property J to changes in the transfer function
T . One could interpret ∇Jτ as a Fréchet derivative (Luenberger, 1969) by viewing J
as a functional of the system transfer function, i.e., J = f(T (·)), or, if we include the
θ-dependence J(θ) = f(T (·, θ)). For small changes δθ we have δJ(θ) = [δθ]TJ ′(θ)
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and δT (z) = [δθ]TT ′(z, θ). Similarly we have, by the Riesz representation theorem
(Kreyszig, 1978), that δf = 〈δT, y〉 for some y ∈ Lp×2

2 where y should be interpreted
as the “functional derivative” y = δf

δT
. Now consider

δJ = δf ◦ δT = [δθ]T〈T ′, y〉 = [δθ]T〈Ψ, yR−∗snr〉

and recall that by definition

δJ = [δθ]TJ ′(θ) = [δθ]T〈Ψ, γ〉 = [δθ]T〈Ψ,∇JτR−∗snr〉.

By comparing these two expressions it can be seen that ∇Jτ = y = δf

δT
. Thus,

when J is viewed as a functional on T , ∇Jτ has the interpretation of a Fréchet
derivative of J with respect to T .
∇Jτ is weighted by R−∗snr(z−∗) which is a spectral factor of the ratio Φv(z)Φ−1

χ (z).
This ratio is known from the expression (3.23) and can be interpreted as the
frequency-wise noise to signal ratio.

The space SΨ is the span of the rows of

Ψ(z) = T ′(z, θo) R−1
snr(z) = T ′(z, θo)Rχ(z)R−1

v (z).

The structure of this space is thus to a large extent determined by the model
structure (through T ′). However, the true system also determines T ′(z, θo) (through
θo) and together with the experimental conditions also acts as translation through
the factor Rχ(z)R−1

v (z). Furthermore, the projection only depends on the span
of Ψ , i.e., the subspace SΨ . From these two observations it follows that all model
structures whose predictor gradients span the same space will have exactly the
same asymptotic covariance. For example, order n Laguerre models (Wahlberg,
1991) with poles in ξ will have the same asymptotic variance as fixed denominator
models of order n with a pole of multiple n at ξ. It also follows that scaling the
model structure, i.e., replacing T (z, θ) with T̃ (z, θ) = αT (z, θ) will not change the
asymptotic variance, again since both the function to be projected and the subspace
do not change. On the other hand if the experimental conditions are changed so
that the signal to noise ratio Rsnr is scaled by a factor β, then since SΨ will remain
the same (even though Ψ is re-scaled), the asymptotic variance is scaled by 1/β2.

We also remark that Theorem 3.2.1 illustrates the flexibility offered by (2.26).
The function ∇Jτ (z) R−∗snr(z−∗) is a function in the set (2.29) of functions γ that can
be used in Lemma 2.3.1 such that 〈Ψ, γ〉 is the sensitivity of the quantity of interest
with respect to the model parameters. However, this function is chosen with care so
that it can be used regardless of the model structure (which determines T ′(z, θo)).
It is due to this that the decoupling between the function of interest and the model
structure, discussed above, is obtained. This also opens up the possibility to derive
the upper bounds found in Theorem 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.2 for the asymptotic
variance that are model structure independent. This is one of the features offered
by the geometric approach employed in this thesis. For further discussion on the
geometric approach we refer to Hjalmarsson and Mårtensson (2011).
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Explicit variance expressions

Recall from Lemma 2.3.2 that if J ′(θo) = Ψ(zo)L for some zo ∈ C and L ∈ Cm×p
we get that (2.15) can be written as

AsCov J(θ̂N ) = L∗
r∑

k=1
B∗k(zo)Bk(zo)L. (3.26)

The next result is an adaptation of (3.26) to the re-parametrization in Lemma 3.2.1.

Lemma 3.2.2. Let the assumptions in Theorem 3.2.1 hold and let {Bk}rk=1, r ≤ n,
be an orthonormal basis for SΨ . Assume also that

∂Jτ (τ(θo))
∂τk

= Tk(zo)α (3.27)

for some α ∈ Cm×p and zo ∈ C, and let γ be defined by (3.13).
Then (3.26) holds with

L = R−1
snr(zo)α. (3.28)

Proof. We need to prove that

J ′(θo) = 〈Ψ, γ〉 = Ψ(zo)R−1
snr(zo)α. (3.29)

With γ as in (3.13) with (3.27) it holds that

〈Ψ, γ〉 =
nτ∑
l=1
〈Ψ, TlR−∗snr〉 Tl(zo) α

=
nτ∑
l=1
〈ΨR−1

snr, Tl〉 Tl(zo) α = PY {ΨR−1
snr}(zo) α,

where Y is the space spanned by {Tl}nτl=1. However, due to (3.3) and (3.7), ΨR−1
snr ∈

Y, so the projection can be removed giving (3.29).

Notice that under the conditions in Lemma 3.2.2, the condition that∇JτR−∗snr(z−∗) ∈
Lp×m2 in (3.10) can be written as

α∗
nτ∑
k=1
T ∗k (zo)Tk(z) R−∗snr(z−∗) ∈ Lp×m2 .

This may restrict the set of points zo ∈ C for which Lemma 3.2.2 is applicable when
nτ = +∞.
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Upper bounds
Here we will describe a case when a simple bound for (3.26) can be found by a
projection onto the subspace H2

2 ⊂ L2
2. This gives a a tighter bound than Theorem

3.2.2 where the projection was made onto L2
2. Let the asymptotic variance be

given by (3.26) for a zo such that |zo| > 1. An upper bound of (3.26) is obtained
by exchanging the basis functions {Bk} for basis functions {B̃k} for the larger
subspace H2

2. This is an upper bound since we project onto a larger space in
(3.12) and the inner product is always positive definite. Since all elements of both
G′(z, θo) and H ′(z, θo) have at least one time delay, all elements of Ψ will also have
at least one time delay, and therefore we will exclude constant functions. One such
orthonormal basis is given by {B̃k(z)}∞k=1 where B̃k(z) = [z−(k+1)/2 0] when k is
odd, and B̃k(z) = [0 z−k/2] when k is even. For |zo| > 1 we then get

∞∑
k=1
B̃k
∗
(zo)B̃k(zo) =

[
1 0
0 1

] ∞∑
k=1
|zo|−2k=

[
1 0
0 1

]
1

|zo|2 − 1 ,

which when inserted in (3.26) gives the upper bound

AsCov J(θ̂N ) ≤ 1
|zo|2 − 1 α∗ Φv(zo)Φ−1

χ (zo) α. (3.30)

In some cases, we can find a similar bound that holds with equality, as we will see
in the following section.

Model structure independent example
Now, we turn to a less obvious insight that does not seem to be generally known.
Suppose that the explicit expression (3.26) holds for some zo strictly outside the unit
circle and that Ψ contains a pole at z−1

o . Suppose further that the orthonormal
basis used in (3.26) is of the form (2.23). If we then order the poles in Ψ such
that ξ1 = z−1

o , we obtain from (2.23) that B1(zo) =
√

1− |zo|−2/(zo − z−1
o ) and

Bk(zo) = 0, k = 2, . . . , n, resulting in that

AsCov J(θ̂N ) = 1− |zo|−2

|zo − z−1
o |2

α∗ Φv(zo)Φ−1
χ (zo) α. (3.31)

This expression is remarkable in that it is independent of the model structure and
model order. Now recall that Ψ(z) = T ′(z, θo)Rsnr(zo). Thus in the cases when
(3.26) holds and when the experimental conditions can be chosen such that Rsnr(z)
has a pole at z−1

o , this choice makes the asymptotic covariance the same for different
model structures and arbitrary model order. This insight is important in order to
come to terms with the so called “curse of dimensionality” discussed in Section
3.2.2. We will illustrate this idea in Section 3.3 where the objective is to identify
NMP-zeros. The geometric approach has been used in Hjalmarsson et al. (2006);
Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson (2009) to generalize this result as well as to show that
certain optimality properties also hold from an experiment design perspective.
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Parametrization of explicit variance expressions
In this section we wish to point out that the parametrization does not affect the
explicit variance expressions of Section 3.2.2. Let the assumptions in Section 3.1
be in force. Assume that the condition (3.27) of Lemma 3.2.2 holds. This implies
via the chain rule (3.11) and Lemma 3.2.1 that

J ′(θo) =
∞∑
k=1

τ ′k(θo)Tk(zo)α = T ′(zo, θo)α. (3.32)

The conditions (3.27) and (3.32) are closely related. They can be formulated as

∂Jτ
∂τk

= ∂T (zo)
∂τk

α and ∂J

∂θk
= ∂T (zo)

∂θk
α

respectively, and we see that the only difference lies in the parametrization and that
it does not matter if the system and the property J are described by the model pa-
rameters θ or by the coefficients τ of the rational orthonormal basis representation.

3.3 Analysis of some LTI system properties

In this section we apply the results from Sections 3.1 and 3.2.2 to some specific
examples of the function J(θ). The main purpose is to show how the geometric ap-
proach can be used in the analysis, but each of these results are also of independent
interest.

Frequency response
We will first look at the covariance of the frequency response estimate, i.e., J(θ) =
T (ejωo , θ) for a fixed frequency ωo when To is stable (so that the frequency response
is well defined). Then we get

J ′(θo) = T ′(ejωo , θo) = Ψ(ejωo)R−1
snr(ejωo),

where Ψ is given by (3.3). Now (3.26) can be applied to get the covariance expression

AsCov T (ejωo , θ̂N ) = R−∗snr(ejωo)
n∑
k=1
B∗k(ejωo)Bk(ejωo) R−1

snr(ejωo), (3.33)

where {Bk}nk=1 is any orthonormal basis for the space SΨ .
It is instructive to also consider the formulation in Theorem 3.2.1 for expressing

AsCovT (ejωo , θ̂N ). We will use basis functions Tk (3.4) defined by Gk(z) = Hk(z) =
z−(k−1) so that

T (z, θ) =
∞∑
k=1

τk(θ)Tk(z)
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is parameterized in terms of the impulse responses of G(z, θ) and H(z, θ). For this
problem Jτ (τ(θ)) =

∑∞
k=1 τk(θ)Tk(ejωo) and hence ∂Jτ (τ)/∂τk = Tk(ejωo) which

implies that ∇Jτ , defined in (3.10), is not an L2-function. Thus we instead look at
J(θ) = T (zo, θ), zo = rejωo , r > 1 and later we let r → 1. The function ∇Jτ is now
given by

∇Jτ (z) =
[
1 0
0 1

] ∞∑
k=1

z̄−ko z−k =
[
1 0
0 1

]
z̄−1
o z−1

1− z̄−1
o z−1 ,

which is a function in L2 so that Assumption ii) in Theorem 3.2.1 holds. Further-
more, Assumption iii) in the same lemma follows directly from Lemma 3.2.1 with
z = ejωo for this problem. Thus Theorem 3.2.1 applies under the assumptions in
Section 3.1.

In order to calculate the projection PSΨ{∇JτR−∗snr} in Theorem 3.2.1, let {Bk}nk=1
be an orthonormal basis for SΨ , then

〈∇Jτ (z)R−∗snr(z−∗),Bk(z)〉 = 1
2πj

∮
|z|=1

z̄−1
o z−1

1− z̄−1
o z−1R

−∗
snr(z−∗)B∗k(z−∗)dz

z

= R−∗snr(zo)B∗k(zo). (3.34)

In the second equality we use that z−1R−∗snr(z−∗)B∗k(z−∗) has all poles outside the
unit circle (since all Bk contain at least one unit time delay which cancels the
factor z−1) and residue calculus, see e.g., Wunsch (1993), gives the result (3.34).
The projection PSΨ{∇JτR−∗snr} can now be computed as

PSΨ{∇JτR−∗snr} =
n∑
k=1
〈∇JτR−∗snr,Bk〉Bk = R−∗snr(zo)

n∑
k=1
B∗k(zo)Bk.

With zo = rejωo and r → 1, we get the asymptotic covariance

AsCov T (ejωo , θ̂N ) = R−∗snr(ejωo)
n∑
k=1

n∑
p=1
B∗k(ejωo)〈Bk,Bp〉Bp(ejωo) R−1

snr(ejωo)

= R−∗snr(ejωo)
n∑
k=1
B∗k(ejωo)Bk(ejωo) R−1

snr(ejωo), (3.35)

which, of course, is the same as (3.33).
The covariance expression (3.33) was first established in Ninness and Hjalmars-

son (2004) by employing the theory of reproducing kernels, see also Ninness and
Hjalmarsson (2005b). Above we have shown that the results in Ninness and Hjal-
marsson (2004) can be given an alternative system theoretic interpretation as result-
ing from a projection of the weighted z-transform of the sensitivity of the system fre-
quency function with respect to the impulse response on a subspace determined by
the model structure, the true system and the experimental conditions. The weight-
ing function depends on the noise to signal ratio during the experiment (which
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in turn depends on the experimental conditions and the true system). This work
can also be seen as an extension of the work in Ninness and Hjalmarsson (2004)
regarding variance analysis in frequency function estimation to general quantities
J .

Impulse response
In this example we look at the asymptotic variance of the coefficients τk of the
estimated model T (z, θ) =

∑∞
k=1 τk(θ)Tk(z), cf. (3.6), but we assume that only the

first nτ coefficients are of interest and we let

Jτ (τ) = τ =
[
τ1 · · · τnτ

]
.

Now dJτ
dτ = I (the identity matrix) and hence

∇Jτ (z) =

 T1(z)
...

Tnτ (z)

 .
It is straightforward to verify the chain rule, Assumption ii) in Theorem 3.2.1. Thus
the asymptotic covariance can be expressed as

AsCov τ(θ̂N ) = 〈PSΨ{∇JτR−∗snr},PSΨ{∇JτR−∗snr}〉
≤ 〈∇JτΦvΦ−1

χ ,∇Jτ 〉, (3.36)

where the inequality comes from Theorem 3.2.2. If we consider the impulse response
coefficients gk and hk corresponding to Gk(z) = Hk(z) = z−k in (3.4) we get for
the 2× 2 diagonal blocks of (3.36) that

AsCov
[
gk(θ̂N ) hk(θ̂N )

]
≤ 1

2π

∫ π

−π
Φv(ejω)Φ−1

χ (ejω) dω.

L2-norm
Now we consider the asymptotic variance of the L2-norm of the estimated model
G(z, θ) =

∑∞
k=1 gk(θ)Gk(z), cf. (3.5). The L2-norm is given by

‖G(·, θ)‖ =
√
〈G(·, θ), G(·, θ)〉 =

√√√√ ∞∑
k=1

g2
k(θ)

and the function ∇Jgτ (z) is

∇Jgτ (z) =
∞∑
k=1

gk(θo)Gk(z)√∑∞
l=1 g

2
l (θo)

= Go(z)
‖Go‖

∈ L2.
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It is straightforward to verify the chain rule, Assumption ii) in Theorem 3.2.1. Thus
we can use Corollary 3.2.1 to express the asymptotic variance as

AsVar ‖G(·, θ̂N )‖ =

∥∥∥PSΨ
{[√

λoGoH
∗
o

S∗oR
∗ 0

]}∥∥∥2

‖Go‖2 . (3.37)

The projection in (3.37) may be cumbersome to calculate, but we can use Corollary
3.2.2 to get an upper bound of the asymptotic variance:

AsVar ‖G(·, θ̂N )‖ ≤
‖Go‖2

Φv/Φru

‖Go‖2 .

The bound can also be written in the form

AsVar ‖G(·, θ̂N )‖ ≤ 1
2π

∫ π

−π

Φv(ω)
Φru(ω)wG(ω) dω,

where wG(ω) = |Go(ejω)|2/‖Go‖2 is a weighting function with 1
2π
∫ π
−πwG(ω) dω = 1.

The weighting function wG(ω) gives more weight to frequencies where the gain is
large.

Non-minimum phase zeros

Next we consider estimation of NMP-zeros of a stable system Go. The zeros of the
system are defined as the solutions z to the equation G(z, θ) =

∑∞
k=1 gk(θ)z−k = 0

and we assume that the zero of interest, zo, is non-minimum phase, i.e., |zo| > 1.
The quantity of interest is thus J(θ̂N ) = zo(θ̂N ). Theorem 3.2.2 is here, and since
J is independent of the noise model H we can use the simplified version (3.20) in
Corollary 3.2.1. Similar to Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson (2009) we obtain

∂Jgτ (τo)
∂gk

= − zo

G̃o(zo)
z−ko ,

where G̃o(z) = Go(z)/(1− zoz−1), which gives, for |z| > 1/|zo|, that

∇Jgτ (z) = − z̄o

G̃o(zo)

∞∑
k=1

z̄−ko z−k

= − z̄o

G̃o(zo)

z̄−1
o z−1

(1− z̄−1
o z−1)

,

which is in L2. It is straightforward to verify that the chain rule (Assumption iii)
in Theorem 3.2.1) applies: Suppose, for simplicity, that the numerator polynomial,
B(q, θ), in G(q, θ) = B(q, θ)/A(q, θ) is independently parameterized of A(q, θ).
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Lemma 3.2.1 gives that g′k(θo) = 〈G′(z, θo), z−k〉 so that
∞∑
k=1

g′k(θo) ∂J
g
τ (τo)
∂gk

= − zo

G̃o(zo)

∞∑
k=1
〈G′(z, θo), z−k〉 z−ko

= − zo

G̃o(zo)
G′(zo, θo)

= − zo

B̃o(zo)

[
B′(zo(θo), θo)

0

]
,

where B̃o(z) = B(z, θo)/(1 − zoz
−1). The last expression then equals J ′(θo)

(Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson, 2009).
We have thus verified the conditions in Theorem 3.2.1 and the asymptotic vari-

ance can be calculated in the same way as in (3.34)-(3.35), or alternatively (3.26)
could be applied, and, without giving all details, we get

AsVar zo(θ̂N ) = λ0|zo|2

|G̃o(zo)|2
|Ho(zo)|2

|R(zo)|2
n∑
k=1
|B1
k(zo)|2, (3.38)

where Bk := [B1
k,B2

k] and {Bk}nk=1 is an orthonormal basis for SΨ . The expression
(3.38) is used in Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson (2009) where also explicit expressions
and bounds for

∑n
k=1 |B1

k(zo)|2 are derived for certain model structures. When an
orthonormal basis of the type given in Section 2.2 can be used, we see from (3.38)
that the asymptotic variance for a NMP-zero will be large if there is another NMP-
zero nearby. This follows from that the factor |G̃o(zo)|2 in the denominator will be
small in this case and that the basis functions are independent of the system zeros.

Bounds on the asymptotic variance for NMP zeros can be derived using (3.30):

AsVar zo(θ̂N ) ≤ λ0

(1− |zo|−2)|G̃o(zo)|2
|Ho(zo)|2

|So(zo)R(zo)|2
, (3.39)

or using Theorem 3.2.2 (see also Corollary 3.2.2.):

AsVar zo(θ̂N ) ≤ 1
|G̃o(zo)|2

∥∥∥∥ 1
(1− z̄−1

o z−1)

∥∥∥∥2

Φv/Φru

= λ0

(1− |zo|−2)|G̃o(zo)|2

∥∥∥∥ Ho

SoR

∥∥∥∥2

wZ

, (3.40)

where wZ(ω) = (1− |zo|−2)/|1− z−1
o ejω|2 can be seen as a weighting function with

1
2π
∫ π
−πwZ(ω)dω = 1. The weighting function wZ(ω) focuses on frequencies around

ω = arg(zo). Sufficient accuracy of an NMP-zero estimate is thus guaranteed if
|Ho/(SoR)| is small in this frequency range.

The bound (3.40) is always larger than the bound (3.39) which is a tight bound
in the sense that equality holds (in many cases) when the model order n goes to
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infinity, see Mårtensson and Hjalmarsson (2009), which provides a quite complete
asymptotic variance analysis of both zero and pole estimates.

Before closing this section, we illustrate the idea outlined at the end of Sec-
tion 3.1, i.e., that the input can be used to make the asymptotic variance the same
for different model structures and arbitrary model orders. For simplicity we will
assume that the NMP zero is real and that the system is operating in open loop so
that the prediction error gradient (3.3) is given by

Ψ(z) = T ′(z, θo)
[

R(z)√
λo Ho(z) 0

0 1
Ho(z)

]
.

Assume first that an output error model is used and that the spectral factor of
the input is chosen as R(z) = 1/(z − z−1

o ). When nb ≥ nf + 1, as discussed in
Section 2.2, it then follows that (2.23) is an orthonormal basis with ξ1 = z−1

o and
the other poles being the poles of the true system dynamics are counted twice.
Similar to (3.31), (3.38) then collapses to

AsVar zo(θ̂N ) = λ0|zo|2

|G̃o(zo)|2
|Ho(zo)|2

|R(zo)|2
n∑
k=1
|B1
k(zo)|2 = λ0 (|zo|2 − 1)

|G̃o(zo)|2
.

Due to the presence of R(z) in Ψ it can easily be shown that exactly the same result
is obtained for Box-Jenkins models (under the same order condition on nb and nf ).
Thus an input with spectral factor R(z) = 1/(z− z−1

o ) ensures that the asymptotic
variance of an estimate of an NMP-zero at zo becomes independent both of the
model and system order and also the model structure. One may argue that this
choice of input is infeasible since it depends on the to be estimated zero. However,
this insight is of independent value; it has been shown that using an estimate of the
NMP-zero in R instead, an adaptive scheme will achieve the optimal asymptotic
variance, under quite mild conditions, see Rojas et al. (2011).

3.4 Conclusions

The main results in this chapter are the formulae (3.12) and reparametrization of
(3.26) which expresses the asymptotic covariance as defined by (2.15). We have
shown that these geometric expressions provide insights into how model structure,
model order, true system dynamics, and experimental conditions affect the asymp-
totic covariance. In particular we demonstrated that one can use the experimental
conditions to make the asymptotic variance independent of model order and model
structure in some cases.

We have also used these expressions to derive novel model structure independent
upper bounds of the asymptotic covariance, in particular for a number of commonly
estimated quantities such as system zeros and gains and impulse response coeffi-
cients. We have shown that these bounds are significantly less conservative as
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compared to the variance expressions that result from using the (asymptotic in
model order) variance formulae for frequency function estimation in Ljung (1985).

Our work has its foundation in Ninness and Hjalmarsson (2004), where the
significance of the subspace spanned by the prediction error gradient was acknowl-
edged and we have shown that the results in Ninness and Hjalmarsson (2004) are
recovered from the results in this chapter.





Chapter 4

Cascade models

We make the interconnection structure more complicated compared to the previous
chapter by considering cascaded modules. Cascaded modules are very common in
applications; consider for example the flotation plant example in Section 1.1. Our
concern in this chapter is the accuracy of the model of the first module, and we
try to give some insight into how much the accuracy is improved by additional
measurements. It turns out that the zero locations of the first module play an
important role and we analyze how the zeros of the first module affect the accu-
racy. We quantify the contribution of each sensor to the accuracy, with focus on a
frequency range dependent on the zeros of the transfer function of interest. This in-
formation might be useful in determining if we should use additional sensors. There
is a trade-off to be made since additional sensors means more data have to be col-
lected, and more parameters have to be identified. Hence, if the gain in accuracy
is concentrated mainly in regions of little interest, the additional effort may not be
worthwhile. For FIR systems, the results are illustrated by numerical simulations.
A surprising special case occurs when the first module contains a zero on the unit
circle; as the model orders of all modules grow large at the same rate, the variance
of the frequency function estimate, evaluated at the corresponding frequency of the
unit-circle zero, is shown to be the same as the case where the other modules are
completely known.

4.1 Problem formulation

Consider the SISO LTI systems connected in cascade as depicted in Figure 4.1, the
output of which can be described by the following set of equations:

yk(t)=
k∏
i=1

Gi(q)u(t) + ek(t), k=1, . . . ,m. (4.1)

45
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Define y(t) = [y1(t), . . . , ym]T, e(t) = [e1(t), . . . , em]T and T as the row vector
containing all frequency responses between u and y(t)T, i.e.,

T :=
[
G1 G2G1 . . . Gm · · ·G1

]
.

Then we can express the relationship between the input, noise and outputs as
follows:

y(t)=TTu(t) + e(t).

We assume that the additive noise sequences, {ei(t)} are mutually independent
zero mean white noise sequences, independent of the input u(t), with variances
λi, i = 1, . . . ,m, i.e.,

Cov e(t) = Λ,

where Λ = diag {[λ1, . . . , λm]}. The models of the modules are independently
parameterized, module Gi is parameterized with θi ∈ Rdi , ni ∈ R for all i =
1, . . . ,m, and let θ =

[
θT

1 , . . . , θ
T
m

]T and n =
∑m
i=1 ni. We assume the true system

is in the model set and denote the true parameters by θo, i.e.,

Gk(q) = Gk(q, θok), k = 1, . . . ,m.

We are interested in estimating the first module G1. The predictor of y(t) based
on θ is given by

ŷ(t) = T (θ)Tu(t).

The predictor error gradient defined in (2.12), of dimension n×m, is then given by

ψ(t) = −T ′(θ)u(t),

where T ′(θ) ∈ Cn×m is the gradient of T with respect to θ given by

T ′ =


G′1 G2G

′
1 · · · Gm · · ·G2G

′
1

0 G′2G1
. . . Gm · · ·G3G

′
2G1

...
. . . . . .

...
0 · · · 0 G′mGm−1 · · ·G1

 ,

u
G1 G2

. . . Gm

Σ
y1

Σ
y2

Σ
ym

e1 e2 em

Figure 4.1: Cascaded structure.
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where G′i is the gradient of Gi with respect to θ, for i = 1, . . . ,m. From (2.12)
and Parseval’s relation we can express the asymptotic covariance of the parameter
estimate as

AsCov θ̂N = 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1

Ψ = T ′(θo)RΛ−1/2 ∈ Ln×m2 ,

where R is the spectral factor of the input power spectrum Φu(ω). From this
equation it is clear that we can rewrite

T ′(θo) = ΨΛ1/2R−1,

and hence, with L = Λ1/2R−1, we may use Lemma 2.3.2 to express the asymptotic
covariance matrix for the estimate of the transfer functions from the input to the
outputs as

AsCov T̂ (ejω) = 1
Φu(ω)Λ

1/2
l∑

k=1
B∗k(ejω)Bk(ejω)Λ1/2. (4.2)

We are only interested in Ĝ1, so we only need to consider the top left corner of
(4.2). To this end, without loss of generality, the basis functions can be expressed
according to the following definition:

Definition 4.1.1. The basis functions {Bk} are expressed

Bk =:
[
c1
kB1

k . . . cmk Bmk
]
, (4.3)

where cjk ∈ R≥0. If Bjk 6= 0, then Bjk has unit L2-norm for all j and k, i.e., ‖Bjk‖ = 1
for all k ≤ l, j ≤ m, where ‖·‖ is defined in (2.21). For each basis function Bk, the
coefficients {cjk}mj=1 satisfy ‖

[
c1
k . . . cmk

]
‖2

2 = 1, which ensures that ‖Bk‖ = 1. If
Bjk = 0 then cjk is defined to be zero.

With this notation, we obtain

AsVar Ĝ1(ejω) = λ1

Φu(ω) (c1
k)2

l∑
k=1
|B1
k(ejω)|2. (4.4)

In the next section we will provide a specific basis function B1 that is used to obtain
insights into (4.4), insight into how much AsVar Ĝ1(ejω) is reduced by additional
measurements. The basis function will be determined by a zero of G1(ejω) and we
will analyze AsVar Ĝ1(ejω) with focus on a frequency range dependent on this zero.
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4.2 Basis functions and variance results

In this section we present a theorem that lets us determine one basis function, B1,
of a set {Bk}lk=1 that spans Ψ and satisfies〈

Bi1,Bij
〉

= 0, i = 1, . . . , l j = 2, . . . ,m. (4.5)

Not only is B1 orthogonal to all other basis functions Bk, k = 2, . . . , l, but also,
every column of B1 is orthogonal the the corresponding column in all other basis
functions Bk, k = 2, . . . , l. This allows us to compute the variance expression (4.4)
at a specific frequency point.

Lemma 4.2.1. Let G1 have a zero in ξ ∈ C and none of {Gk}mk=1 have a pole in
ξ, i.e., there is no pole-zero cancellation of the zero ξ in Ψ . Let {Aik}

li
k=1 be a basis

(not necessarily orthonormal) for the space spanned by the rows of the i-th column
of Ψ for i = 1, . . . ,m. Then we can choose an orthonormal basis {Bk}lk=1 for Ψ
such that (cf. (4.3))〈

Bi1,Bij
〉

= 0, i = 1, . . . ,m j = 2, . . . , l, (4.6)

where

c1
1= b1

λ
1/2
1

(
b2

1

λ
1/2
1

+ b2

λ
1/2
2
|G2(ξ)|2 + · · ·+ b2

m

λ
1/2
m

|Gm(ξ) · · ·G2(ξ)|2
)−1/2

, (4.6a)

Bi1=bi
li∑
k=1
Aik(ξ)Aik, i = 1, . . . ,m, (4.6b)

and {bi}mi=1 are normalization constants such that ‖Bi1‖ = 1, i.e.,

b2
i =

(
li∑
k=1
|Aik(ξ)|2

)−1

,

and b2
i = l−1

i when Aik is an orthonormal basis, e.g., the basis {z−k}.

Proof. See Appendix 4.B.

Notice that (4.6) does not follow from the orthogonality of the basis functions
{Bk} as the next example illustrates.

Example 4.2.1. Consider

Ψ(z) =
[
z−1 z−2

z−1 −z−2

]
,
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formed from {A1
k}1
k=1 = z−1 and {A2

k}1
k=1 = z−2. Recall that {z−k}∞k=0 forms a

(complete) orthonormal set (Friedman, 1970). Then one choice of basis functions
is

B1(z) = 2−1/2 [z−1 z−2] , B2(z) = 2−1/2 [z−1 −z−2]
and 〈B1,B2〉 = 0, even though

〈
B1

1,B1
2
〉

=
〈
z−1, z−1〉 = 1.

The work invested in calculating a specific basis function will now be put to use.
The covariance of the transfer function estimate will, at the frequency of the zero,
be strongly linked to that specific basis function as the next theorem shows.

Theorem 4.2.1. Assume that G1 has a zero at ξ = rejωξ , where r ∈ R≥0 and that
the assumptions in Lemma 4.2.1 hold. Then

AsVar Ĝ1(ejωξ) ≤ λ1

Φu(ωξ)
‖f1‖2

(
1− (1− (c1

1)2)
〈
B1

1, f1/‖f1‖
〉2
)
, (4.7)

where c1
1 and B1

1 are chosen according to Lemma 4.6 and where

f1 =
l1∑
k=1
A1
k(ejωξ)A1

k.

If r = 1, i.e., the zero is on the unit circle, then

AsVar Ĝ1(ejωξ) = λ1

Φu(ωξ)
(c1

1)2b−2
1 , (4.8)

or equivalently

AsVar Ĝ1(ejωξ) = Z−1, (4.9)

where

Z = b2
1
Φu(ωξ)
λ1

+ b2
2
Φu(ωξ)
λ2

∣∣G2(ejωξ)
∣∣2 + · · ·+ b2

m

Φu(ωξ)
λm

∣∣Gm(ejωξ) · · ·G2(ejωξ)
∣∣2.

Proof. Using Lemma 4.A.1 we can rewrite (4.4) as

AsVar Ĝ1(rejωξ) = λ1

Φu(ωξ)

l∑
k=1

(c1
k)2 ∣∣〈B1

k, f1
〉∣∣2. (4.10)

To arrive at (4.7) from (4.10), we notice that we can bound the contribution from
the other basis functions through ck ≤ 1 and

∑l
k=1

∣∣〈f1,B1
k

〉∣∣2 = ‖f1‖2, where the
second equality is due to Lemma 4.A.1 in Appendix 4.A. We can form the upper
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bound
l∑

k=1
(c1
k)2 ∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1

k

〉∣∣2 = (c1
1)2 ∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1

k,
〉∣∣2 +

l∑
k=2

(c1
k)2 ∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1

k

〉∣∣2
≤ (c1

1)2 ∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1
k,
〉∣∣2 +

l∑
k=2

∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1
k

〉∣∣2
≤ (c1

1)2 ∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1
k,
〉∣∣2 + (1−

∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1
k,
〉∣∣2)

= 1−
(
1− (c1

1)2) ∣∣〈f1/‖f1‖,B1
k,
〉∣∣2 .

Using this bound in (4.10) gives (4.7). If r = 1, i.e., when the zero is on the unit
circle, then f1 = b−1

1 B1
1, i.e., it is a scaled version of the first basis function. The

orthogonality of {B1
k} gives that (4.10) simplifies to

AsVar Ĝ1(ejωξ) = λ1

Φu(ωξ)
(c1

1)2b−2
1 .

By inserting the value of c1
1 provided by Lemma 4.6, (4.8) and (4.9) follows.

Remark 4.2.1. If G1 has a unit circle zero in ξ = rejωξ , then (4.9) and (4.9)
in Theorem 4.2.1 are exact expression for the asymptotic variance of the transfer
function estimate Var Ĝ1(ejω) at the frequency ω = ωξ. In (4.9), Z is a weighted
sum of terms, sensor k corresponds to a term

b2
k

ΦkSNR(ω)
|G1(ejω)|2 ,

where ΦkSNR(ω) is the signal to noise ratio at sensor k, i.e., for sensor k we have
that

ΦkSNR(ω) = Φu(ω)|G1(ejω) · · ·Gk(ejω)|2

λk

This means that a higher ratio between the gain from the output of G1 to a given
sensor and the noise variance leads to better accuracy. The constants {bj}mj=1,
i.e., the weights for the different signal to noise ratios in Z, provide a scaling that
in some sense depends on the “size” of the corresponding spaces. This weighting
gives that sensors far away from G1 (more to the right in Figure 4.1) contribute
less to the accuracy of the model of G1. If we only use the first measurement, we
get

AsVar Ĝ1(ejωξ)) = λk
Φu(ω)

1
b2
k

For fixed denominator models, e.g., FIR models, this is exactly the high model order
approximation 1.4, so this constant reflects the contribution to the model error from
the model complexity. The expressions (4.9) and (4.9)) give insight into how much
the variance of Ĝ1(ejωξ) would increase if we for example remove one sensor since
this corresponds to removing the corresponding term in Z.
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Remark 4.2.2. Similar observations can be made when r 6= 1 regarding the upper
bound in (4.7). If we take a closer look at c1

1, we see that a similar weighted sum of
the signal to noise ratio ΦkSNR(ω) of the sensors appears, almost the same as in Z.
This means that a higher ratio between the gain from the output of G1 to a given
sensor and the noise variance leads to better accuracy. Again, {bj}mj=1, i.e., the
weights for the different signal to noise ratios in c1

1, provide a scaling that in some
sense depends on the “size” of the corresponding spaces. This weighting gives that
sensors far away from G1 (more to the right in Figure 4.1) contribute less to the
accuracy of the model of G1.

Remark 4.2.3. Note that if one module is zero at ejωξ , i.e., Gj(ejωξ) = 0, then
sensors downstream of Gj will not reduce the variance of G1(ejωξ) regardless of
their signal-to-noise ratio. This should come as no surprise since any measure-
ment downstream of Gj will be zero, regardless of G1(ejωξ). This generalizes
to the following observation: if Gj(ejωξ) is small, then the benefit to the accu-
racy of Ĝ1(ejωξ) from sensors downstream of Gj is limited. These results are re-
lated to those found in Wahlberg et al. (2009), where, in the case of three mod-
ules, knowing y2 and y3 will not improve the quality of the estimate of θ1, if
G2(q, θo2)G′1(q, θo1) = G′2(q, θo2)G1(q, θo1). Our results have a weaker condition and
provide a weaker result, that is, if one zero is common between G1 and G2, then y2
and y3 will not considerably improve the quality of the estimate around the corre-
sponding frequency.

The previous result is valid for Ĝ1(ejωξ), i.e., at the same frequency as the zero.
We will in the following corollary extend (4.7) to hold for all frequencies.

Corollary 4.2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.1 hold, where G1 has a zero
at ξ = rejωξ . Then

AsVar Ĝ1(ejω) ≤ λ1

Φu(ejω)‖f1‖2
(

1− (1− (c1
1)2)

〈
B1

1, f1/‖f1‖
〉2
)
, (4.11)

where

f1 =
l1∑
k=1
A1
k(ejω)A1

k.

and where c1
1 and B1

1 are chosen according to Lemma 4.6.

Proof. Follows from the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, by changing ωξ to ω in the defini-
tion of f1, but keeping c1

1 and B1
1 according to Lemma 4.6.

Remark 4.2.4. if ω ≈ ωξ, we can expect B1
1 and f1 to be similar and that (4.11)

will provide a rather tight upper bound. However, if f ⊥ B1, i.e., 〈f,B1〉 = 0, then
(4.11) gives the upper bound

AsVar Ĝ1(ejω) ≤ λ1

Φu(ejω)‖f1‖2,
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which is the same as if we would only use the first measurement to estimate Ĝ1(ejωξ).

Remark 4.2.5. Theorem 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.1 only consider one basis func-
tion determined by one zero of G1. If we know additional zeros, Theorem 4.2.1
provides different sets of basis functions for the different zeros and correspond-
ing lower bounds for the variance at the corresponding frequencies. However, using
Gram-Smith orthogonalization we can determine orthonormal basis functions of one
set and refine the lower bounds in Theorem 4.2.1 and Corollary 4.2.1 accordingly.

4.3 Several branches

In this section we generalize the previous result to an arbitrary number of branches.
We only consider the case of one additional branch, even though the generalization

em+1 em+2 e2m

Σ
ym+1

Σ
ym+2

Σ
y2m

Gm+1 . . . G2m

u
G1 G2

. . . Gm

Σ
y1

Σ
y2

Σ
ym

e1 e2 em

Figure 4.2: Cascaded structure with two branches.

to a tree structure is straightforward. We assume that we have an extra branch
of m systems, which are connected in cascade, with the output of G1 as input to
the first additional system as depicted in Figure 4.2. The additional module Gi is
parameterized with θi ∈ Rni , ni ∈ Z≥0 for all i = 1, . . . , 2m. The parameter vector
is extended to θe =

[
θT, θT

m+1, . . . , θ
T
2m
]T and let ne =

∑2m
i=1 ni. The measured

extra outputs can be described by the following set of equations:

yk(t)=
(

k∏
i=1

Gm+i(q)
)
G1(q)u(t) + ek(t), k=m+ 1, . . . , 2m. (4.12)

The noise satisfies

Cov e(t) = Λe,

where Λe = diag {λ1, . . . , λ2m}. Before we continue, we partition T and Ψ according
to

T =
[
G1 T1

]
.
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We append T as follows:

Te :=
[
G1 T1 T2

]
, T2 =

[
Gm+1G1 Gm+2Gm+1G1 · · · G2m · · ·Gm+1G1

]
.

The predictor error gradient is then of dimension ne × 2m, and is given by

ψ = −T ′e(θ)u(t),

where T ′(θ) ∈ Cne×2m is the gradient of Te with respect to θ, and is given by

T ′e =

G′1 G′1T1 G′1T2
0 T ′1G1 0
0 0 T ′2G1

 . (4.13)

The variance of the estimated parameters can also this time be expressed as

AsCov θ̂e = 〈Ψe, Ψe〉−1

Ψe = T ′e(θo)RΛ−1/2
e ∈ Lne×2m

2 .

It is straightforward to extend the previous results to this case. The only thing that
is different is the constant c1

1 in Lemma 4.2.1, Theorem 4.2.1 and corollary 4.2.1.
The constant c1

1 now becomes:

c1
1 = b1λ

−1/2
1

(
b2

1λ
−1
1 + b2

2λ
−1
2 |G2(ξ)|2 + · · ·+ b2

l λ
−1
m |Gm(ξ) · · ·G2(ξ)|2

b2
m+1λ

−1
m+1|Gm+1(ξ)|2 + · · ·+ b2

2mλ
−1
2m|G2m(ξ) · · ·Gm+1(ξ)|2

)−1/2 (4.14)

and subsequently Z in (4.9) is changed accordingly. We get

Z = b2
1
Φu(ωξ)
λ1

+b2
2
Φu(ωξ)
λ2

∣∣G2(ejωξ)
∣∣2 + . . .+ b2

m

Φu(ωξ)
λm

∣∣Gm(ejωξ) · · ·G2(ejωξ)
∣∣2

+b2
m+1

Φu(ωξ)
λm+1

∣∣Gm+1(ejωξ)
∣∣2 + . . .+ b2

2m
Φu(ωξ)
λ2m

∣∣G2m(ejωξ) · · ·Gm+1(ejωξ)
∣∣2.(4.15)

The remarks concerning Theorem 4.2.1 and corollary 4.2.1 also applies in this case.

Remark 4.3.1. We see that a sensor k adds a term

b2
k

ΦkSNR(ω)
|G1(ejω)|2 ,

where ΦkSNR(ω) is the signal to noise ratio at sensor k. We see that also in this
case, the weighting b2

k gives that sensors far away from G1 (more to the right in
Figure 4.2) contribute less to the accuracy of Ĝ1. Also note that adding one branch,
i.e., adding modules Gm+1, . . . , G2m, do not reduce (nor increase) the weights bk
for 2 ≤ k ≤ m; the contribution of the first branch stays the same.
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4.4 Numerical FIR examples

In this section, we consider FIR systems, all with true order p. That is, module j
can be expressed for some {gj,k}pk=1 ∈ Rp as

Gj(q) =
p∑
k=1

gj,kq
−k.

The first system G1 has a zero at ξ = ejωξ , ωξ ∈ [0, 2π], Φu ≡ 1, and we estimate
each transfer function with n1 parameters. We only give the expressions for two
modules to ease notation, but, the generalization to more sensors is straightforward.
We assume that we can take {Alk} = {z−k}n1+(l−1)p

k=l as a basis for l-th column of
Ψ . This assumption is a rank condition, based on that the l-th column will consist
of the functions {z−k}n1+(l−1)p

k=l . Thus, we exclude degenerate cases, e.g., when
G1 = G2. In the case we consider, b−2

l = n1 + (l − 1)p− (l − 1) and (4.9) becomes

AsVar Ĝ1(ejωξ) = n1

λ−1
1 + n1

n1+p−1λ
−1
2 |G2(ejωξ)|2

. (4.16)

We would expect that when we estimate both G1 and G2 with many parameters,
the benefit of the second sensor would diminish. However, this is not the case when
G1 has a zero on the unit circle, as then, using (4.9) in Theorem 4.2.1,

lim
n1→∞

lim
N→∞

N

n
Var Ĝ1(ejωξ) = 1

1
λ1

+ 1
λ2
|G2(ejωξ)|2

.

This is the same asymptotic variance as if the module G2 was completely known
(the noise signals are uncorrelated, so the optimal variance is the inverse of the
sum of the information in each signal). To us, this is a surprising result. However,
it fits with the discussion on optimal input design of structured systems, where
the input signal should be designed to hide unimportant system properties (see
e.g., Hjalmarsson (2009)). Here, since G1(ejωξ) = 0, the output signal y2 does not
contain any information about G2(ejωξ) in the limit when the number of estimated
parameters tends to infinity. However, what we measure in y2 is 0 + noise, but the
zero is the quantityG1(ejωξ) we try to identify, and hence y2 can be used entirely
to estimate this quantity.

In the following example and Example 4.4.2, (4.16) and its generalization are
verified by MATLAB simulations.

Example 4.4.1. We consider a setup according to (4.1), with two FIR transfer
functions: G1 = z−1 + z−2 and G2 = z−1, where λ1 = λ2 = 1. G1 thus has a zero
at z = ejπ. The input signal is white noise with variance σ2

u = 1. The variance at
ωξ = π is estimated in 3 ways: from (4.9), directly from (2.12) and as the sample
variance from 1,000 Monte-Carlo simulations. When estimating the given system
with FIR models of order n1, (4.9) reduces to

AsVar Ĝ1(ejωξ) = 1
1
n1

+ 1
n1+1

.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the asymptotic variance of Ĝ1(ejπ) with Monte-Carlo
simulations.

n−1
1 AsVar Ĝ1(ejπ) (4.8) Directly from (2.12) Monte-Carlo

n1 = 2 0.6000 0.6000 0.5913
n1 = 10 0.5238 0.5238 0.5413

Each estimate in the Monte-Carlo simulations is the minimizer of the cost function

N∑
i=1

(y1(i)−G1(q)u(i))2 + (y2(i)−G1(q)G2(q)u(i))2,

with N = 104 data points. The minimization is solved with Matlab’s built in func-
tion lsqnonlin, initialized at the true parameter values of the systems.

The Monte-Carlo simulations come close to what is predicted by (4.9) (cf. Table
4.1). The reduction in variance, compared to only using y1, is centered around the
frequency of the zero (see Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Note that if we only use y1 then
(N/n1)VarĜ1(ejωξ) = 1 for all frequencies. The intuition is that the input to the
second system is zero at the frequency ejωξ and therefore, with a slight abuse of
notation, y2(ejωξ) is a signal uncorrelated with the input u(ejωξ). Thus, y2(ejωξ)
tells us that either G1(ejωξ) = 0, or G2(ejωξ) = 0 (or both). Furthermore, the
transfer functions in our model set are all continuous, which implies that if G2
is large around ejωξ , it is unlikely to drop to zero at ejωξ . Thereby, y2 gives us
information that G1(ejωξ) is small. A related aspect, not presented in the figures,
is that the estimate of G2(ejωξ) is poor because of the poor signal-to-noise ratio,
as expected. When the number of estimated parameters increases, the reduction in
variance becomes more focused around ωξ. This is due to the increased order of the
basis functions (cf. Figures 4.3 and 4.4).

Example 4.4.2. Consider the case when two additional modules are appended to
the setup of Example 4.4.1, still satisfying (4.1), with G3 = z−2, G4 = (z−1 −
z−2)/

√
2 and λ3 = λ4 = 1. Simulations are performed in the same way as in

Example 4.4.1. Again, the Monte-Carlo simulations come close to what is predicted
by (4.9) (cf. Table 4.2). Notice the similarities between the sets of Figures 4.3 and
4.4 compared to Figures 4.5 and 4.6; we get a variance reduction that is focused
around the frequency of the unit circle zero, but, when we use more sensor the
reduction is larger, and for both sets, as more parameters are estimated, the variance
reduction becomes more focused.

The fit is significantly better in Figure 4.3 compared to Figures 4.4–4.6 because
the ratio between number of samples and estimated parameters is larger. The
difference between the Monte-Carlo simulations and the theory is smooth because
only a relatively small number of parameters of Ĝ1 is estimated compared to the
number of frequencies.
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Figure 4.3: Asymptotic variance of Ĝ1 in Example 4.4.1, weighted by number of
estimated parameters of Ĝ1 (n1 = 2), and number of data points N = 104, at
frequencies [0, 2π]. The variance is reduced around the frequency where G1 is zero,
when the output y2 from G2 is also used.

Table 4.2: Comparison of the asymptotic variance of Ĝ1(ejπ) with Monte-Carlo
simulations. The outputs y1-y4 are used here.

n−1
1 AsVar Ĝ1(ejπ) (4.8) Directly from (2.12) Monte-Carlo

n1 = 2 0.3371 0.3309 0.3305
n1 = 10 0.2336 0.2314 0.2561

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have analyzed the asymptotic variance of the first of a set of
modules connected in a cascade structure. The main contribution is the result on
how the zeros of the first module affect the accuracy of the corresponding model.
The analysis has revealed a surprising result. When the first module contains a zero
on the unit circle, as the model orders grow large, the variance at the corresponding
frequency of the unit-circle zero is shown to be the same as if the other modules were
completely known. Additionally, we have derived quantifications of the increase in
accuracy for a broader frequency range, the extent of which depends on the number
of estimated parameters and model structure.
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Figure 4.4: Asymptotic variance of Ĝ1 in Example 4.4.1, weighted by number of
estimated parameters of Ĝ1 (n1 = 10), and number of data points N = 104, at
frequencies [0, 2π]. The reduction in variance is more focused around the frequency
where G1 is zero compared to Figure 4.3.

4.A Preliminary lemmas

Lemma 4.A.1. Let X be a finite-dimensional subspace of Lm2 , {Ak}∞k=1 be an
orthonormal basis for Lm2 and {Ak}rk=1 a basis for X . If the function f : C→ Cm
is given by

f(z) =
r∑

k=1
Ak(ξ)Ak(z),

where ξ ∈ C, then for any G ∈ X

〈G, f〉 = G(ξ). (4.17)

Proof. We can express G as

G =
r∑
j=1

GjAj ,
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Figure 4.5: Asymptotic variance of Ĝ1 in Example 4.4.2, weighted by number of
estimated parameters of Ĝ1 (n1 = 2), and number of data points N = 104, at
frequencies [0, 2π]. The variance is reduced more than in Figure 4.3, when also y3
and y4 are used.

for some scalars {Gj}. From the orthogonality of the basis functions we have that

〈G, f〉 = 〈
r∑
j=1

GjAj ,
r∑

k=1
Ak(ξ)Ak〉

=
r∑

k=1
GkAk(ξ) = G(ξ).

Remark 4.A.1. The function f is strongly related to the so-called “reproducing
kernel” for the space X (see Ninness and Hjalmarsson (2004) and the references
therein).

Corollary 4.A.1. Let G ∈ X and f be as in Lemma 4.17. Then

〈G, f〉 = 0 (4.18)

if and only if

G(ξ) = 0.

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 4.A.1.
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Figure 4.6: Asymptotic variance of Ĝ1 in Example 4.4.2, weighted by number of
estimated parameters of Ĝ1 (n1 = 10), and number of data points N = 104, at
frequencies [0, 2π]. The variance is reduced more than in Figure 4.4, when also y3
and y4 are used.

4.B Proof of Lemma 4.2.1

For ease of notation we will assume that Φu(ejω) = 1 for ω ∈ [0, 2π] and λ1 = · · · =
λm = 1; it is straightforward to adjust the derivations for the general setting. It
is not obvious that B1 =

[
c1
kB1

k . . . cmk Bmk
]
, as defined by (4.3), lies in the space

spanned by the rows of Ψ ; however, this will be clear from how we construct B1. To
construct B1, we project Ψ onto the space X , defined as the span of the m functions
{αi} that have Bi1 in the ith column and zeros in the other columns, e.g., the first
one being α1 =

[
B1

1 0 · · ·
]
. Here, Bk1 is defined as in (4.6b). The reason for this

construction is that we can write (4.6) as

〈αi,Bj〉 = 0, for i = 1, . . . ,m for j = 2, . . . ,m, (4.19)

since 〈αi,Bj〉 = 0 if and only if
〈
Bi1,Bij

〉
= 0. Furthermore, the basis functions

for Ψ , {Bk}lk=1, satisfy (4.19) if and only if they are orthogonal to X for k ≥ 2.
Applying the projection of Ψ onto the space X according to (2.24), we obtain

PX Ψ =


〈
G′1,B1

1
〉
B1

1
〈
G2G

′
1,B2

1
〉
B2

1 · · · 〈Gm · · ·G′1,Bm1 〉 Bm1
0 0 0 0
...

...
...

...

, (4.20)
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where all rows are zero except the first because of Corollary 4.A.1. Furthermore,
we have used the fact that Bk1 , k = 1, . . . , l have unit norm. Applying Lemma 4.A.1
to (4.20) we obtain

PX Ψ =

G
′
1(ξ)
0
...

 [b1B1
1 b2G2(ξ)B2

1 · · · bmGm(ξ) · · ·G2(ξ)Bm1
]
.

Normalize the vector
[
b1B1

1 b2G2(ξ)B2
1 · · · bmGm(ξ) · · ·G2(ξ)Bm1

]
to form B1.

Note that PX Ψ =
[
C 0

]T B1 = PB1Ψ for some constant vector C, i.e., rank {PX Ψ} =
1 and B1 is a basis vector for the space spanned by the rows of PB1Ψ . Consequently,
the part of Ψ that is orthogonal to B1 is also orthogonal to X ,

Ψ −PB1Ψ = PX⊥Ψ ⊥ X ,

where X⊥ is the orthogonal complement of X in L2. However, for 2 ≤ k ≤ l, Bk
lies in the space spanned by the rows of Ψ−PB1Ψ , since this corresponds to he part
of Ψ that is orthogonal to B1 ({Bk}lk=1 is an orthonormal basis). As noted above,
(4.6) is equivalent to (4.19), which only holds if Bk, for 2 ≤ k ≤ l, is orthogonal to
X . But, we know that Bk, for 2 ≤ k ≤ l, lies in Ψ − PB1Ψ which we showed was
orthogonal to X and the theorem follows.



Chapter 5

Generalized parallel cascade
models

In this chapter we consider two forms of parallel serial structures, one multiple-
input-multiple-output structure and one single-input-multiple-output structure. The
first structure is an abstraction of the structure found in the motivating example
on steam pressure control. This structure has also been considered in Hägg et al.
(2011), whose key results concern the case when there is common dynamics among
the modules. The second structure can be an example of a network of spatially dis-
tributed sensors where the sensor dynamics are not completely known and therefore
need to be estimated if these sensors are to be used. The structure considered cor-
responds to a star topology with the module of interest in the center (Yang et al.,
2007). In the previous chapter, the model order of all the modules was the same. In
this chapter, the model order of the system of interest will be fixed, while the model
order of every other module will be allowed to increase. By letting the model order
grow large we provide upper bounds on the variance of the parameter estimates. A
lower bound can in turn be found by assuming the other modules to be known.

5.1 Problem formulation

We consider two types of networks of linear dynamic systems depicted in Figure 5.1
and Figure 5.2. For both networks, we wish to identify a model for module G. The
first network is the parallel serial (cascade) structure considered in Hägg et al.
(2011), see Figure 5.1. For this network, the dynamics are given as
Structure 1:

y(t) =
m∑
k=1

G(q)Gk(q)uk(t) + e(t), (5.1a)

yk(t) = Gk(q)uk(t) + ek(t), k = 1, . . . ,m, (5.1b)

61
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...
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Figure 5.1: Structure 1: Parallel serial structure.
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Figure 5.2: Structure 2: Multi-sensor structure.
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where each input signal uk(t) is feed to the actuator module Gk(q), the output of
which is measured in yk(t) with additive noise ek(t). The sum of the outputs of
all actuators is fed to the module G(q), which is the one we are interested in. The
output of G(q) is measured as y(t) with additive noise e(t). For the second network
structure, depicted in Figure 5.2, the dynamics are given as
Structure 2:

yk(t) = Gk(q)G(q)u(t) + ek(t), k = 1, . . . ,m, (5.2a)
y(t) = G(q)u(t) + e(t), (5.2b)

where there is only one input u(t), which is fed to the module of interest G(q)
and measured as y(t) with additive noise e(t). The output of G(q) is also fed to
additional sensor modules Gk(q) whose outputs are measured with additive noise.
We assume that the additive zero mean stationary sequences {ei(t)} are mutually
independent, and independent of the input signals uk(t), k = 1, . . . ,m (input signal
u(t)), with spectra Φei(ω), i = 1, . . . ,m, the same holds for e(t) with spectrum
Φe(ω). We will in the derivations, for improved readability, assume that the noise
sequences are white noise with with variances λi, i = 1, . . . ,m, the same holds for
e(t) with variance λ. The derivations for the general case follows analogously to the
white noise case. The input is assumed to be a realization of a weakly stationary
stochastic process with spectrum Φu(ω). The inputs uk(t), k = 1, . . . ,m (input
u(t)) are assumed to be a realization of a weakly stationary stochastic process
with spectra Φuk(ω), k = 1, . . . ,m (spectrum Φu(ω)). The models of the modules
are independently parametrized, i.e., Gk(q) = Gk(q, θk), k = 1, . . . ,m and G(q) =
G(q, η). We stack the parameters together in θ =

[
θT

1 , . . . , θ
T
m, η

T]T, where θi ∈ Rdi ,
di ∈ Z≥0 for all i = 1, . . . ,m+ 1, η ∈ Rd.

5.2 Structure 1: parallel serial structure

In this section, we study the parallel cascade structure described by (5.1),and visu-
alized in Figure 5.1. The main idea is to express the covariance of η, the parameters
of the module of interest, as a sum of two parts, where the second part is a projec-
tion onto a space whose size depends on the model structure of the other modules.
From this expression it will be possible to determine upper and lower bounds on
the covariance of η. If we assume that the other modules are known exactly the
projection becomes zero and we get a lower bound on the covariance. On the other
hand, if we assume that the space is large, the projection can be removed and we
get an upper bound.

The one step ahead predictor of y(t) based on θ is given by

ŷ(t) = T (θ)Tu(t),
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where

T =

G1(q, θ1) 0 0 G(q, η)G1(q, θ1)

0
. . . 0

...
0 0 Gm(q, θm) G(q, η)Gm(q, θm)

 .
The predictor error gradient is then given by

ψ = −


G′1(q, θ1)u1(t) 0 0 G′1(q, θ1)G(q, η)u1(t)

0
. . . 0

...
0 0 G′m(q, θm)um(t) G′m(q, θm)G(q, η)um(t)
0 0 0 G′(q, η) (

∑m
k=1 Gk(q, θk)uk(t))

 .
Utilizing the assumption that the input signals are independent, (2.12) and Parse-
val’s relation, we can express the asymptotic covariance of the parameter estimate
as

AsCov θ̂ = 〈ΓA, Γ 〉−1
, (5.3)

where

Γ = diag {G′1(q, θo1), . . . , G′1(q, θom), G′(q, ηo)} ,

and

A =
[
D B∗

B S

]
,

with D ∈ Lm×m with elements

Dij =
{
Φui(λ−1

i + |G|2λ−1), i = j,
0, otherwise, (5.4)

B ∈ L1×m has elements

Bi = ΦuiGiGλ
−1, i = 1, . . . ,m,

and S is the scalar function

S =
m∑
k=1

Φuk |Gk|2λ−1.

We now have an expression for the asymptotic covariance for η̂ in the lower right
corner of (5.3). As our next step, we will apply Lemma 5.A.1 to reformulate the
covariance of η̂ in (5.3) as the sum of two parts where the second part is a projection
onto a space that depends on the model structure of the other modules. Then we
will use Lemma 2.3.3 to derive lower and upper bounds. We are interested in G,
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so we need make the split to have all quantities related to G1, . . . , Gm in the first
part and the ones related to G in the second part. Thus, we make the split

Γ1 = diag{G′1, . . . , G′m} , Γ2 = G′,

and

Ψ2Ψ
∗
1 = G′BΓ ∗1 , Ψ1Ψ

∗
1 = Γ1DΓ

∗
1 , Ψ2Ψ

∗
2 = G′SG′∗.

We assume that rank {D} = m, which holds, e.g., when Φu1(ω), . . . , Φum(ω) > 0
and furthermore, we assume that also Γ1DΓ

∗
1 has full rank. From Lemma 5.A.1 we

have that the asymptotic covariance matrix of η̂ is

AsCov η̂ =
[
〈G′S,G′〉 −

〈
PSR1

{γ},PSR1
{γ}
〉]−1 (5.5)

with γ = G′BΓ ∗1 [R†1]∗, where R1 is a spectral factor of Γ1DΓ
∗
1 , i.e.,

Γ1(ejω, θo)D(ejω, θo)Γ ∗1 (ejω, θo) = R1(ejω)RT
1 (e−jω),

such that the function R1(z) is analytic in the unit disc and has full rank on the unit
circle. From (5.5) it is still not clear how different quantities affect AsCov η̂. To
allow for an interpretation of (5.5), we will consider two extreme cases of the model
order of the modules {Gk}mk=1. We first consider the modules {Gk}mk=1 to be known.
Then no basis function of {Gk}mk=1 have to be estimated and

〈
PSR1

{γ},PSR1
{γ}
〉

=
0, since the projection is made onto the empty set SR1 . This corresponds to a
lower bound on AsCov η̂ since the projection is made onto a smaller subspace, cf.
Lemma 2.3.3. The bound is given by

AsCov η̂ ≥
[〈

G′
m∑
k=1

ML
uk
, G′

〉]−1

, (5.6)

where

ML
uk

= Φuk |Gk|2

λ
, k = 1, . . . ,m.

The second case is when the model order grows large for the models associated
with the modules {Gk}mk=1. Formally, if the rows of G′k span L2 for all k, we have
that SG′

k
= L2 for all k. This implies that SΓ1 = Lm2 . This is a conservative upper

bound since SG′
k
⊆ H2 ⊂ L2. In this case, the projection in Lemma 5.A.2 can be

removed (since the projection is made onto Lm2 and γ̃ ∈ Lm2 ), which gives that

AsCov η̂ < [〈G′(S − γ̃γ̃∗), G′〉]−1
,

where

γ̃γ̃∗ = BD−1B∗ =
m∑
k=1

Φuk |GkG|2λ−2

λ−1
k + |G|2λ−1 . (5.7)
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Simplifying the above expression leads to

AsCov η̂ <
[〈

G′
m∑
k=1

MU
uk
, G′

〉]−1

, (5.8)

where,

MU
uk

= Φuk |Gk|2

λ+ |G|2λk
, k = 1, . . . ,m. (5.9)

We summarize the results in the following theorem for non white noise spectra.

Theorem 5.2.1. Let the system dynamics be described (5.1). We assume that the
additive zero mean stationary sequences {ei(t)} are mutually independent, and in-
dependent of the input signals uk(t), k = 1, . . . ,m, with spectra Φei(ω), i = 1, . . . ,m;
the same holds for e(t) with spectrum Φe(ω). The inputs uk(t), k = 1, . . . ,m are
assumed to be a realization of a weakly stationary stochastic process with spectra
Φuk(ω), k = 1, . . . ,m. The models of the modules are independently parametrized,
i.e., Gk(q) = Gk(q, θk), k = 1, . . . ,m and G(q) = G(q, η). We assume that D in
(5.4) is full rank (rank {D} = m). Then[〈

G′
m∑
k=1

ML
uk
, G′

〉]−1

≤ AsCov η̂ <
[〈

G′
m∑
k=1

MU
uk
, G′

〉]−1

, (5.10)

where

ML
uk

= Φuk |Gk|2

Φe
, k = 1, . . . ,m, (5.11a)

MU
uk

= Φuk |Gk|2

Φe + |G|2Φek
, k = 1, . . . ,m. (5.11b)

Remark 5.2.1. Comparing (5.11a) and (5.11b) in (5.10) with open loop SISO
identification, we see that

∑m
k=1 Muk plays the same role as the signal to noise

ratio. For the corresponding open loop SISO case, we have

AsCov η̂ =
[〈
G′
Φu
Φe
, G′
〉]−1

,

The lower bound directly corresponds to this case with Φu =
∑m
k=1 Φuk |Gk|2. When

we know the dynamics of the actuators, the measurements of {yk(t)}mk=1 are redun-
dant. On the other hand, when the actuator dynamics {Gk(q)}mk=1 are estimated
with high order models, the spectrum of the noise also plays a role. In (5.9), the
power spectrum of the input signal fed to the system of interest G(q), is the same as
in (5.7). However, the denominator is given by the spectrum of the noise affecting
y(t), Φe, and by Φek , the spectrum of the noise affecting the input measurement yk,
weighted by the module of interest |G|2. Since Φek , the noise spectrum at the input
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Figure 5.3: Network considered in Example 5.2.1.

measurements, is scaled by the system of interest G, high noise variance in the in-
put measurements hurts us the most at frequencies where the gain of the system of
interest is high.

The next example illustrates the benefit of knowing a disturbance.

Example 5.2.1. We consider a system with one input u(t) and a measurable dis-
turbance v(t) with spectrum Φv(ω). The noise e(t) affecting the output of the system
of interest y(t) is white noise with variance λ. The system is shown in Figure 5.3.
We will compare the case when the disturbance v(t) is not measured with the case
when it is measured and used in the predictor (v(t) known). We assume that we es-
timate many parameters in G1 and G2, and thus we can consider the upper bound
given by (5.11b) in (5.10) In the first case, the noise affecting y(t) is given by
e(t) +G(q)G2(q)v(t), which has spectrum λ+ |G(q)G2(q)|2Φv(ω). Hence, the upper
bound in (5.11b) is given by

AsCov η̂ ≤
[〈
G′

Φu|G1|2

λ+ |GG2|2Φv + |G|2λ1
, G′
〉]−1

, (5.12)

when the disturbance v(t) is not measured. The disturbance thus increases the
variance of η̂, since it increases the denominator in (5.12). If we measure the
disturbance, the upper bound on the covariance is instead given by (5.11b) as

AsCov η̂ ≤
[〈
G′
(

Φu|G1|2

λ+ |G|2λ1
+ Φv|G2|2

λ+ |G|2λ2

)
, G′
〉]−1

, (5.13)

The variance is decreased in (5.13) compared with (5.12) for two reasons: (i) we
reduce the noise affecting y(t), and (ii) we provide a new excitation. From the
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reduced noise (i), the first term inside the parenthesis in (5.13) is larger than the
corresponding term in (5.12). The second term inside the parenthesis in (5.13)
corresponds to the new excitation (ii).

5.3 Structure 2: multi-sensor structure

In this section we study the multi-sensor structure described by (5.2),and visualized
in Figure 5.2. The main idea is to express the covariance of η, the parameters of
the module of interest, as a sum of two parts, where the second part is a projection
onto a space whose size depends on the model structure of the other modules.
From this expression it will be possible to determine upper and lower bounds on
the covariance of η. If we assume that the other modules are known exactly the
projection becomes zero and we get a lower bound on the covariance. If, on the
other hand, we assume the space is large the projection can be removed and we get
an upper bound. The minimum variance one step ahead predictor of y(t) based on
θ is given by

ŷ(t) = T (θ)Tu(t), (5.14)

where

T =
[
G1(q, θ1)G(q, η) . . . Gm(q, θm)G(q, η) G(q, η)

]
.

The predictor error gradient is then given by

ψ(t) = −


G′1(q, θ1)G(q, η) 0 0 0

0
. . . 0 0

0 0 G′m(q, θm)G(q, η) 0
G′(q, η)G1(q, θ1) . . . G′(q, η)Gm(q, θ1) G′(q, η)

u(t).

Using (2.12) and Parseval’s relation, we can express the asymptotic covariance of
the parameter estimate as

AsCov θ̂ = 〈ΓA, Γ 〉−1
, (5.15)

Γ = diag {G′1(q, θo1), . . . , G′1(q, θom), G′(q, ηo)} ,

where Γ should be interpreted as block wise diagonal, and

A =
[
D B∗

B S

]
,

with D ∈ Lm×m with elements

D = diag
{
|G|2λ−1

1 , |G|2λ−1
2 , . . . , |G|2λ−1

m

}
. (5.16)
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B ∈ L1×m+1 has elements

Bi = ΦuGGiλ
−1
i

and S is the scalar function

S = Φuλ
−1 +

m∑
k=1

Φu|Gk|2λ−1
k .

We now have an expression for the asymptotic covariance for η̂ in the lower right
corner of (5.15). As our next step, we will apply Lemma 5.A.1 to reformulate
the covariance of η̂ in (5.15) as the sum of two parts where the second part is a
projection onto a space that depends on the model structure of the other modules.
Then we will use Lemma 2.3.3 to derive lower and upper bounds. We are interested
in G, so we need make the split to have all quantities related to G1, . . . , Gm in the
first part and the ones related to G in the second part. Thus, we make the split

Ψ2Ψ
∗
1 = G′BΓ ∗1 , Ψ1Ψ

∗
1 = Γ1DΓ

∗
1 , Ψ2Ψ

∗
2 = G′SG′

∗
,

and

Γ1 = diag{G′1, . . . , G′m} , Γ2 = G′.

We assume that Ψ̃1Ψ̃
∗
1 has full rank (rank

{
Ψ̃1Ψ̃

∗
1
}

= m), which essentially is an
identifiability condition. This holds, e.g., , when

Φu(ω) > 0, |G(eiω)|2 > 0, ω ∈ [−π, π].

From Lemma 5.A.1 we have that the asymptotic covariance matrix for η̂ is given
by (5.5) with γ = G′TΓ ∗1 [R†1]∗, where R1 is a minimum phase spectral factor
of Γ1DΓ

∗
1 , i.e., Γ1(ejω, θo)D(ejω, θo)Γ ∗1 (ejω, θo) = R1(ejω)RT

1 (e−jω) such that the
function R1(z) is analytic in the unit disc and has full rank on the unit circle. As
in Section 5.2, we consider two extreme cases of the model order of the estimated
models of the modules {Gk(q)}mk=1 to give an interpretation of AsCov η̂. The
first is to consider the modules {Gk(q)}mk=1 to be known, so no basis functions of
{Gk(q)}mk=1 have to be estimated and

〈
PSR1

{γ},PSR1
{γ}
〉

= 0 (the space SR1 is
empty and hence the projection onto this space is zero). This case corresponds to
a lower bound on AsCov η̂. The bound is given by

AsCov η̂ ≥
[〈

G′

(
Φu
λ

+
m∑
k=1

ML
uk

)
, G′

〉]−1

, (5.17)

where,

ML
uk

= Φu|Gk|2

λk
, k = 1, . . . ,m.
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The second case is when the model order grows large. Formally, we assume the
rows of G′k span L2 for all k, i.e., we assume that SG′

k
= L2 for all k, so then

SΓ1 → Lm2 . The upper bound will be conservative since the space SG′
k
is a subset

of H2, i.e., SG′
k
⊆ H2 ⊂ L2. Thus we make the projection onto a larger space and

γ̃ has a component that is not in H2. In this case, Lemma 5.A.2 gives that

AsCov η̂ < [〈G′(S − γ̃γ̃∗), G′〉]−1
,

where

γ̃γ̃∗ = BD−1B∗ =
m∑
k=1

Φu|Gk|2

λk
.

Simplifying the above expression leads to

AsCov η̂ <
[〈
G′
Φu
λ
,G′
〉]−1

. (5.18)

We summarize the results in the following theorem for non white noise spectra.

Theorem 5.3.1. Let the system dynamics be described (5.2). We assume that
the additive zero mean stationary sequences {ei(t)} are mutually independent, and
independent of the input signal u(t), with spectra Φei(ω), i = 1, . . . ,m; the same
holds for e(t) with spectrum Φe(ω). The input is assumed to be a realization of
a weakly stationary stochastic process with spectrum Φu(ω). The models of the
modules are independently parametrized, i.e., Gk(q) = Gk(q, θk), k = 1, . . . ,m and
G(q) = G(q, η). We assume that D in (5.16) is full rank (rank {D} = m). Then[〈

G′

(
Φu
Φe

+
m∑
k=1

ML
uk

)
, G′

〉]−1

≤ AsCov η̂ <
[〈
G′
Φu
Φe
, G′
〉]−1

, (5.19)

where

ML
uk

= Φu|Gk|2

Φek
, k = 1, . . . ,m. (5.20)

Remark 5.3.1. Comparing (5.19) with open loop SISO identification of G, we see
that the upper bound coincides with the expression for the corresponding SISO case:

AsCov η̂ =
[〈
G′
Φu
λ
,G′
〉]−1

.

The lower bound (5.17) tells us that if high model orders are used for the mod-
els {Ĝk(q)}mk=1, the benefit of including measurements {yk(t)}mk=1 in the predictor
(5.14) is limited. If we do not have to estimate the dynamics of the sensor modules
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{Gk}mk=1, each sensor gives a contribution Muk = Φu|Gk|2/Φek . We see that a
sensor k adds a term

ΦkSNR(ω)
|G(ejω)|2 ,

where ΦkSNR(ω) is the signal to noise ratio at sensor k. This is the same quantity
that determines the variance of the first estimated module of the cascaded systems
in Chapter 4, cf. Remark 4.2.1 and Remark 4.3.1 in Chapter 4.

5.4 Numerical FIR examples

In this section, we verify the correctness of the presented results for both parallel
cascade systems (Structure 1) and multi-sensor systems (Structure 2) by Monte-
Carlo simulations of FIR systems. In all examples N = 1000 measurements are
used and the sample variances of the frequency function estimate of 500 noise
realizations is computed using (1.3). The noise source and input are assumed
mutually independent zero mean Gaussian white noise with unit variance. When
the input r2 is not considered it is set to zero. The estimates are computed as the
minimizer of

VN (θ) = 1
2N

{
N∑
t=1

ε(t)TΛ−1ε(t)
}
,

where ε(t) = y(t) − ŷ(t). We consider examples with m = 1 and m = 2 input
signals (m = 1 and m = 2 additional sensors) and 3 FIR systems, all with true
order p = 3, i.e.

G1 = G2 = 1 + 0.5q−1 + 0.25q−2,

G = 1 + 0.2q−1 + 0.04q−2.

The systems G1, G2 are estimated with 30 parameters and the system of interest
in all examples, G, is estimated with 3 parameters:

Ĝi =
29∑
k=0

ĝi,kq
−k i = 1, 2, Ĝ =

2∑
k=0

ĝ3,kq
−k.

For Structure 1, the parallel serial structure, the sample covariance of the transfer
function estimates shows strong similarity to the asymptotic (both in samples and
parameters) theoretic expression, see Figure 5.4. In the case of one input signal
(m = 1), then r2 = 0 and G is estimated. Knowing the first impulse response
coefficient of G1 and G2 gives a reduction in variance of Ĝ as seen in Figure 5.5.

For Structure 2, the multi-sensor structure, the variance of the transfer function
estimate Ĝ does not improve by using also using y2, and is the same as what would
be achieved by only using y, cf. Figure 5.6. When we know the first coefficient of G1
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Figure 5.4: Structure 1: Comparison of the variance of Ĝ(ω) for Monte-Carlo
simulations (MC) and the asymptotic theory for m = 1, 2.
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Figure 5.5: Structure 1: Comparison of the variance of Ĝ(ω) for Monte-Carlo
simulations (MC) and the asymptotic theory for m = 2, when the first impulse
response coefficients of G1 and G2 are known.
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Figure 5.6: Structure 2: Comparison of the variance of Ĝ(ω) for Monte-Carlo
simulations (MC) and the asymptotic theory for m = 1, 2.

and G2, the estimate of the first impulse response coefficient g3,1 is improved which
results in a lower variance for the estimated transfer function Ĝ, cf. Figure 5.7.
Knowing some parameters in G1 and G2 makes all the difference.

5.5 Conclusion

We have examined the covariance of the parameter estimates of one module in a
parallel cascade structure and a multi-sensor structure. Conservative upper bounds
on the asymptotic covariance of the parameter estimates were derived when little
assumptions were made on the remaining systems in the network. We derived
asymptotic variance expressions for two types of structured dynamic systems: par-
allel cascade systems (Structure 1) and multi-sensor systems (Structure 2). For the
parallel cascade structure, when the actuator dynamics {Gk}mk=1 are completely
unknown, the variance reduction from knowing one input (compared to neglecting
it and considering it as noise), was shown to be two-folded. One part corresponded
to increased excitation and the other to noise reduction. Previous knowledge about
the additional sensors in the multi-sensor structure is imperative for a variance re-
duction; in fact, without prior knowledge there is no asymptotic variance reduction.
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Figure 5.7: Structure 2: Comparison of the variance of Ĝ(ω) for Monte-Carlo
simulations (MC) and the asymptotic theory for m = 2, when the first impulse
response coefficients of G1 and G2 are known.

5.A Technical preliminaries

Here we recall some technical preliminaries that reformulate the Schur complement
into orthogonal projections.

Lemma 5.A.1. Assume that the asymptotic covariance matrix for a vector θ =[
θT

1 θT
2
]T, θ1 ∈ Rn1 , θ2 ∈ Rn2 , can be written as

P−1
θ = 〈Ψ, Ψ〉 =

[
〈Ψ1, Ψ1〉 〈Ψ1, Ψ2〉
〈Ψ2, Ψ1〉 〈Ψ2, Ψ2〉

]
where Ψ =

[
ΨT

1 ΨT
2
]T, Ψ1 ∈ Ln1×m

2 , Ψ2 ∈ Ln2×m
2 , and Ψ1(ejω)ΨT

1 (e−jω) is positive
semidefinite and has rank p. Then the asymptotic covariance matrix for θ2 is

Pθ2 =
[
〈Ψ2, Ψ2〉 −

〈
PSR1

{γ},PSR1
{γ}
〉]†

with γ = Ψ2Ψ
∗
1 [R†1]∗, where R1 is a spectral factor of Ψ1(ejω)ΨT

1 (e−jω), i.e., Ψ1(ejω)ΨT
1 (e−jω) =

R1(ejω)RT
1 (e−jω) such that the function R1(z) is analytic in the unit disc and has

rank p for all z in this domain.

Proof. The spectral factor R1 exists under the given assumptions; see Theorem
10.1 in Rozanov (1967). Rewriting

〈Ψ2, Ψ1〉 =
〈
Ψ2Ψ

∗
1 [R†1]∗, R1

〉
,
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and applying the standard inverse of a partitioned matrix (Horn and Johnson, 1990)
and Lemma 2.3.1 proves Lemma 5.A.1.

In the next lemma, we let the number of estimated parameters in the m first
modules grow large to make the projection in Lemma 5.A.1 trivial to calculate.

Lemma 5.A.2. Let Ψ be defined as in Lemma 5.A.1 and assume that Ψ1 = Γ1Ψ̃1
and Ψ2 = Γ2Ψ̃2 for some Γ1 ∈ Ln1×m1

2 , Γ2 ∈ Ln2×m2
2 , Ψ̃1 ∈ Lm1×m

2 and Ψ̃2 ∈
Lm2×m

2 , and that rank
{
Ψ̃1Ψ̃

∗
1
}

= m1. If SΓ1 = Lm1
2 , then

Pθ2 =
[〈
Γ2(Ψ̃2Ψ̃

∗
2 − γ̃γ̃∗), Γ2

〉]−1
,

with γ̃ = Ψ̃2Ψ̃
∗
1 [R−1

1 ]∗, where R1 is a spectral factor of Ψ1(ejω)ΨT
1 (e−jω), analytic

in the unit disc with rank m1 for all z in this domain.

Proof. R1 is an invertible mapping, hence SΓ1R1 = SΓ1 = Lm1
2 , which implies that

PSΓ1R1
Γ2γ̃ = PLm1

2
Γ2γ̃ = Γ2γ̃ in Lemma 5.A.1.





Chapter 6

SIMO models with spatially
correlated noise

In this chapter we consider SIMO models. SIMO models have a simple multi-
output structure, which can have correlation between noise signals. The aim is
to investigate how correlation between noise sources can be utilized for variance
reduction. SIMO models are interesting in themselves. They find applications
in various disciplines, such as signal processing and speech enhancement (Benesty
et al., 2005), (Doclo and Moonen, 2002), communications (Bertaux et al., 1999),
(Schmidt, 1986), (Trudnowski et al., 1998), biomedical sciences (McCombie et al.,
2005) and structural engineering (Ulusoy et al., 2011). Some of these applications
are concerned with spatio-temporal models, in the sense that the measured output
can be strictly related to the location at which the sensor is placed (Stoica et
al., 1994), (Viberg et al., 1997), (Viberg and Ottersten, 1991). In these cases,
it is reasonable to expect that measurements collected at locations close to each
other are affected by disturbances of the same nature. In other words, noise on
the outputs can be correlated; understanding how this noise correlation affects the
accuracy of the estimated model is a key issue in data-driven modeling of SIMO
systems. We characterize the covariance between the estimated parameters of the
estimated modules as well as the covariance between the estimated module transfer
functions. The results of this chapter are related to the ones found in Ramazi et al.
(2014), where multiple input single output (MISO) models are considered, which
instead can have correlated inputs. In the MISO case, correlation is detrimental for
the accuracy. For white inputs, it was recently shown in Ramazi et al. (2014) that
an increment in the model order of one transfer function leads to an increment in
the variance of another estimated transfer function only up to a point, after which
the variance levels off. For MISO models, the concept of connectedness (Gevers et
al., 2006) gives conditions on when one input can help reduce the variance of an
identified transfer function. These results were later refined in Mårtensson (2007).
Note that variance expressions for the special case of SIMO cascade structures are

77
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found in Wahlberg et al. (2009) and in Chapter 4.
As a motivation, let us recall Example 1.3.1 of Chapter 1. Consider the model:

y1(t) = θ1,1u(t− 1) + e1(t),
y2(t) = θ2,2u(t− 2) + e2(t),

where the input u(t) is white noise and ek, k = 1, 2 is measurement noise. We
consider two different types of measurement noise (uncorrelated with the input).
In the first case, the noise is perfectly correlated; let us for simplicity assume that
e1(t) = e2(t). For the second case, e1(t) and e2(t) are independent. It turns out
that in the first case we can perfectly recover the parameters θ11 and θ22, while, in
the second case we do not improve the accuracy of the estimate of θ11 by also using
the measurement y2(t). The reason for this difference is that, in the first case, we
can construct the noise free equation

y1(t)− y2(t) = θ1,1u(t− 1)− θ2,2u(t− 2)

and we can perfectly recover θ1,1 and θ2,2, while in the second case neither y2(t)
nor e2(t) contain information about e1(t).

Also the model structure plays an important role for the benefit of the second
sensor. To this end, we consider a third case, where again e1(t) = e2(t). This time,
the model structure is slightly different:

y1(t) = θ1,1u(t− 1) + e1(t),
y2(t) = θ2,1u(t− 1) + e2(t).

In this case, we can construct the noise free equation

y1(t)− y2(t) = (θ1,1 − θ2,2)u(t− 1).

The fundamental difference is that now only the difference (θ1,1 − θ2,1) can be
recovered exactly, but not the parameters θ1,1 and θ2,1 themselves. They can be
identified from y1(t) and y2(t) separately, as long as y1 and y2 are measured. A
similar consideration is made in Ljung et al. (2011), where SIMO cascade systems
are considered.

We will generalize these observations in the following contributions:

• Novel expressions are provided for the variance-error of an estimated fre-
quency response function of a SIMO linear model in orthonormal basis form,
or equivalently, in fixed denominator form (Ninness et al., 1999). The ex-
pression reveals how the noise correlation structure, model orders and input
variance affect the variance-error of the estimated frequency response func-
tion.

• For a non-white input spectrum, we show where in the frequency spectrum
the benefit of the correlation structure is focused.
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• When one module is identified using less parameters, we derive the noise
correlation structure under which the mentioned model parametrization gives
the lowest total variance.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 6.1 we define the SIMO model
structure under study and provide an expression for the covariance matrix of the
parameter estimates. Section 6.2 contains the main results, namely a novel variance
expression for LTI SIMO orthonormal basis function models. The connection with
MISO models is explored in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, the main results are applied
to a non–white input spectrum. In section 6.5 we derive the correlation structure
that gives the minimum total variance, when one block has less parameters than
the other blocks. Numerical experiments illustrating the application of the derived
results are presented in Section 6.6. A final discussion ends the chapter in Section
6.7.

6.1 Problem formulation

G1(q) Σ

e1(t) y1(t)

...
u(t)

Gk(q) Σ

ek(t) yk(t)

...

Gm(q) Σ

em(t) ym(t)

Figure 6.1: Block scheme of the linear SIMO system.

We consider linear time-invariant dynamic systems with one input and m out-
puts (see Fig. 6.1). The model is described as follows:

y1(t)
y2(t)
...

ym(t)

 =


G1(q)
G2(q)

...
Gm(q)

u(t) +


e1(t)
e2(t)
...

em(t)

, (6.1)
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where q denotes the forward shift operator, i.e., qu(t) = u(t+ 1) and the Gi(q) are
causal stable rational transfer functions. The Gi are modeled as

Gi(q, θi) = Γi(q)θi, θi ∈ Rni, (6.2)

where n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nm and Γi(q) =
[
B1(q), . . . ,Bni(q)

]
, i = 1, . . . ,m, for some

orthonormal basis functions {Bk(q)}nmk=1. Let us introduce the vector notation

y(t) :=


y1(t)
y2(t)
...

ym(t)

, e(t) :=


e1(t)
e2(t)
...

em(t)

.
The noise sequence {e(t)} is zero mean and temporally white, but may be correlated
in the spatial domain:

E [e(t)] = 0
E
[
e(t)e(s)T] = δt−sΛ (6.3)

for some positive definite matrix covariance matrix Λ. We express Λ in terms of its
Cholesky factorization

Λ = ΛCHΛ
T
CH , (6.4)

where ΛCH ∈ Rm×m is lower triangular, i.e.,

ΛCH =


γ11 0 . . . 0
γ21 γ22 . . . 0
... . . .

. . . 0
γm1 γm2 . . . γmm

 (6.5)

for some {γij}. Also notice that since Λ > 0,

Λ−1 = Λ−TCHΛ
−1
CH . (6.6)

Remark 6.1.1. Generalization of the model structure:

• The assumption that the modules have the same orthogonal parametrization
in (6.2) is less restrictive than it might appear at first glance, and made for
clarity and ease of presentation. A model consisting of non-orthonormal ba-
sis functions can be transformed into this format by a linear transformation,
which can be computed by the Gram-Schmidt procedure (Trefethen and Bau,
1997). Notice that fixed denominator models, with the same denominator in
all transfer functions, also fit this framework (Ninness et al., 1999). However,
it is essential for our analysis that the modules share poles.
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• It is not necessary to restrict the input to be white noise. A colored input in-
troduces a weighting by its spectrum Φu, which means that the basis functions
need to be orthogonal with respect to the inner product 〈f, g〉Φu := 〈fΦu, g〉.
If Φu(z) = σ2R(z)R∗(z), where R(z) is a monic stable minimum phase spec-
tral factor, the transformation Γ̃i(q) = σ−1R(q)−1Γi(q) is a procedure that
gives a set of orthogonal basis functions in the weighted space. If we use this
parametrization, all the main results carry over naturally. However, in gen-
eral, the new parametrization does not contain the same set of models as the
original parametrization. Another way is to use the Gram-Schmidt method,
which maintains the same model set and the main results are still valid. If we
would like to keep the original parametrization, we may, in some cases, pro-
ceed as in Section 6.4 where the input signal is generated by an AR-spectrum.

• Note that the assumption that n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nm is not restrictive as it only
represents an ordering of the modules in the system.

Weighted least-squares estimate

By introducing θ =
[
θT

1 , . . . , θ
T
m

]T ∈ Rn, n :=
∑m
i=1 ni and the n × m transfer

function matrix

Ψ̃(q) =

Γ
T
1 0 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 ΓT
m

,
we can write the model (6.1) as a linear regression model

y(t) = ϕT(t)θ + e(t), (6.7)

where

ϕT(t) = Ψ̃(q)Tu(t).

An unbiased and consistent estimate of the parameter vector θ can be obtained
from weighted least-squares, with optimal weighting matrix Λ−1 (see, e.g., Ljung
(1999); Söderström and Stoica (1989)). The estimate of θ is given by

θ̂N =
(

N∑
t=1

ϕ(t)Λ−1ϕT(t)
)−1 N∑

t=1
ϕ(t)Λ−1y(t). (6.8)

Inserting (6.7) in (6.8) gives

θ̂N = θ +
(

N∑
t=1

ϕ(t)Λ−1ϕT(t)
)−1 N∑

t=1
ϕ(t)Λ−1e(t).
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Under Assumption 1, the noise sequence is zero mean, hence θ̂N is unbiased. It can
be noted that this is the same estimate as the one obtained by the prediction error
method and, if the noise is Gaussian, by the maximum likelihood method (Ljung,
1999). It also follows that the asymptotic covariance matrix of the parameter
estimates is given by

AsCov θ̂N =
(
E
[
ϕ(t)Λ−1ϕT(t)

])−1
. (6.9)

In the problem we consider, using Parseval’s formula and (6.6), the asymptotic
covariance matrix, (6.9), can be written as1

AsCov θ̂N =
[

1
2π

∫ π

−π
Ψ(ejω)Ψ∗(ejω) dω

]−1

= 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1
, (6.10)

where

Ψ(q) = 1
σ
Ψ̃(q)Λ−TCH . (6.11)

Note that Ψ(q) is block upper triangular since Ψ̃(q) is block diagonal and Λ−TCH is
upper triangular.

The introductory example
With formal assumptions in place, we now consider the introductory example in
greater detail. Consider the model

y1(t) = θ1,1q
−1u(t) + e1(t), (6.12)

y2(t) = θ2,1q
−1u(t) + θ2,2q

−2u(t) + e2(t) (6.13)

which uses the delays q−1 and q−2 as orthonormal basis functions. With θ =
[θ1,1 θ2,1 θ2,2]T; the corresponding regression matrix is

ϕ(t)T =
[
u(t− 1) 0 0

0 u(t− 1) u(t− 2)

]
.

The noise vector is generated by[
e1(t)
e2(t)

]
= Lw(t) =

[
1 0√

1− β2 β

] [
w1(t)
w2(t)

]
, (6.14)

where w1(t) and w2(t) are uncorrelated white processes with unit variance. The
parameter β ∈ [0, 1] tunes the correlation between e1(t) and e2(t). When β = 0, the

1Non-singularity of 〈Ψ, Ψ〉 usually requires parameter identifiability and persistence of excita-
tion (Ljung, 1999).
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two processes are perfectly correlated (i.e., identical); conversely, when β = 1, they
are completely uncorrelated. Note that, for every β ∈ [0, 1], one has E

[
e1(t)2] =

E
[
e2(t)2] = 1. In fact, the covariance matrix of e(t) becomes

Λ = LLT =
[

1
√

1− β2√
1− β2 1

]
.

Then, when computing (6.10) in this specific case gives

AsCov θ̂N = 1
σ2

 1
√

1− β2 0√
1− β2 1 0

0 0 β2

 . (6.15)

We note that:

AsCov
[
θ̂1,1 θ̂2,1

]T = 1
σ2Λ,

AsCov θ̂2,2 = 1
σ2 β

2.

The above expressions reveals two interesting facts:

1. The (scalar) variances of θ̂1,1 and θ̂2,1, namely the estimates of parameters
of the two modules related to the same time lag, are not affected by possible
correlation of the noise processes, i.e., they are independent of the value of β.
However, note that the cross correlation between θ̂1,1 and θ̂2,1 in (6.15):

Var (θ̂1,1 −
√

1− β2θ̂2,1) =
[

1
−
√

1− β2

]T 1
σ2Λ

[
1

−
√

1− β2

]
= 1
σ2 β

2. (6.16)

This cross correlation will induce a cross correlation in the transfer function
estimates as well.

2. As seen in (6.15), the variance of θ̂1,2 strongly depends on β. In particular,
when β tends to 0, one is ideally able to estimate θ̂1,2 perfectly. Note that in
the limit case β = 0 one has e1(t) = e2(t), so that (6.1) can be rearranged to
obtain the noise-free equation

y1(t)− y2(t) = (θ1,1 − θ2,1)u(t− 1) + θ1,2u(t− 2),

which shows that both θ1,2 and the difference θ1,1 − θ2,1 can be estimated
perfectly. This can of course also be seen from (6.15), cf. (6.16).

The example shows that correlated measurements can be favorable for estimat-
ing for estimating certain parameters, but not necessarily for all. The main focus of
this chapter is to generalize these observations to arbitrary basis functions, number
of systems and number of estimated parameters. Additionally, the results are used
to derive the optimal correlation structure of the noise. But first, we need some
technical preliminaries.
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Non-estimable part of the noise
As seen in the example of Section 6.1, strong noise correlation may be helpful in the
estimation. In fact, the variance error will depend on the non-estimable part of the
noise, i.e., the part that cannot be linearly estimated from other noise sources. To
be more specific, define the signal vector ej\i(t) to include the noise sources from
module 1 to module j, with the one from module i excluded, i.e.,

ej\i(t) :=


[
e1(t), . . . , ej(t)

]T
j < i,[

e1(t), . . . , ei−1(t)
]T

j = i,[
e1(t), . . . , ei−1(t), ei+1(t), . . . , ej(t)

]T
j > i.

Now, the linear minimum variance estimate of ei given ej\i(t), is given by

êi|j(t) := %T
ijej\i(t). (6.17)

Introduce the notation

λi|j := Var [ei(t)− êi|j(t)], (6.18)

with the convention that λi|0 := λi. The vector %ij in (6.17) is given by

%ij =
[
Cov ej\i(t)

]−1 E
[
ej\i(t)ei(t)

]
.

We call

ei(t)− êi|j(t)

the non-estimable part of ei(t) given ej\i(t).

Definition 6.1.1. When êi|j(t) does not depend on ek(t), where 1 ≤ k ≤ j, k 6= i,
we say that ei(t) is orthogonal to ek(t) conditionally to ej\i(t).

The variance of the non-estimable part of the noise is closely related to the
Cholesky factor of the covariance matrix Λ. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1.1. Let e(t) ∈ Rm have zero mean and covariance matrix Λ > 0. Let
ΛCH be the lower triangular Cholesky factor of Λ, i.e., ΛCH satisfies (6.4), with
{γik} as its entries as defined by (6.5). Then for j < i,

λi|j =
i∑

k=j+1
γ2
ik.

Furthermore, γij = 0 is equivalent to that ei(t) is orthogonal to ej(t) conditionally
to ej\i(t).

Proof. See Appendix 6.A.
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Similar to the above, for i ≤ m, we also define

ei:m(t) :=
[
ei(t) . . . em(t)

]T
,

and for j < i we define êi:m|j(t) as the linear minimum variance estimate of ei:m(t)
based on the other signals ej\i−1(t), and

Λi:m|j := Cov [ei:m(t)− êi:m|j(t)].

As a small example of why this formulation is useful, consider the covariance
matrix below, where there is correlation between any pair (ei(t), ej(t)):

Λ =

 1 0.6 0.9
0.6 1 0.54
0.9 0.54 1

 =

 1 0 0
0.6 0.8 0
0.9 0 0.44


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ΛCH

1 0.6 0.9
0 0.8 0
0 0 0.44

 .
From the Cholesky factorization above we see that, since γ32 is zero, Lemma 6.1.1
gives that e3(t) is orthogonal to e2(t) given e2\3(t), i.e., there is no information
about e3(t) in e2(t) if we already know e1(t). This is not apparent from Λ where
every entry is non-zero. If we know e1(t) a considerable part of e2(t) and e3(t) can
be estimated. Without knowing e1(t), λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1, while if we know e1(t),
λ2|1 = 0.64 and λ3|1 = 0.19.

6.2 Covariance of frequency response estimates

In this section, we present novel expressions for the variance-error of an estimated
frequency response function. The expression reveals how the noise correlation struc-
ture, model orders and input variance affect the variance-error of the estimated
frequency response function. We will analyze the effect of the correlation structure
of the noise on the transfer function estimates. To this end, collect all m transfer
functions into

G :=
[
G1 G2 . . . Gm

]
.

For convenience, we will simplify notation according to the following definition:

Definition 6.2.1. The asymptotic covariance of Ĝ(ejω0) := G(ejω0 , θ̂N ) for the
fixed frequency ω0 is denoted by

AsCov Ĝ.

In particular, the variance of Ĝi(ejω0) := Gi(ejω0 , θ̂Ni ) for the fixed frequency ω0 is
denoted by

AsVar Ĝi.

Define χk as the index of the first system that contains the basis function Bk(ejω0).
Notice that χk − 1 is the number of systems that do not contain the basis function.
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Theorem 6.2.1. Suppose that the parameters θi ∈ Rni , i = 1, . . . ,m, are estimated
using weighted least-squares (6.8). Let the entries of θ be arranged as follows:

θ̄ = [θ1,1 . . . θm,1 θ1,2 . . . θm,2 . . . θ1,n1 . . .

. . . θm,n1 θ2,n1+1 . . . θm,n1+1 . . . θm,nm ]T. (6.19)

and the corresponding weighted least-squares estimate be denoted by ˆ̄θ. Then, the
covariance of ˆ̄θ is

AsCov ˆ̄θ = 1
σ2 diag

{
Λ1:m, Λχ2:m|χ2−1, . . . , Λχnm :m|χnm−1

}
. (6.20)

In particular, the covariance of the parameters related to basis function number k
is given by

AsCov ˆ̄θk = 1
σ2Λχk:m|χk−1, (6.21)

where

ˆ̄θk =
[
θ̂χk,k . . . θ̂m,k

]T
,

and where, for χk ≤ i ≤ m,

AsVar θ̂i,k =
λi|χk−1

σ2 . (6.22)

It also holds that

AsCov Ĝ =
nm∑
k=1

[
0χk−1 0

0 AsCov ˆ̄θk

]
|Bk(ejω0)|2, (6.23)

where AsCov ˆ̄θk is given by (6.21) and 0χk−1 is a χk − 1× χk − 1 matrix with all
entries equal to zero. For χk = 1, 0χk−1 is an empty matrix. In (6.23), 0 denotes
zero matrices of dimensions compatible to the diagonal blocks.

Proof. See Appendix 6.B

Remark 6.2.1. The covariance of ˆ̄θk, which contain the parameters related to
basis function k, is determined by which other models share the basis function Bk;
cf. (6.16) of the introductory example. The asymptotic covariance of Ĝ can be
understood as a sum of the contributions from each of the nm basis functions. The
covariance contribution from a basis function Bk is weighted by |Bk(ejω0)|2 and only
affects the covariance between systems that contain that basis function, as visualized
in Figure 6.2.
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AsCov ˆ̃θ1 |B1(e
iω)|2

AsCov ˆ̃θk |Bk(e
iω)|2

AsCov ˆ̃θnm |Bnm(e
iω)|2

...

...

Figure 6.2: A Graphical representation of AsCov Ĝ where each term of the sum in
(6.23) is represented by a layer. A basis function only affect the covariance between
modules that also contain that basis function. Thus, the first basis function affects
the complete covariance matrix while the last basis function nm only affects modules
χnm , . . . ,m.

Remark 6.2.2. The orthogonal basis functions correspond to a decomposition of
the output signals into orthogonal components and the problem in a sense becomes
decoupled. As an example, consider the system described by

y1(t) = θ1,1B1(q)u(t) + e1(t),
y2(t) = θ2,1B1(q)u(t) + e2(t),
y3(t) = θ3,1B1(q)u(t) + θ3,2B2(q)u(t) + e3(t), (6.24)

Suppose that we are interested in estimating θ3,2. For this parameter, (6.22) becomes

AsVar θ̂3,2 =
λ3|2

σ2 (6.25)

To understand the mechanisms behind this expression, let u1(t) = B1(q)u(t), and
u2(t) = B2(q)u(t) so that the system can be visualized as in Figure 6.3, i.e., we can
consider u1 and u2 as separate inputs.

First we observe that it is only y3 that contains information about θ3,2, and the
term θ3,1u1 contributing to y3 is a nuisance from the perspective of estimating θ3,2.
This term vanishes when u1 = 0 and we will not be able to achieve better accuracy
than the optimal estimate of θ3,2 for this idealized case. So let us study this setting
first. Straightforward application of the least-squares method, using u2 and y3, gives
an estimate of θ3,2 with variance λ/σ2, which is larger than (6.25) when e3 depends
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θ1,1 Σ

e1(t) y1(t)

u1(t)
θ2,1 Σ

e2(t) y2(t)

θ3,1 Σ

e3(t) y3(t)

u2(t)
θ3,2

Figure 6.3: The SIMO system of Remark 6.2.2, described by (6.24).

on e1 and e2. However, in this idealized case, y1 = e1 and y2 = e2, and these
signals can thus be used to estimate e3 and this estimate can then be subtracted
from y3 before the least-squares method is applied. The remaining noise in y3 will
have variance λ3|2 if e3 is optimally estimated (see (6.17)–(6.18)), and hence the
least-squares estimate will now have variance λ3|2/σ

2, i.e., the same as (6.25).
To understand why it is possible to achieve the same accuracy as this idealized

case when u1 is non-zero, we need to observe that our new inputs u1(t) and u2(t)
are orthogonal (uncorrelated)2. Returning to the case when only the output y3 is
used for estimating θ3,2, this implies that we pay no price for including the term
θ3,1u1 in our model, and then estimating θ3,1 and θ3,2 jointly, i.e., the variance of
θ̂3,2 will still be λ/σ23. The question now is if we can use y1 and y2 as before to
estimate e3? Perhaps surprising, we can use the same estimate as when u1 was
zero. The reader may object that this estimate will now, in addition to the previous
optimal estimate of e3, contain a term which is a multiple of u1. However, due to
the orthogonality between u1 and u2, this term will only affect the estimate of θ3,1
(which we anyway were not interested in, in this example), and the accuracy of the
estimate of θ3,2 will be λ3|2/σ

2, i.e. (6.25). Figure 6.4 illustrates the setting with
ỹ3 denoting y3 subtracted by the optimal estimate of e3. A key insight from this
discussion is that, for the estimate of a parameter in the path from input i to output

2This since u(t) is white and B1 and B2 are orthonormal.
3With u1 and u2 correlated, the variance will be higher, see Section 6.3 for a further discussion

of this topic.
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j, it is only outputs that are not affected by input i that can be used to estimate
the noise in output j when this particular parameter is estimated, using outputs
influenced by input i will introduce a bias since the noise estimate will then contain
a term that is not orthogonal to this input.

θ1,1 Σ

e1(t)

y1(t)

u1(t)
θ2,1 Σ

e2(t)

y2(t)

u1(t)
θ̃3,1 Σ

e3(t)− ê3|2(t)

ỹ3(t)

u2(t)
θ3,2

Figure 6.4: The SIMO system of Remark 6.2.2, described by (6.24), but with ỹ3
denoting y3 subtracted by the optimal estimate of e3.

We now turn our attention to the variance of the individual transfer function
estimates.

Corollary 6.2.1. Let the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.2.1 hold. Then, for
any frequency ω0, it holds that

AsVar Ĝi =
ni∑
k=1
|Bk(ejω0)|2AsVar θ̂i,k, (6.26)

where

AsVar θ̂i,k =
λi|χk−1

σ2 , (6.27)

and λi|j is defined in (6.18).

Proof. Follows from Theorem 6.2.1, since (6.26) is a diagonal element of (6.23).
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Remark 6.2.3. Similar to what was noted in Remark 6.2.1 the variance of Ĝi in
(6.26) is determined as a weighted sum of the estimated parameters of Ĝi, where
the variance of each estimated parameter θ̂i,k is weighted by |Bk(ejω0)|2.

From Corollary 6.2.1, we can tell when increasing the model order of Gj will
increase the asymptotic variance of Ĝi.

Corollary 6.2.2. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 6.2.1, if we increase
the number of estimated parameters of Gj from nj to nj+1, the asymptotic variance
of Gi will increase, if and only if all the following conditions hold:

1. nj < ni,

2. ei(t) is not orthogonal to ej(t) conditioned on ej\i(t),

3. |Bnj+1(ejω0)|2 6= 0.

Proof. See Appendix 6.C.

Remark 6.2.4. Corollary 6.2.2 explicitly tells when an increase in the model order
of Gj from nj to nj + 1 will increase the variance of Gi. Notice that if nj ≥ ni
then there will be no increase in the variance of Ĝi, no matter how many additional
parameters we introduce to the model Gj. Naturally, if ei(t) is orthogonal to ej(t)
conditioned on ej\i(t), êi|j(t) does not depend on ej(t) and there is no increase in
the variance of Ĝi, cf. Remark 6.2.2.

A graphical representation of Corollary 6.2.2
Following the notation in Bayesian Networks (Koski and Noble, 2012), Conditions 1)
and 2) in Corollary 6.2.2 can be interpreted graphically. Each module is represented
by a vertex in a weighted directed acyclic graph G. Let the vertices be ordered
by model order, i.e., let the first vertex correspond to Ĝ1. Under the additional
assumption that module i is the first module with order ni, let there be an edge,
denoted by j → i, from vertex j to i, j < i, if ei(t) is not orthogonal to ej(t)
conditioned on ej\i(t). Notice that this is equivalent to γij 6= 0. Let the weight
of the edge be γij and define the parents of vertex i to be all nodes with a link
to vertex i, i.e., paG(i) := {j : j → i}. Then, (6.27), together with Lemma 6.1.1,
shows that only outputs corresponding to parents of node i affect the asymptotic
variance. Indeed, a vertex without parents has variance

AsVar Ĝi = λi
σ2

ni∑
k=1
|Bk(ejω0)|2, (6.28)

which corresponds to (6.26) with

λi|0 = . . . = λi|i−1 = λi.
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Thus, AsVar Ĝi is independent of the model order of the other modules.
As an example, consider four systems with the lower Cholesky factor of the

covariance of e(t) given by:

Λ =


1 0.4 0.2 0

0.4 1.16 0.08 0.3
0.2 0.08 1.04 0
0 0.3 0 1.09



=


1 0 0 0

0.4 1 0 0
0.2 0 1 0
0 0.3 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ΛCH


1 0 0 0

0.4 1 0 0
0.2 0 1 0
0 0.3 0 1


T

(6.29)

If the model orders are distinct, the corresponding graph is given in Figure 6.5,
where one can see that AsVar Ĝ4 depends on y2 (and on y4 of course), but depends
neither on y3 nor y1 since γ43 = γ41 = 0, AsVar Ĝ3 depends on y1, but not on y2
since γ32 = 0 and AsVar Ĝ2 depends on y1, while the variance of Ĝ1 is given by
(6.28). If n2 = n4, the first condition of Corollary 6.2.2 is not satisfied and we have
to cut the edge between Ĝ4 and Ĝ2. Similarly, if n1 = n2, we have to cut the edge
between Ĝ2 and Ĝ1, and if additionally n1 = n2 = n3, we have to cut the edge
between Ĝ3 and Ĝ1.

Ĝ1 Ĝ2 Ĝ3 Ĝ4

Figure 6.5: Graphical representation of Conditions 1) and 2) in Corollary 6.2.2 for
the Cholesky factor given in (6.29).

6.3 Connection between MISO and SIMO

There is a strong connection between the results presented here and those regarding
MISO systems presented in Ramazi et al. (2014). We briefly restate the problem
formulation and some results from Ramazi et al. (2014) to show the connection.
The MISO data generating system is in some sense the dual of the SIMO case.
With m spatially correlated inputs and one output, a MISO system is described by

y(t) =
[
G1(q) G2(q) . . . Gm(q)

]

u1(q)
u2(q)

...
um(q)

+ e(t).
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The input sequence {u(t)} is zero mean and temporally white, but may be correlated
in the spatial domain,

E [u(t)] = 0
E
[
u(t)u(s)T] = δt−sΣu,

for some positive definite matrix covariance matrix Σu = ΣCHΣ
T
CH , where ΣCH

is the lower triangular Cholesky factor of Σ. The noise e(t) is zero mean and
has variance λ. The asymptotic covariance of the estimated parameters can be
expressed using (6.10) with

Ψ = ΨMISO := Ψ̃ΣCH . (6.30)

We make the convention that
∑k2
k=k1

xk = 0 whenever k1 > k2.

Theorem 6.3.1 (Theorem 4 in Ramazi et al. (2014)). With n1 ≥ n2 ≥ . . . ,≥ nm,
for any frequency ω0 it holds that

AsVar Ĝi =
m∑
j=i

λ

σ2
i|j

nj∑
k=nj+1+1

|Bk(ejω0)|2, (6.31)

where nm+1 := 0 and σ2
i|j is the variance of the non-estimable part of ui(t) given

uj\i(t).

Corollary 6.3.1 (Corollary 6 in Ramazi et al. (2014)). With n1 ≥ n2 ≥ . . . ,≥ nm.
Suppose that the order of block j is increased from nj to nj+1. Then there is an
increase in the asymptotic variance of Ĝi if and only if all the following conditions
hold:

1. nj < ni,

2. ui(t) is not orthogonal to uj(t) conditioned on uj\i(t),

3. |Bnj+1(ejω0)|2 6= 0.

Remark 6.3.1. The similarities between Corollary 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.3.1, and
between Corollary 6.2.2 and Corollary 6.3.1 are striking. In both cases it is the
non-estimable part of the input and noise, respectively, along with the estimated
basis functions that are the key determinants for the resulting accuracy. Just as in
Corollary 6.2.1, Theorem 6.3.1 can be expressed with respect to the basis functions:

AsVar Ĝi =
ni∑
k=1

AsVar θ̂i,k |Bk(ejω0)|2. (6.32)

However, now

AsVar θ̂i,k = λ

σ2
i|χk

(6.33)
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where σ2
i|l is determined by the correlation structure of the inputs ui(t) to the sys-

tems Gi(q, θi) that do share basis function Bk(q) (i = 1, . . . , χk). Note that in the
SIMO case we had

AsVar θ̂i,k =
λi|χk
σ2

where λi|χk is determined by the correlation structure of the noise sources ei(t)
affecting systems Gi(q, θi) that do not share basis function Bk(q) (i = 1, . . . , χk).
Note that (6.31) found in Ramazi et al. (2014) does not draw the connection to
the variance of the parameters. This is made explicit in the alternate expressions
(6.33) and (6.32).

The correlation between parameters related to the same basis functions is not
explored in Ramazi et al. (2014). In fact, it is possible to follow the same line
of reasoning leading to Theorem 6.2.1 and arrive at the counter-part for MISO
systems. Let the first χk systems contain basis function k, so

AsVar ˆ̄θMISO
k = λ Σ−1

1:χk

where Σ1:χk denotes the covariance matrix of the first χk inputs. Hence

AsCov Ĝ = λ

n1∑
k=1

[
Σ−1

1:χk 0
0 0m−χk

]
|Bk(ejω0)|2,

and

AsCov ˆ̄θMISO = λ diag
{
Σ−1

1:χ1
, Σ−1

1:χ2
, . . . , Σ−1

1:χnm

}
. (6.34)

Note that, while the correlation between the noise sources is beneficial, the corre-
lation in the input is detrimental for the estimation accuracy. Intuitively, if we use
the same input to parallel systems, and only observe the sum of the outputs, there
is no way to determine the contribution from the individual systems. On the other
hand, as observed in the example in Section 6.1, if the noise is correlated, we can
construct equations with reduced noise and improve the accuracy of our estimates.

This difference may also be understood from the structure of Ψ , which through
(6.10) determines the variance properties of any estimate. Consider a single SISO
system G1 as the basic case. For the SIMO structure considered in this chapter,
as noted before, ΨSIMO of (6.11) is block upper triangular with m columns (the
number of outputs), while ΨMISO is block lower triangular with as many columns
as inputs. ΨMISO is block lower triangular since Ψ̃ is block diagonal and ΣCH is
lower triangular in (6.30). Adding an output yj to the SIMO structure corresponds
to extending ΨSIMO with one column (and nj rows):

ΨSIMO
e =

[
ΨSIMO ?

0 ?

]
, (6.35)
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where the zero comes from that ΨSIMO
e also is block upper triangular. Since ΨMISO

is block lower triangular, adding an input uj to the MISO structure extends ΨMISO

with nj rows (and one column):

ΨMISO
e =

[
ΨMISO 0
? ?

]
, (6.36)

where ? denotes the added column and added row respectively. Addition of columns
to Ψ decreases the variance of G1, while addition of rows increases the variance.
First, a short motivation of this will be given. Second, we will discuss the implica-
tion for the variance analysis.

Addition of one more column to Ψ in (6.35) decreases the variance of G1. With
Ψ =

[
ψ1 . . . ψm

]
, 〈Ψ, Ψ〉 =

∑m
k 〈ψk, ψk〉, where 〈ψk, ψk〉 ≥ 0 for every k. The

variance of the parameter estimate θ̂N decreases with the addition of a column,
since

〈Ψe, Ψe〉−1 ≤ [〈ψm+1, ψm+1〉+ 〈Ψ, Ψ〉]−1
.

On the other hand, addition of rows leads to an increase in variance of Ĝ1, e.g.,
consider (2.30) in Lemma 2.3.2,

AsCovG1(θ̂N ) = LT
r∑

k=1
BSk (zo)∗BSk (zo) L,

where L = Σ−TCH
[
1 0 . . . 0

]T for any number of inputs, and {BSk }rk=1 is a basis
for the linear span of the rows of ΨMISO. As can be seen from (6.36), the first rows
of ΨMISO

e are the same as for ΨMISO and the first r basis functions can therefore
be taken the same (with a zero in the last column). To accommodate for the extra
rows, ne extra basis functions {BSk }

r+ne
k=r+1 are needed. Thus, {BSk }

r+ne
k=1 is a basis

for the linear span of ΨMISO
e . We see that the variance of G1(θ̂eN ) is larger than

G1(θ̂N ) since

AsCovG1(θ̂eN ) = AsCovG1(θ̂N ) + LT
r+ne∑
k=r+1

BSk (zo)∗BSk (zo) L,

and LTBSk (zo)∗BSk (zo)L ≥ 0 is positive semidefinite for every k.
Every additional input of the MISO system corresponds to addition of rows

to Ψ . The increase is strictly positive provided that the explicit conditions in
Corollary 6.3.1 hold.

Every additional output of the SIMO system corresponds to the addition of one
more column to Ψ . However, the benefit of the additional columns is reduced by the
additional rows arising from the additional parameters that need to be estimated,
cf. Corollary 6.2.2 and the preceding discussion. When the number of additional
parameters has reached n1 or if e1(t) is orthogonal to ej(t) conditioned on uj\1(t)
the benefit vanishes completely. The following examples clarify this point.
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Example 6.3.1. We consider the same example as in Section 6.1 for three cases of
model orders of the second model, n2 = 0, 1, 2. These cases correspond to Ψ given
by the first n2 + 1 rows of

ΨSIMO
e (q) =

q−1 −
√

1− β2/βq−1

0 1/βq−1

0 1/βq−2

 ,
respectively. When only y1 is used (Ψ = q−1) :

AsVar θ̂1,1 = 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1 = 1.

When n2 = 0, the second measurement gives a benefit determined by how strong
the correlation is between the two noise sources:

AsVar θ̂1,1 = 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1 = (1 + (1− β2)/β2)−1 = β2.

However, already if we have to estimate one parameter in G2 the benefit vanishes
completely, i.e., for n2 = 1:

AsCov θ̂ = 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1 =
[

1
√

1− β2√
1− β2 1

]
.

The third case, n2 = 2, corresponds to the example in Section 6.1, which shows that
the first measurement y1 improves the estimate of θ2,2 (compared to only estimating
Ĝ2 using y2):

AsVar θ̂2,2 = λ2|1 = β2.

Example 6.3.2. We consider the corresponding MISO system with unit variance
noise e(t) and u(t) instead having the same spectral factor

ΣCH =
[

1 0√
1− β2 β

]
.

for β ∈ (0, 1]. We now study the impact of the second input u2(t) when

G1(q) = θ1,1q
−1 + θ1,2q

−2, G2(q) =
n2∑
k=1

θ2,kq
−k

and n2 = 0, 1. These two cases correspond to Ψ given by the first n2 + 2 rows of

ΨMISO
e (q) =

 q−1 0
q−2 0√

1− β2q−1 βq−1

 ,
respectively. When only u1 is used or G2 is known (Ψ =

[
q−1 q−2]T):

AsCov θ̂1 = 〈Ψ, Ψ〉−1 = I.
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When n2 = 1, the variance of θ̂1,1 is increased depending on the correlation between
the two inputs:

AsVar θ̂ = 1
β2

 1 0 −
√

1− β2

0 β2 0
−
√

1− β2 0 1

 .
Also notice that the asymptotic covariance of

[
θ̂1,1 θ̂2,1

]T is given by Σ−1, the
inverse of the covariance matrix of u(t) and that AsVar θ̂2,2 = σ−1

1 . As β goes to
zero the variance of

[
θ̂1,1 θ̂2,1

]T increases and at β = 0 the two inputs are perfectly
correlated and we loose identifiability.

6.4 Effect of input spectrum

In this section we will see how a non white input spectrum changes the results
of Section 6.2. Using white noise filtered through an AR-filter as input, we may
use the developed results to show where in the frequency range the benefit of the
correlation structure is focused. An alternative approach, when a non-white input
spectrum is used, is to change the basis functions as discussed in Remark 6.1.1.
However, the effect of the input filter is internalized in the basis functions and it
is hard to distinguish the effect of the input filter. We will instead use FIR basis
functions for the SIMO system, which are not orthogonal with respect to the inner
product induced by the input spectrum, cf. Remark 6.1.1. We let the input filter
be given by

u(t) = 1
A(q)w(t) (6.37)

where w(t) is a white noise sequence with variance σ2
w and the order na of A is

less than the order of G1, i.e., na ≤ n1. In this case, following the derivations of
Theorem 6.2.1, it can be shown that

AsVar Ĝi =
ni∑
k=1

AsVar θ̂i,k|Bk(ejω0)|2 (6.38)

where

AsVar θ̂i,k =
λi|χk−1

Φu(ω0)

and the basis functions Bk have changed due to the input filter. The solutions boil
down to finding explicit basis functions Bk for the case when

Span
{
Γn
A(q)

}
= Span

{
q−1

A(q) ,
q−2

A(q) , . . . ,
q−n

A(q)

}
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where A(q) =
∏na
k=1(1−ξkq−1), |ξk| < 1 for some set of specified poles {ξ1, . . . , ξna}

and where n ≥ na. As discussed in Section 2.2, it then holds that

Span
{
Γn
A(q)

}
= Span {B1, . . . ,Bn}

where {Bk} are the Takenaka-Malmquist functions given by

Bk(q) :=
√

1− |ξk|2
q − ξk

φk−1(q), k = 1, . . . , n

φk(q) :=
k∏
i=1

1− ξiq
q − ξi

, φ0(q) := 1 (6.39)

and with ξk = 0 for k = na + 1, . . . , n. We summarize the result in the following
theorem:

Theorem 6.4.1. Let the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.2.1 hold. Additionally
the input u(t) is generated by an AR-filter as in (6.37). Then for any frequency ω0
it holds that

AsVar Ĝi = 1
Φu(ω0)

(
λi

na∑
k=1

1− |ξk|2

|ejω0 − ξk|2
+ λi(n1 − na) +

i∑
j=2

λi|j−1(nj − nj−1)
)

(6.40)

Proof. The proof follows from (6.38) with the basis functions given by the Takenaka-
Malmquist functions and using that φk−1(q) is all-pass, and for k > na, also Bk(q)
is all-pass. This means that |Bk(ejω)|2 = 1 for all k > na.

Remark 6.4.1. The second sum in (6.40) is where the benefit from the correlation
structure of the noise at the other sensors enters through λi|j−1. This contribution
is weighted by 1/Φu(ω). The benefit thus enters mainly where Φu(ω) is small. The
first sum gives a variance contribution that is less focused around frequencies close
to the poles (|ejω0 − ξk|2 is canceled by Φu(ω)). This contribution is not reduced by
correlation between noise sources. Shaping the input thus gives a weaker effect on
the asymptotic variance than what is suggested by the asymptotic in model order
result (1.4), and what would be the case if there would be no correlation between
noise sources (replacing λi|j−1 by λi in (6.40)).

For the example in Section 6.1 for filtered input with n1 = 2 , n2 = 3 and
na = 1, (6.40) simplifies to

AsVar Ĝ2 = λ2

σ2 + λ2

Φu(ω0) +
λ2|1

Φu(ω0) . (6.41)

In Figure 6.6 the variance of Ĝ2 for an input filtered with A(q) = 1 − 0.8q−1 is
presented. The filter is of low-pass type and thus gives high input power at low
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Figure 6.6: Asymptotic variance of Ĝ3(ejω, θ̂2) for β = 1 and β = 0.4. Also shown
is λ2/σ

2, the first term of AsVar Ĝ3(ejω, θ̂2) in (6.41).

frequencies which results in low variance at those frequencies. Correlation between
noise sources decreases the variance mainly where Φu(ω) is small, i.e., at higher
frequencies.

6.5 Optimal correlation structure

In this section we characterize the optimal correlation structure, in order to mini-
mize the total variance. In the previous section, we have seen that not estimating a
basis function k leads to a reduction in variance of the other parameters related to
basis function k. In this section, we will find the optimal correlation structure when
the parametrization of the system is such that n1 +1 = n2 = . . . = nm, i.e., the first
module has one parameter less than the others. Let θ̃ := [θ2,n2 , θ3,n2 , . . . , θm,n2 ]T,
i.e., the sub vector of parameters related to basis function Bn2(q). Assume the
SIMO structure given by (6.1) and let the input be white noise with unit vari-
ance. Recalling Theorem 6.2.1, the covariance matrix of θ̂ is given by Λ2:m|1. In
particular, the variance of the entries of θ̃ is

AsVar θ̂k,n2 =
λk|1

σ2 , k = 2, . . . ,m. (6.42)

As before, λk|1 is the non-estimable part of ek(t) given e1(t).
Recalling Theorem 6.2.1, the covariance matrix of θ̃ is given by 1

σ2Λ2:m|2. The
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total variance of ˆ̃θ is defined as

tvar θ̃ :=
m∑
i=2

AsVar θ̂i,n2 = Tr 1
σ2Λ2:m|1 .

We are interested in understanding how the correlation of e1(t) with e2(t), . . . , em(t),
i.e., Λ12 . . . , Λ1m, should be in order to obtain the minimum value of the above
total variance. This problem can be expressed as follows:

minimize
Λ12 ..., Λ1m

TrΛ2:m|1

s.t. Λ ≥ 0, (6.43)

where the constraint on Λ implies that not all choices of the entries Λ1i are allowed.
Directly characterizing the noise structure using this formulation of the problem
appears to be hard. Therefore, it turns out convenient to introduce an upper
triangular Cholesky factorization of Λ, namely define B upper triangular such that
Λ = BBT. Note that

1. the rows of B, bT
i , i = 1, . . . , m, are such that ‖bi‖2 = λi;

2. E{e1ei} = Λ1i = bT
1 bi;

3. there always exists an orthonormal matrix Q such that B = ΛCHQ, where
ΛCH is the previously defined lower triangular Cholesky factor.

Lemma 6.5.1. Let

B =
[
η pT

0 M

]
, M ∈ Rm−1×m−1, p ∈ Rm−1×1, n ∈ R ;

then

Λ2:m|1 = M(I − 1
λ1

)ppTMT . (6.44)

Proof. See Appendix 6.D.

Using the previous lemma we reformulate (6.43); keeping M fixed and letting p
vary, we have

maximize
b1

Tr 1
λ1
MppTMT

s.t. ‖b1‖2 = λ1 , (6.45)

with bT
1 = [η pT]. Note that the constraint Λ ≥ 0 is automatically satisfied. Let us

define v1, . . . , vm−1 as the right-singular vectors of M , namely the columns of the
matrix V in the singular value decomposition (SVD) M = USV T. The following
result provides the structure of B that solves (6.43).
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Theorem 6.5.1. Let the input be white noise. Let n1 + 1 = n2 = . . . = nm. Then
(6.43) is solved by an upper triangular Cholesky factor B such that its first row is

b∗T1 = λ1[0 vT
1 ] . (6.46)

Proof. Observe the following facts:

1. Tr 1
λ1
MppTMT = 1

λ1
pTMTMp = 1

λ1
‖Mp‖2;

2. since bT
1 = [η pT], it is clear that a candidate solution to (6.45) is of the

form b∗T1 = [0 p∗T ].

It follows that Problem (6.45) can be written as

maximize
b1

‖Mp‖2

s.t. ‖p‖2 = λ1 , (6.47)

whose solution is known to be (a rescaling of) the first right singular vector of M ,
namely v1. Hence b∗T1 = λ1[0 vT

1 ].

Remark 6.5.1. As has been pointed out in Section 6.1, Λ is required to be positive
definite. Thus, the ideal solution provided by Theorem 6.5.1 is not applicable in
practice, where one should expect that η, the first entry of b1, is always nonzero.
In this case, the result of Theorem 6.5.1 can be easily adapted, leading to b∗T1 =[
η
√

1− η2

λ1
vT

1

]
.

6.6 Numerical examples

In this section, we illustrate the results derived in the previous sections through
three sets of numerical Monte Carlo simulations.

Effect of model order
Corollary 6.2.2 is illustrated in Figure 6.7, where the following systems are identified
using N = 500 input-output measurements:

Gi = Γ̃iθi, i = 1, 2, 3 Γ̃i(q) = F (q)−1Γi(q),
Γi(q) =

[
B1(q), . . . ,Bni(q)

]
, Bk(q) = q−k, (6.48)

with

F (q) = 1
1− 0.8q−1 , θ0

1 =
[
1 0.5 0.7

]T
,

θ0
2 =

[
1 −1 2

]T
, θ0

3 =
[
1 1 2 1 1

]T
.
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Figure 6.7: Sample variance of G3(ejω, θ̂3) as a function of the number of estimated
parameters of G1 and G2.

The input u(t) is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with variance σ2 = 1, filtered
by F (q). The measurement noise is normally distributed with covariance matrix
Λ = ΛCHΛ

T
CH , where

ΛCH =

 1 0 0
0.6 0.8 0
0.7 0.7 0.1

 ,
thus λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1. The sample variance is computed using

Cov θ̂s = 1
MC

MC∑
k=1
|G3(ejω0 , θ0

3)−G3(ejω0 , θ̂3)|2,

where MC = 2000 is the number of realizations of the input and noise. The same
realizations of the input and noise are used for all model orders.

The variance of G3(ejω, θ̂3) increases with increasing ni, i = 1, 2, but only up
to the point where ni = n3 = 5. After that, any increase in n1 or n2 does not
increase the variance of G3(ejω, θ̂3), as can be seen in Figure 6.7. The behavior can
be explained by Corollary 6.2.2: when n3 ≥ n1, n2, G3 is the last block, having the
highest number of parameters, and any increase in n1, n2 increases the variance of
G3. When for example n1 ≥ n3, the blocks should be reordered so that G3 comes
before G1. In this case, when n1 increases the first condition of Corollary 6.2.2 does
not hold and hence the variance of G3(ejω, θ̂3) does not increase further.
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Effect of removing one parameter
In the second set of numerical experiments, we simulate the same type of system
as in Section 6.1. We let β vary in the interval [0.001, 1]. For each β, we generate
MC = 2000 Monte Carlo experiments, where in each of them we collect N = 500
input-output samples. At the i-th Monte Carlo run, we generate new trajectories
for the input and the noise and we compute θ̂i as in (6.8). The sample covariance
matrix, for each β, is computed as

Cov θ̂s = 1
MC

MC∑
i=1

(θ̂i − θ)(θ̂i − θ)T.

Figure 6.8 shows that the variance of θ̂21 is always close to one, no matter what the
value of β is. It also shows that the variance of the estimate θ̂22 behaves as β2. In
particular, when β approaches 0 (i.e., almost perfectly correlated noise processes),
the variance of such estimate tends to 0. All of the observations are as predicted
by Corollary 6.2.1 and the example in Section 6.1.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

β

varθ̂21

varθ̂22

Figure 6.8: Sample variance of the parameters of the first module (as functions of
β) when the second module has one parameter.

Optimal correlation structure
A third simulation experiment is performed in order to illustrate Theorem 6.5.1.
We consider a system with m = 3 outputs; the modules are

G1(q) = 0.3q−1, G2(q) = 0.8q−1 − 0.4q−2,

G3(q) = 0.1q−1 + 0.2q−2,
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so that
θ = [θ11 θ21 θ31 θ22 θ32]T = [0.3 0.8 0.1 − 0.4 0.2]T .

The noise process is generated by the following upper triangular Cholesky factor:

R =

ε √
1− ε2 cosα

√
1− ε2 sinα

0 0.8 0.6
0 0 1

 =
[
ε pT

0 M

]
,

where ε = 0.1 and α ∈ [0, π] is a parameter tuning the correlation of e1(t) with
e2(t) and e3(t). The purpose of this experiment is to show that, when α is such that
p = [

√
1− ε2 cosα

√
1− ε2 sinα]T is aligned with the first right-singular vector

v1 of M , then the total variance of the estimate of the sub-vector θ̃ = [θ12 θ22]T is
minimized. In the case under analysis, v1 = [0.447 0.894]T = [cosα0 sinα0]T, with
α0 = 1.11. We let α take values in [0, π] and for each α we generate MC = 2000
Monte Carlo runs of N = 500 input-output samples each. We compute the sample
total variance of θ̃ as

tvar ˆ̃θs = 1
MC

MC∑
i=1

(
(θ̂22,i − θ22)2 + (θ̂32,i − θ32)2

)
,

where θ̂22,i and θ̂32,i are the estimates obtained at the i-th Monte Carlo run.
The results of the experiment are reported in Figure 6.9. It can be seen that

the minimum total variance of the estimate of θ̂ is attained for values close to α0
(approximations are due to low resolution of the grid of values of α). An interesting
observation regards the value of α for which the total variance is maximized: this
happens when α = 2.68, which yields the second right-singular vector ofM , namely
v2 = [−0.894 0.447]T.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have examined how the estimation accuracy of a linear SIMO
model depends on the correlation structure of the noise, model structure and model
order. A formula for the asymptotic covariance of the frequency response function
estimate and the model parameters has been developed for the case of temporally
white, but possibly spatially correlated additive noise. It has been shown that
when parts of the noise can be linearly estimated from measurements of other
blocks with less estimated parameters, the variance decreases. The expressions
reveal how the order of the different blocks and the correlation of the noise affect
the variance of one block. In particular, it has been shown that the variance of
the block of interest levels off when the number of estimated parameters in another
block reaches the number of estimated parameters of the block of interest. The
optimal correlation structure for the noise was determined for the case when one
block has one parameter less than the other blocks.
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Figure 6.9: Total sample variance of the parameter vector θ̃ as function of α.

6.A Proof of Lemma 6.1.2

Let v(t) = Λ−1
CHe(t) for some real valued random variable e(t) (Λ−1

CH exists and
is unique for Λ > 0 (Horn and Johnson, 1990)). Then Cov v(t) = I. Simi-
larly e(t) = ΛCHv(t). The set {v1(t), . . . , vj(t)} is a function of e1(t), . . . , ej(t)
only and vice versa, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Thus, if e1(t), . . . , ej(t) are known, then
also {v1(t), . . . , vj(t)} are known, but nothing is known about {vj+1(t), . . . , vm(t)}.
Thus, for j < i the best linear estimator of ei(t) given e1(t), . . . , ej(t), is

êi|j(t) =
j∑

k=1
γikvk(t), (6.49)

and

ei(t)− êi|j(t)

has variance

λi|j =
i∑

k=j+1
γ2
ik.

For the last part of the lemma, we realize that the dependence of êi|j(t) on ej(t)
in Equation (6.49) is given by γij/γjj (since v1(t), . . . , vj−1(t) do not depend on
ej(t)). Hence êi|j(t) depends on ej(t) if and only if γij 6= 0.
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6.B Proof of Theorem 6.2.1

Before giving the proof of Theorem 6.2.1 we need the following auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 6.B.1. Let Λ > 0 and real and its Cholesky factor ΛCH be partitioned
according to e1:χk−1 and eχk:m,

Λ =
[
Λ1 Λ12
Λ21 Λ2

]
, ΛCH =

[
(ΛCH)1 0
(ΛCH)21 (ΛCH)2

]
.

Then

Λχk:m|χk−1 = (ΛCH)2(ΛCH)T
2 .

Proof. By the derivations of Lemma 6.A, for some v(t) with Cov v(t) = I, e(t) =
ΛCHv(t) and v1:χ−1(t) are known since e1:χ−1(t) are known. Furthermore êχk:m|χk−1(t) =
(ΛCH)21v1:χ−1(t), which implies eχk:m|χk−1(t) − êχk:m|χk−1(t) = (ΛCH)2vχk:m(t)
and the results follows since Cov vχk:m(t) = I.

The asymptotic variance is given by (6.10) with

Ψ(q) = Ψ̃(q)Λ−TCH .

Let n = n1 + · · ·+nm. From the upper triangular structure of Λ−TCH and n1 ≤ n2 ≤
. . . ≤ nm, an orthonormal basis for SΨ , the subspace spanned by the rows of Ψ , is
given by

BSk (ejω) :=
[
Bk 0 . . . 0

]
, k=1, . . . , n1

BSk (ejω) :=
[
0 Bk−n1 0 . . .

]
, k=n1 + 1, . . . , n2

... (6.50)
BSk (ejω) :=

[
. . . 0 Bk−n+nm

]
, k=n− nm+1, . . . , n.

First note that
∂G

∂θ
= ΨΛT

CH .

Then, using Theorem 2.3.2,

σ2 AsVar Ĝ = ΛCH

n∑
k=1
BSk (ejω0)∗BSk (ejω0)ΛT

CH .

Sorting the sum with respect to the basis functions Bk(ejω0), we get

σ2 AsCov Ĝi = ΛCH

nm∑
k=1
|Bk(ejω0)|2

[
0χk−1 0

0 I

]
ΛT
CH .
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Using Lemma 6.B.1

AsCov Ĝ = 1
σ2

nm∑
k=1

[
0χk−1 0

0 Λχk:m|χk−1

]
|Bk(ejω0)|2.

Thus (6.23) follows. We now show the first part of the theorem, that

AsCov ˆ̄θ = 1
σ2 diag

{
Λ1:m, Λχ2:m|χ2−1, . . . , Λχnm :m|χnm−1

}
.

The covariance of Ĝ can be expressed as

AsCov Ĝ = TAsCov ˆ̄θ T ∗ (6.51)

where

T =
[
B1I(1) B2I(2) . . . BnmI(nm)

]
,

I(k) =
[

0
Im−χk+1

]
∈ Rm×(m−χk+1).

However, (6.51) equals (6.23) for all ω and the theorem follows.

6.C Proof of Corollary 6.2.2

To prove Corollary 6.2.2 we will use (6.26). First, we make the assumption that j is
the last module that has nj parameters. This assumption is made for convenience
since reordering all modules with nj estimated parameters does not change (6.26).
First of all, we see that if

nj ≥ ni,

then (6.26) does not increase when nj increases. If instead

nj < ni,

the increase in variance is given by

γ2
ij |Bnj+1(ejω0)|2,

which is non-zero iff γij 6= 0 and |Bnj+1(ejω0)|2 6= 0. From Lemma 6.1.1 the theorem
follows.

6.D Proof of Lemma 6.5.1

The inverse of B is

B−1 =
[
η−1 −qT

0 M−1

]
, qT := η−1pTM−1,
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so that

Λ−1 = B−TB−1 =
[
η−2 −qTη−1

−qη−1 M−TM−1 + qqT

]
.

Hence, using the Sherman–Morrison formula (Bartlett, 1951)

Λ2:m|1 =
(
M−TM−1 + qqT)−1

= MMT − 1
k
MMTqqTMMT

= MMT − 1
k

MppTMT

η2 ,

where

k = 1 + qTMMTq = 1 + pTp

η2

= η2 + pTp

η2 = ‖b1‖2
2

η2

= λ1

η2 ,

so (6.44) follows.





Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis we have analyzed the variance of the parameter estimates, frequency
response functions and zeros of estimated modules in certain dynamic networks.
The underlying identification method considered in the thesis is PEM. The results
of this thesis are in a sense an extension of some of the results of Mårtensson (2007)
to dynamic networks. The chapter on SISO linear systems, Chapter 3, served as a
springboard to the results derived for dynamic networks. For a dynamic network
we have analyzed three different techniques which can reduce the variance of an
estimated module in the network. The techniques are additional input signals for
increased excitation (see the parallel cascade structure of Chapter 5), additional
measurements for increased accuracy (the additional measurements carry informa-
tion about the module of interest, cf. Chapter 4 and the multiple sensor structure
of Chapter 4), and additional measurements for noise cancellation (the additional
measurements contain no information about the module of interest but information
about the noise, cf. Chapter 6). The contribution of each chapter is listed below,
after which we provide an outlook on possible future work.

7.1 Summary

Chapter 3: SISO models
The main results in this chapter are the reparametrization formulas for the asymp-
totic covariance of functions of the estimated system parameters. In particular we
demonstrated that one can use the experimental conditions to make the asymp-
totic variance independent of model order and model structure in some cases. We
have also used these expressions to derive novel model structure independent up-
per bounds of the asymptotic covariance, in particular for a number of commonly
estimated quantities such as system zeros, gains and impulse response coefficients.
We have shown that these bounds are significantly less conservative as compared
to the variance expressions that result from using the (asymptotic in model order)
variance formulae for frequency function estimation in Ljung (1985).

109
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Chapter 4: Cascade models

The variance of the first of a set of modules connected in a cascade structure has
been analyzed. The main contribution was the characterization of the variance of
a zero close to the unit circle. It was shown that a variance reduction was possible
and concentrated around the unit-circle-zero. The variance reduction capability of
a sensor depends on the signal to noise ratio at the sensor and a distance metric.
It was also proven that, for a unit-circle-zero and large model order, the variance
at the corresponding frequency of the unit-circle zero is the same as if the other
modules were completely known. Simulations on FIR systems illustrate the variance
reduction for a unit-circle-zero, in the case of two and four modules, respectively,
for different model orders.

Chapter 5: Generalized parallel cascade models

We have examined the covariance of the parameter estimates of one module in
a parallel cascade structure and a multi sensor structure. Upper bounds on the
asymptotic covariance of the parameter estimates were derived when little assump-
tions were made on the remaining systems in the network, i.e., in contrast to the
previous chapter, the model order of the system of interest was fixed, while the
model order of every other module was large. For a measured disturbance, the co-
variance reduction potential was shown to be two folded. Previous knowledge about
the additional sensors in the multi sensor structure is imperative for a variance re-
duction; in fact, without prior knowledge it was shown that there is no covariance
reduction.

Chapter 6: SIMO models

The effect of the noise correlation structure was examined in SIMO models. It
was shown how the estimation accuracy depends on the correlation structure of the
noise, model structure and model order. A formula for the asymptotic covariance
of the frequency response function estimates and the model parameters has been
developed for the case of temporally white, but possibly spatially correlated additive
noise. It has been shown that when parts of the noise can be linearly estimated
from measurements of other blocks with less estimated parameters, the variance
decreases. The expressions reveal how the order of the different blocks and the
correlation of the noise affects the variance of one block. In particular, it has
been shown that the variance of the block of interest levels off when the number of
estimated parameters in another block reaches the number of estimated parameters
of the block of interest. The effect of the input spectrum was shown to have a less
significant effect than expected. The optimal correlation structure for the noise
was determined for the case when one block has one parameter less than the other
blocks.
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7.2 Future work

For some basic dynamic network structures, we have analyzed three different tech-
niques which can reduce the variance of an estimated module in the network.
Namely, the techniques are additional input signals for increased excitation, ad-
ditional measurements for increased accuracy, and additional measurements for
noise cancellation. There are some straightforward generalizations, for example, to
have a temporally non-white noise spectra in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6. The main
contribution of the thesis is the characterization of the variance reduction effect ad-
ditional measurements and input signals can have in a dynamic network. However,
the results are, in their present form, not very general. One challenge ahead is to
extend these results to a broader class of dynamic networks, such as networks that
may include feedback loops, and where process noise also may be present.

Upper bounds

As seen in Chapter 3, the geometric approach is readily used to develop model in-
dependent upper bounds. With more complex network structures, it will be harder
to derive covariance expressions that can give insights in the effect of, for example,
input excitation and noise correlations. Therefore, proceeding as in Chapter 3, and
deriving upper bounds might be one path forward towards obtaining meaningful
insights when the network structure becomes more complex. A slight variation of
this approach was the upper bounds derived for high order models in Chapter 5,
which also may be a path forward. However, as seen in Chapter 5 for the multi
sensor structure, assuming high model order for the modules of less interest led
to the variance reduction potential shrinking to zero. It was also seen for SIMO
models in Chapter 6 that the variance reduction was strongly linked to the model
structures and model order of the modules.

Under modeling

In this thesis and prediction error identification in general, we assume the existence
of a true system and a true model order. This is hardly ever true in practical
applications. From a pragmatic perspective, we want our identified model to be
able to describe the true system accurate enough with some application of the model
in mind. As we have framed our estimation problem, we are mainly interested in a
subset of modules, maybe even only one module. From Van den Hof et al. (2013)
it is known that to consistently estimate a module it is necessary to have model
structures that are flexible enough. However, if we are willing to trade some bias
to reduce the variance of the module estimates we could perhaps achieve a lower
mean squared error. The methods applied in this work might provide some insight
into how this trade-off should be done.
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Noise assumptions and feedback
As concluded in Chapter 6, noise correlation may have a significant effect on the
covariance of estimates in the dynamic network. In a dynamic network, there are
several scenarios that can justify correlation between sensor noise and process noise.
Consider that we have a controller in the network that measures some internal
variable in the network with sensor noise. Through the controller, this noise is
fed back into the network and affects other internal variables. This effect can not
be captured by (2.18), i.e., measurement noise is not allowed to affect internal
variables. In order to capture this effect, we have to introduce correlation between
process noise and measurement noise. However, for consistency in the methods
mentioned in the introduction that take sensor noise into account, one assumption
is precisely that process noise and measurement noise are uncorrelated. Feedback
still provides us with some open questions regarding consistency. From an accuracy
perspective, feedback is the component that is most strikingly missing in this thesis.
All structures considered are open loop structures, with the exception being SISO
systems in Chapter 3.

Application to available methods
An interesting direction of research is to apply results of this thesis to the methods
already available for networks with feedback loops. Perhaps, we could explain
and compare the methods’ performance and provide further guidance in how to
choose measurements to include in the predictor. For example, the rough principle
for predictor input selection in the indirect method of Dankers et al. (2013a) is
to minimize the number of inputs in the predictor. The rationale is that this
minimizes the number of estimated parameters. However, as is known for MISO
models discussed in Chapter 6, both the number of estimated parameter of the other
modules and the correlation structure between the input signals are important. It
would be interesting to see if this also holds for input selection for the indirect
method, and if it holds for input selection for the direct method as well.
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